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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

For a long time certain neurological signs have been used as 

the fundamental criteria for diagnosis and localization of brain 

disease. These include paralyses, anaesthesias, abnormal and 

irregular reflex activity, and visual field defects. At the same 

time it has become increasingly evident that certain mental or 

psychological alterations occur in conjunction with these neurological 

changes, thus pointing to the relationship between structural damage 

and impaired psychological functioning. The potential value, then, 

of investigating these changes accompaeying cortical pathology would 

seem considerable in supplementing clinical neurological findings 

for purposes of diagnosis. 

Recent developnents in clinical psychology indicate that 

intelligence tests are not adequate for this purpose. In a review 

of the literature on psychological changes following organic brain 

lesions and ablations, Klebanoff (46) points out that the 

conventional test~ of intelligence have not proved to be sensitive 

enough for measuring functional losses which occur as a consequence 

of brain damage. This statement is based upon the results of 

psychological exmninations before and after the removal of brain 

tissue. 

In the area of projective techniques a study by Diers and 

~rown (20) using the Rorschach as a diagnostic technique for 



"organio signs" revoaled that the validity or the sign approaoh is 

open to question,and they suggest that the use of Rorsohaoh "signs" 

at present be reatrioted to exploratory and experimental purposes. 

There have also been a number of studies whioh have attempted to 

relate payohologioal impairment to specific areas of the brain. 

Although aome of the studies (46) report suah relationships, the 

results are somewhat equiwcal. The extonaiva research of the 

Columbia-Graystone Assooiatas failed to demonstrate, with an 

exhaustive test battery, permanent impairmem; of intelleotual 

functions in a group of psychotic pat ienta after removal of different 

specified anatomical areas from the cortex (topeotomy.) (54) These 

in'Vestigators did not compare mental fumtioning in "normal" and 

"organics." Instead, they studied patients with already existing 

psyohopathology and superimposed cortical defeota. It would appear 

simpler and more fundamental to investigate aystematioally the 

performance differences between "normals" and "organics." This 

would lead to a batter analysis of suoh differences in psychological 

functioning and to aonoeptuali&ations whioh could be validated with 

objeotiw teohniques. 

Attempts to measure changes in intellectual functioning oollllSoted 

with somato-phyaioloi:;ioal variations oi' aging or with structural 

pathology or the brain h_ave been made by several investigators who 

analyzed the score patterns on the Woohsler-Bellevue aoale. These 

analyses deal with effects noted in both tha full scale and the 



subtests. Jlany valuable qualitatiw observations have been included 

in these reports. but not in terms or scoring. In ii.is critical 

evaluation of such attempts Rabin concluded in 19451 

"From tho findings of theae investigators, one canmt 
agree that these findinga eatablish tbs weohaler-Bellevua· 
as a reliable inatrument in the diagnosis.of brain damage • 
.All that oan be said is· that some peyohologista acquaint• 
ed with olinioal aigna of organicity may be able to make 
a diagnosia of brain damage while using the Wechsler-
Bellevue test." (60) (p~ 420) 

It is important to learn why mme of the most valid intelligence 

tests· should often show no effeot or injury to the brain. Hebb (37) 

reports that the effeot of a olearout. removal of oortex outside the 

speech area is often astonishingly mnallj and at times no effect 

whatever oan be foundJ intelleotua.l functioning is usually affected 

by any large brain lesion-•yet the results of our present-day teats 

indicate aometimes that it. aeems not to be. High I. Q. scores haw 

been reported on patients after lobot011J¥ and even lobectomy. 

Halstead (31) reports that a patient with a high Binet score 

and. a normal Rorschach• ne.wrthelea8 showed· diaturbanoe in conceptual 

(abstract) behavior. ·Niohola and Hwxt (55) found failure on the 

Vigotsky concept formation test in a patient with bilateral lobectOJIW 

who had an I. Q. of 120. One ezplanation proposed by Hebb is this1 

"fhe lewl o~ intelligence-test performance is a function 
of the concepts a patient· baa already developed. Once 
dew loped, a concept· is retained despite a brain damage 
that, if it had occurred earlier, 'IICUld have prevented the 
dewlopmerit. The patient with brain injur:, at maturity 
ma:, contine to think and sol w problems normally in 
familiar fields, although his intelligence would haw 
bean far from normal if a similar injur:, had happened at 
birth." (37) (p. 2) 



There has been much said !or and against this viewpoint, In any 

case it points up the apparent_de!iciency of our present intelligence 

tests to adequate:cy, indicate organic involvement, One;;of the con-

troversies bearing on the question which Hebb raised concems the 

familiar hypothesis of Baboock, In essence, this hypothesis also 

asserts that past experience and knowledge in terms of "older 

associations•~ c111110u!lage existing organic defects on verbal tests, 

From this hypothesis the familiar criterion of higher verbal scores 

lower performance scores in organics was developed, Basing his 

conclusion on s:l.milir.:considerations, Wechsler proposed his distinc-

tion between "hold" and 11don1t hold" items as diagno~tic criteria 

tor organicity, 

Anderson (15) found neither the Wechsler index of deterioration 

nor the Reynall index to be ven, useful in detecting brain damage in 

.t'i!ty-!ive male veterans ':'1th verified brain-damagl[I, Rogers (15) 

and Kass (44) found Wechsler1s index a fallible instrument in disting-

uishing between brain-injured patients and neurotics and other .groups, 

The only promising technique seems to be the use of a series of ratios 

based on different combinations of Wechsler-Bellews subtest scores, 

which were developed by Hewson, According.to Challman, these ratios 

are sufficiently help.t'ul to warrant their use.together with other 

psychological tests.and clinical procedures. 

Goldstein, YacorzynBki, Scheerer, and Feifel have ~tained 

that a more careful analysis or verbal performances does not support 

the Babcock hypothesis that older associations are longer preserved. 

Fsifel and Lorge found that lack ot a refined scoring procedure 
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led to the artifact of the apparent intactness of older associations, 

since responses on an inferior (concretistic)level received the same 

credit as those on a higher (conceptual) level. (21) Also there is 

a significant difference be~ween the responses given by younger 

.children as against those used by older children, if they are quali-

tatively analyzed with more care. 

The studies by the aforementioned authors and also by Capps (14), 
Cleveland and Dysinger (16), and Ackelsberg (2) established the fact 

that words which are used with a conceptual meaning by normal adults 

mq carry a rather restricted and concretistic meaning in the usage 

by cortically impaired patients, by individuals suffering from senile 

deterioration, and by young children. Going beyond these negative 

strictures, the investigations by neurologists and psychologists, such 

as Goldstein and Gelb, Henry Head:, Werner and Strauss, Goldstein and 

Scheerer, Bender, Armitage, and many others have introduced specialized 

tests for investigating psychological functions in patients with 

diseases or lesions or the brain. These attempts have clearly 

demonstrated the need for and the ~sitive value of such specialized 

testing methods, though a complete vaiidation of their die.gnostic 

differential value for every case of brain injury has not been 

attained. 

A number of exper1mental studies have been devoted to the 

performance of brain-damaged human beings and animals on tasks of 

varying difficulty and complexity, Lashley1s research, for example, 

on animals with surgically produced brain defects suggests that 
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there is a relationship between the· ability to perform complex_ tasks 

and .the amount of brain damage. (48) Some authors like·ooldstein 

and Scheerer apparently find in ·brain-injured human beings a 

relat"ionship between cortical dysfunction and impairment of the more 

complex psychologic"al functions., ·i.e., ·abstract behavior, 

This.theoretical ·position can be considered an outgrowth· from 

certain principles which Hughlinga Jackson and Henry Head developed, 

These principles are based on a conception of a hierarohial 

organization-of nervous function, Aooordingly,-oortical impairment 

in particular would lead to a deficiency 1n the more complex psycho-

logical functions·and a reduction in the evolutionary and ontogeirtioally 

1110re recently acquired abilities. To this view, Goldstein and others 

added the concept of reorganization of _mental operations to a more 

primitive lewl of iunctioning, and this led to the em~hasis on· 

concept formation and sortix,g tests in the recent two decades ·1n 

research on ':>rt.ii: injury. 

The tests for abstraction, nameiy.·the ooncept-formation tests 

like these by Vigotsky, Goldstein-Scheerer and Shipley Hartford may 
pick up dei'ioien~ies in severe :llllpairment. but in cases llhere the 

i!upairment is mild, they do not_ auff:i.oe, :r.ioroover, the performance 

on the concept-formation tests_ by schizophrenics further clouds the 

pioture. There .ia often' contusion as to what is organio and_what 

is schizophrenic. However, these methods mark a decided step in the 

right direction,and their trend has baen extended in the present 

battery in an attempt to pick up the more subtle impairments. 
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In swmna.ry it may be stated that even though the techniques in 

testing for psychological changes in brain damage have become 

increasingly specialized and have contributed considerably to the 

qualitative description or deficits, no real validation has been 

achieved, either in pattem analysis of intelligence test results 

or in qualitative analyses or specially devised test situations. 

In view of the various controversies, we propose to use 

specialized and relatively simple motor tests as a diagnostic medium 

for the following reasons: First, the use or language is unnecessary 

for the solution except for understanding the easy instructions; 

second, the required motor activity s~imulates simple tasks in 

everyd~ lii'e situations, Though voluntary control or muscle 

_co-ordination is required, this does not exceed that.tbr manipulative 

actions under 11nat'.1ral11 life conditions. Third, performance on these 

motor tests seems to be .f'ree .f'rom specific past experience or -

specifically aclD!ired skills. On the other hand, these motor tests; 

require a level o.f' aptitude whicl'! is independent of individual · 

differences in motor capacity, This fact had already been demonstrated 

by Van Der Lugt _and the writer in control 111tudies ot nonnal individuals 

of average I,Q. where the performance proved to be independent of 

previous training and intellectual ability, Fourth, though it is· 

obvious that cognitive £unctions enter into any- motor activity, the 

motor tests do not focus on "intellectual" abilities in the usual 

sense. They tap rather such organizational aspects ot behavior 

where perceptual motor integration is at least as essential as the 
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cognitive factors involwd· and where th~ manipulative emphasis in' 

behavior permits easier analysis of·the nature of this integration. 

It is therefore· hoped that the brain function required for these 

performances may., be more direo~ly tested than in the tests deal illg 

with intelligence level alone, either thr.ough I.Q. or specialized 

qualitative methods such as sorting tests and others described by 

· Goldstein.and Scheerer and Rapaport. In this respect it may. be noted 

that Malmo ·in a reoent artiole points out the neglect 01' the motor 

aspects of behavior in lllOBt studies dealing. with personality and 

especially with pathological personality manifestations. He saysr 

"The strong emphasis on perceptual aspeots of behavior 
{as in Rorschach). in the field of personality analysis 
has undoubtedly been amply justified but it would seem 
that more attention should be directed toward aotor 
phenoiJena in this field.• (52) <P.• 547) 

Fifth, following tho pioneer studies and methodological axioms 

expounded by Goldstein and Scheerer and also Werner, it is oxpooted 1 

that these tests will yield information on how the organio patient 

arrives at his goal in the event that his 1110de of functioning has' 

become ohanged from his oustomari manner of funotioni1:1g. This may 

bo dons through a careful amlysis 01' the processes through which' 

the normal and the organio patient execute the mator tasks. Scheerer• 

rather olearlr points this out ill his paper on Performance .Analysiu 

"We cannot treat wrong responses as minus or· zero 
performances, simply because they are test failures. 
lglloring the .faotual process whioh leads to failure 
leaves a scient11'io gap where positive explanatioll 
is called for." {6:5) {p, 657) 



Without elltoring into a task analysis of these motor tests at 

this point it mould be stated ·that the proposed motor battery 

represents an attempt to tap different levels of peroeptuit.l motor 

integration·proceediJ:Jg from JDD~e simple to more complex tasks. 

In terms of inoreas:l.ng ccmplexity, the various tasks used inalude 

fine motor control, pressure judgment and estimates of traversed 

diBtanae in movement, two-hand coordination, anticipation and 

planning, and simultaneous rosponse to multiple stimuli. 

f!IEORETICAL CONSID&UTIONS 

We assume that noi:mit.l brain structure and function permit 

suffio1ent interaction between various areas of the brain so that 

different processes which enter into a perceptual motor task can 

be integrated in a harmonious fashion and be centrally directed. 

Brain damage regardless of tbs specific locus can interfere. with 

such normal interaction or "com.'llUJlication" and hi.ghar _central 

control. Thia may affect the controlled innervation of_finer 

·muscle movements so that more undii'ferentiated, globit.l muscle aotion 

prevails. It may also afteot the tempoof the motor performances so 

that retardation may occur, or it may result in a diaturbanoe of 

normal figure-ground relat ionsh.ipa so that proceasea whioh are 

otherwise subordinate in the ocurae of peroeptual motor activity 

cannot be held under oontrol. It may further result in an in• 

sufficient integration of motor activity in that there ie 

inadequate planning or laok of adequate oontrol in the suoceallive 



phases of the action; or this cognitive oontrol of the action may 

be lost on the wa:y beoause the task presented ia of too_great 

complexity, namely subordinate activities haw to be 

engaged in, or "kept in mind" at the same time. The integration 

of; tactual and kinesthetic cue11 into simultaneous psychological 

representation of tri•dimensional patterns, may be affected ao that 

reoognition of forms on this basis deviates from the· normal. 

Finally, there may be impairment of the ability to utilize the' 

perception oi' a fixed spatial distance for the establishment of a 

spatial frame of reference, within which experienced amaller 

distances have to be gauged during the performance of a·motor tallk. 

In summary we will state our hypothesis in thia general form1 

Brain damaged patients will show impairment of integr"-the f_unct toning_ 

on perceptual motor performances. The nature of this iuipairment will 

go in tho direction of lacking differentiation. This will __ manifest 

itself in impaired perceptual motor planning ("idea of moveinent") 
. . 

such as anticipatory control,• in inadequate temporal ctiordination 

of the perceptual motor and various subordinate aotivitiel, ·.into an 
. . . .. . '\ 

orderly oourse1 in a reduced mastery of mowmenta which r~quire finer 

articulation at1d precision and i'inally in an impaired abit~ty to uae . . i \ 
tactual and kinesthetio cues for integrated i'orm recognit/io* or 

i ,_\ 
judgment of spatial distances. '. // : \: 

• I 

• of. Liepmann• a "Bewegung vorstellung, 11 11Bowegul1gs en~rf11\ 

(mo>'Bment-deeign o~ plot) 



The more specific hypothesis to be advsnced will be discussed 

in connection with the specific subtests or the battery. 

OBJECT OF THE.STUDY 

It is our belier that "organicit:,11 ma:, be diagnosed more adequate4' 

and eaonomical4' b:,·studying motor performances than by testing for 

"intellectual" changes alone; and that the examination of perceptuai 

motor performance may tap the effects of brain•injuey (particular4' 

ot cortical dysfunction) upon behavior more direct4' than PB7Cho-

logiaal tests of intellectual functions. Therefore; the major 

·objective ot the study is to determine what differences will appear 

in the test performances or brain-injured and normal subjects with. 

the use of • special4' devised mot.or tests. 

The battery of tests employed in the investigation consisted 

of seven subtests. In setting up the battery an effort was msde to 

include·tests which in the preliminary studies had shown promise of 

differentiating between brain injured and normal,individuals. The 

following general features were sought. in selecting;the battery: 

1) the subject's motor and manipulative responses should.be record-

able in direct and carefli14'controlled behavioral observation; 

2) .the task and material should be non-verbal, so that verbal 

ability has little bearing on the type of re,sponse produced; .3) 

apparatus used should be selected to exclude practice and training 

effects on subjects and should approach natural conditions ot 

ever,ydll3" life·maniplilations;'4) the final composition of.the 

battery should meet the criterion that the battery should be 
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applicable without essential alteration of ·instructions or 

technique to normal control-individuals and to the brain-injured 

patients, while an attempt should be made to maintain a constant 

motivational appeal; 5) the patients should not show BOT apractic 

sympt0111S, since we. are not interested in apraxia but the effects 

of brain injury on motor action in general; 6) the material of the 

battery should not threaten the subject by its strange appearance, 

thus avoiding possible emotional complications; 7) each subtest 

should be of short duration so that the subject is not taxed to the 

point of fatigue or unduly frustrated;!!) in regard_ to the above 

statement, it is particularly important witH organic pa~ients.that 

the sessions £or individual. subtests should be short and applicable 

at different times, i.e., the entire test battery need not be 

.applied in one full session. The time n"eded for administration 

and sc~ring should also be.within limits· of practicality-; 9) 

what.evt;1r. qualitative analysis suggests itself from the expected 

behavior differences between organic.patients and normals, these. 

qualitative per.fol'Jll&nce aspects should be quanti.riable and trans-

latable into objective scores. 



PILOT EXPERIL!ENT I 

Chapter II 

?dETHOD 

The testa·were selected on the basis of an exploratory study 

which was oonducted with the following questions in mind1 

· 1) On 'What teats do patients with brain lesions dil'fer 

from normal eubjeota? 

2) ffllat hypothesis is most aooeptable to explain these 

dii'i'erencee? 

A large number of tests ware chosen to be given to brain-damaged 

patients. These inoluded1 Waight Disorimination,. Fingar Dexterity, 

Peg Board• Pursuit Mater, Double st1mulation, Formboard, Ravareible 

Figure. Satiation to kinasthetio. stimulus, and the following from the 

Van Dor Lugt tastlljlo: Acouraoy Staadinese, Praeaura Control, .Aoauraoy 

Preoision, Kemoey Diraotion, ){amory-Spatial, Praeaura Reproduction, 

Coordination-Statio, Spead Aaynkineaia, Coordination-Dynamic and Speed 

Prehension. Thia exploratory study covered a three-mont)l period, and 

owr 50 normal a11d brain-damaged eubjects were tested. Because of the 

large 11umber of experime11tal methods with which the patients were 

tested, it was :lmpouible to test all the subjects with them. For 

that reaso~ at times 110 more tha11 three or four patients were 

• these motor teiite were purchased through Dr. it. Va11 Dor Lugt, 

New York UXliversity;.Jl'ew York City. 



tested by a certainmethcd before discarding it, unless the results 

differed from those of the normal aubjeots. In some oases the 

differences which did appear were so dramatic that they oould be 

detected by using only a few subjects. 

As a result c,f the. study .sketched above, a great llUlllber of. 

observations accumulated, leading to preliminary oonolusions and 

hunches. It became evide:at. early in the investigation that much . ·. . -c: 
data would be lost if we .relied solely en a. qua!).itative scoring 

system on whatever tests were. finally selected. It also became 

clear that a thorough study cf the qualitative t'aotcrs had to be 

considsred first in evaluating the differences in performance 

between the normal and the brain~injured subjects. Wells (69) 

has _called attention to the rsoe:at. .increasing emphasis on qualitatiw 

features of .standard tests. 

"Suoh leads.need much further dsvelop:nent. Practicing 
oiinioians constantly use liuoh hypothesis and ideas in 
evaluating individual 1zlst data. However,. we need 1110re 
explicit use of· such hunchss and careful rilsearoh eitam• 
inations of. such apparently- meaningful patterns of tsst 
responses." (34) (p. 79) · 

Lois Murphy (34) has pointed :>ut a number of promising personal• 

ity indicators within the Binet framework. w. A. Hunt complains. 

n,.,that·our test manuals give little apace to the 
quality of testresponsila and their diagnostic aignifioance, 
Hor ia there anything to prewnt us fr0111 be1ng explicit about 
the qualitative factors. in extilnd.ing our objective acoril:Jg 
systems to i?J>lude· such indicators. We should rework our 
tests to obtain items which will yield diagnostically rich, 
observable material as well as conwnient numerical 
measures." (34) (p. 79) 



Even earlier than these writers Goldstein, Soheerer and Werner 

have pointed out the value or 81!.alyzing the qualitatiw aspeots of 

a subjeot• s mode or approach. Goldstein• s criticism or the "plus 

or minus method" or scoring tests initiated this trend. lie states, 

"The older psyohopathological investigations usually ccn-
ti11ed themselves to the que,-tio11 or whether a patient 
aotually gave, or failed to give• the oorreot reapoll.Se 
in a task. This 'plus or millus method,' however. is 
i11a.dequate; no matter whether we are d;;:ialing with 
positiw or negative results. ,Ir we regard a reaction 
only from the standpoint or the actual solution or a 
task, we may overlook.the deviations from normality,· 
because the individual completes the to.ak by II detour 
which may not be evident 111 the solution." (26) (p. '23) 

To adequately understand the oapaoity or the injured organism 

,and hie ma1111er or approaohing his problems, more ia needed aooordi11g 

to SOheerer than a knowledge or whether he passes or tails a test 

item. In his paper on Per.t'ormanoe Allalysis he comments, 

"It aeems to me that we are still in need o.t' extending 
to :many .fields what Ji:. Werner describea as the 
tunctioll.al analysis or •procesa and achievement'"• 
(63) (p. 656) .· 

lie further points out that, , 

"Success and failure are only the end produota of perform• 
ing. As such they do not disclose the how ~f succeeding 
and the~ or tailing. Clinical and ciiITd psychology 
abound inTnstanoea where results are attained by unex-
pected. round-about means •••• n (63) (p. 656) 

As most or the teats uaed in the battery Cll'e standard teats, 

but are new in their application to subjects with injured ner'VOus 

systoina0 it was necessary to introduce additioll.al scoring methods. 

The original scoring methods were too gross and concealed important 
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dii'terences, To bring out these dii'terences a qualiti.tive scoring 

sy-stem had to be devised by- analyzing the various aspects or the 

performance on each test, 

PILOT EXPERIMENT II 

With the main elements tor the development or the tec_hnique 

thus being acquired and the less ditterentisting_tests being di,-. 

carded, a second pilot study- was made, using ~he following batter:r 

or tests: the Van Der Lugt Motor Tests, Digit Symbol, Formboard 

an_d Double Stiinulation, These tests seemed to be the more promising 

in differentiating normal subjects from those with brain injur,r,_ 

In this pilot stUdy- seventeen brain-damaged patients and fifteen 

normal ho1:1pital _personnel ~re used as subjects .and wre given 

the complete test series, Five or the subf,ests rrom the Van Der Lugt 
., . ' . 

Motor Test showed so much overlap between the normal and the brain-

damaged group that they- were dropped from consideration, The Double 
. . .. ' . . . 

Stimulation Test was invariab~ passed by the subjects ot,the 

normal group, but was tailed by o~ tifty--tive per cent or the 

brain-damaged group; hence it was discarded. 

FINAL SELECTION AND NATURE OF THE ADOPTED TESTS 

The results ot this stUdy- determined the final composition ot1 

our battery-, which now included the following tests, each ot which 

showed the greatest promise tor a differential diagnosis: 

l, Five subtests trom the Van Der Lugt Motor Tests, 

including: Pressure Reproduction, Pressure Control, 

Speed Prehension, Speed Asynkinesia, and Coordination-

Dynamic, 
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2 • Stein-Phelps Digit Symbol 

3. A modification of the Goddard Formboard (Halstead) 

Tho selected.tests present tasks which require.the integrated 

f'uuctioning of_ perceptual motor activity for aatisfaotory execution. 

Following is a .brief desoription of the motor task of eaoh test, 

1. In the first subtest drawn from the Van l)Glr Lugt scale --

Punohboard Tosi or "Speod Asynkil:iesia"--the subject is presented 

with a plate in which there are one hundred twenty holes arranged 

in a serpentine pattern. He ia giwn a stylus and instructed to 

pierce eaoh hole conssoutively as rapidly as possible. 

2. Double Punchbcard-"Pressure Control." The same apparatus 

used in the l'unchboard test is utilized with an added plate. Two 

recording sheets are placed on the plate with a perforated metal 

plate an eighth of an inch thick between them. The task is again 

to follow the pattern by piercing the holes in the top sheet with 

the stylus, but avoiding the piercing of the seoond sheet. This is to be 

done as rapidly as possible wjj;h no support for eith!II' hand or arm. 

3. The third subtest, Ring Test--"Speed Prehension"-conaiats of 

three Plrts. In Part I, the subject is given a polo eet in a metal 

base upon whioh 15 metal rings are placed. The task is to remove the 

rings one at a time as rapidly as possible and place them at the right 

of the bnseJ then the rings are rBlllOved again from the pole at1.d placed 

at the left of the base, In Part II, the pole ia removed and the 

rings are limd up parallel to the base. The task here is to 

the rings across the base,. one at a time as rapidly as possible. 



When the last ring is olirried over, the ringa are then brought baok 

to the origiDal side in the same manner• In Part III, the rings 

are plaoed in a loose a luster at one side of the baas and now tho 

task is to~ the rings arow:id the base, one at a time as rapidly 

· as possible bringiDg th8111 back to the approxilllate starting point, 

Any ring may be used as long aa a change of rings is made at the 

beginning of eaoh trip around -the base, '?rials are made in both 

olookwise and oounterolookwiae direotiona. 

4, Plunger 'rest-•nPressure Reproduction," 'rhe subjeot while 

blindfolded, pushes a plunger down with his forefinger until the 

experimei:rter asks him to _stop and remow his hand. Immediately 

following this, the sdi]eot has to push the plunger down age.in to 

the same point, so that still blindfolded he has to ;eproduoe from 

memory the previous traversed diatanoe, while at the same time 

enoounterillg pressure ouea. 

6, Marble-Peg Test.:_ncoordination-Dynamio." The task is om 

of the most complex of the series. In this instanoe the aubjeot is 

required to aimultaneousl:, place a marble with the lei't hand and a 

peg with the right hand in the hollows a,nd holes oi' a plate, while 

following a designated pathway, The-aubjaot ia directed to always 

use the right hand for the pegs and the left hand for tl1e marbles, 

and to cross hnnda whenever necessary to simultaneously plaoe the 

pair. 

6, Digit Symbol, Thia is modification of the Digit Symbol 

teat devised by Kem:ieth B. Stein and developed by the writer. The 



subtest presents the subject with a blank, on the top of "1hioh is 

printed a sample line with the numbers from one through·nine. 

Below each nW!lber is an unfamiliar form to be used as a symbol for 

that number. The blllllk also contains 64 empty squaree each of . 

'Vdlioh bears any or the numbers from one. through nine in random 

order~-as is typical of the digit s;ymbol test forms, The subject 

has to write into eaoh empty square the symbol whioh is auooiated 

with that particular number. 

7. Formboe.rd--Tactual Performanoe Test first used by Halstead. 

The subject is blindfolded and given ten figures whioh he has to 

place into the corresponding openings on an upright. formboard, 

using both hands. Before the blindfold is removed, the board is 

moved out of the subject's sight, He is then asked to reproduce 

each figure and its position on the board by a drawing. 

POPlJLJ\TION 

A total of 70 subjects were used in the investigation; 35 

normal subjects and 35 brain damaged aubjects. Tho normal and brain 

damaged subjects were matched in as many respects as possible. The 

battery of seven subteata was giwn to each subject individually • 

.Administration and scoring of these tests averaged about two hours 

per subject and all examinations were oonduoted by the writer. 

Testing aesaions with the normal subjects were approximately of an 

hour' a duration, while the with the brain-damaged aubjaots 

·wore broken up into twenty-minute periods and usually lasted a 

little over an hour, 



Control Subjeots 

These 36 subjeots were ohoseri :from the medical and nursing ataft' 

and the ward personnel ot' Winter Veterans Hosp ital. As a group. 

they ranged in age t'rom 21 to 68 years and averaged 33 years. Each 

was induced to take the battery of tests without compensation. 

Eighteen of the group 'il8re females and l '1 were males. Detailed 

inquiry failed to reveal any history ot' aotual ·or probable exposure 

to the possibility of brain i~jury. l!ild degrees of' anxiety were 

present in three of the subjects of the group. The others appeared 

relaxed and well motivated during the test procedure. All the 

subjects were regarded as having normal personalities and as being 

reasonably well adjusted. 

Experimental Sub je otu 

In general all patlentu were selected after consultation with 

two staff' neurologlBta• who screened the patients as to a definite 

diagnosis of' cerebral pathology. The criteria for the diagnouis 

were based on, 

1. Clinical symptoms of neuropathology 8 

2. Spillal tap (plll'etios) 3 

:s. X-ray findings 10 

4. Encephalographic reports 8 

6. Pneumoencephalographio_reportu 3 

6. Operative findings (before testing) 3 
ff 

• Dr. Maurice Waluh and Dr. Leon Bernstein 
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The diagnosis based upon these fin:! ings. presumably oi'ferJ no doubt 

as to the cerebral pathology in these 35 cases. In addition other 

seleotive considerations were set up. Excluded was any patient 

suffering from any symptoms of paralysis, from psychomotor seizures, 

convulsive disorders, aphasic .or apraotic disturbances, and psychotio 

involvements. All oases had to be considered past an acute state' 

by the neurologists, including the brain tumor cases -which were 

under constant observation for their stationary nature. Although 

no ratings ~ere obtained from the neurologists as to_ the severity 

of the organic involvement, th11 aforementioned aeleotiw consider-

ations and the olinioal judgment of the neurologists definitely 

places all the chosen oases in the classification of "mild." For 

example, the two poswnoephalitic pa.-tients had served in the 

.Army, in spite of their childhood encephalitis. These along with 

the two multiple, solerotio patients were only hospitalized for a 

periodio oheokup. None of the oerebr_ovasoular patients showed 

speoii'ic handicaps. All patients, moreover, were in the process of 

dieobarge from the hospital within a month after the testing 
. . . 

except for one brain tmnor patient who was subsequently operated 

upon. Acoord mg to the sooial worker's report all but the brail:l 

tumor patient, one head injury pstient,and two vasoular patients 

returned to their former or equivalent oooupations. 

The average age. for ~- group was 35 years and _the age range 

was from 20 to 68 years. There were 19 ·maJ.es and 18 females. 

fhe following table gives the breakdown of the neuropathology of 

the subjeots. 



Disorder 

Analysis of. Neuropathology in Subjects 

Duration 

Cerebrovasouler Insult 
Head · injury 

Brain tumor 
Paresis 
Multiple Sclerosis 
Monoxide· Poisoning 
Po st enCl!phali ti,s 

11 mos. ·to 2 yrs. 
l yr. to 18 mos .• 

·1 Stationary, l preoperative 
Arrested following treatment 
About 5 years 
16 mos. to 18 mos. 

5 and 8 years 

Table l 

Number 

10 
11 (5 fractures, 

6 closed) 
2 
6 
2 
2 
2 

n-

The intellige1111e range was determined by the administration of a 

Weohaler-Bellevue to each subject. This range as shown in Table 2 

was from 92 to 125 for both groups. A breakdown of each group 

shows that 23 of the normal subjects hB'Ve I. Q•' a falling between 99 

and 116 and 25 of the brain-damaged subjeota have I. Q•' s within 

·the same range. There are ten.110rmals in the I.Q. range of 116 to 

126 compared to three .brain-damaged subjectsJ two normal subjects 

and five.brain-damag4;1d .subjeo.te have. I, Q.•s between 96 and 98, while 

two brain•dll.lllBged subjects have I.Q.•a of 92 and 94. 

The following table presents a. summary of the age ran,i;es ·and 

the intelligence range of the subjecits studied as well as their 

distribution according to sexa 

From Table 2 it will be noted that both the normal and the 

brain damaged groups offer comparable diversity in age and 

intellectual range. The age distribu'!,ion .with a range for both 

groups of from 20 to 58 can be broken down in the following manner. 



Intelligenoe Range; Age Rane;e and Sex Distribution 
of Control and Experimental Subjeote 

Normal Braill Damaged 

mtelli!!;enae .(W•B) 
Full Scale I. Q. 

Age 

Sex 

Mean. 
Range 

Verbal I. Q. 
llean 
Range 

Performance 
Mean 
Range 

Mean 
Range 

Male 
Female 

I. Q. 

111.1 
96-126 

112.3 
94-128 

108.4 
93-120 

32.B 
21-68 

13 
16 

5 
2 

18 
17 

Table 2 

10-year periods 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
60-59 

105.6 
92-125 

109.8 
94-130 

103.8 
87-119 

34.7 
20-68 

13 
13 

5 
4 

19 
16 

'l'wellty-eight of the normal group were below 40 years of age. while 

26 of the brain-!l,amaged group were below that age. ho of the 

normal subjeot11 were above 60 compared to four of the brain-damaged 

subjects. Further breakdown indicates that the latter group has a 

greater concentration of ages in the lovrer part of the 30-:1!9 and 



the 40-49 age ranges than the normal. 

PROCEDURES 

I The tests '118re administered individllally in a testing 

session by the 'IS'iter in the following order, 

1. Punohboard test 

2. Ring test 

3. Double l'llnchboard teirt; 

4. Fluager test 

6. Llarble•Peg teat 

6. Digit Symbol test 

7 • Formboard 

On teats Nos. 4 and 7 the subject ,vas blindfolded. fhe 

testing rarely lasted owr an hour and reat par iods were 

frequent. 

II The two groups were OOlllpared with each other for performance 

on eaoh of the tests and the particular performance on each 

teat by each group was analyzed qualitatiwly and quantitatively. 

III The qualitatiw analysis was alao oonwrted into qua:nitatiw 

(penalty) scores. The ratioJlalo fcr the degree of penalty 

expressed in point soores wai as follows, For each test 

performance the normal and abnormal subjects were compared 

w11h regard to behavior oharaotariatios 'llhioh hampered 

adequate aolut ion,a:nd their :t'requenoy detenui:ned in eaoh 

group. The leaa frequent suoh actions occurred in the 



normal group, the more penalty points were allotted to 

these now termed deviations. Characteristic behavior 

f~rms which were absent in the normal group were not 

necessaril;y given the highest penalty, however,· but weighted 

according to their interference effect on perfonnnnce in 

the brain-injured group •. other comparisons as germmie to 

the nature specific tests.were also made, for example, in 

terms of learning, speed, retention, etc., and utilized for 

further quantitative evaluations, 

IV. Critical ratios { t-tests) were computed to determine the 

significance of the obtained differences for both types of 

scores Sl!paratel;y and combined, 

In the following chapter each test and the results of the test 

will .be discussed separatel;y, In the discussion the normal subject· 

will.be iii.terchangeabl;y referred to as the normal or control Sand 

the.brain-damaged subject as th;, brain-injured-B-IJ brain-damaged-

B-DJ or the experimental S-EXP, S, 



Chapter III 

TESTS AND RESULTS 

SINGLE PUNCHBOARD TEST-"Speed Asynkinesia" 

Description of Task 

The task demands from the subject rapid and precise movement 

co-ordination.- The subject has to punch holes on a punchboard in•a 

consecutive pattem, starting.with the hole· in the upper left-hand 

corner and continuing until time is called. He uses the hand of one 

arm placed on the table while the other hand is used for stabilizing 

the plate. In this action, muscle co-ordination is required not oncy-

of the "executive" hand and arm but of, the other parts of the trunk 

as well. 

Apparatus and Test Instructions 

The punchboard consists of a metal baseplate, above it a tracing 

sheet on which the holes actuaJ.4, punched will appear, a.'ld a top metal 

plate with the pattern of the holes to be punched. The stylus used for 

punching has a cone-like shape, widening from the point to the handle 

so that a deeper punch leaves a large hole in the tracing sheet, (See 

Fig. l.) 

The subject is' comfortably seated when the -punchboard is placed 

before him. The stylus is inserted in the hole at the upper left-hanq 

corner of the plate. 

Instructions to subject 

Pierce each hole with the stylus and be sure not to miss any, 

Work just as rapidly as you possibly can~ You may hold 
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Fig. l 



the stylus in any position and at any point on the handle. Rest ' 

your hand, wrist, and .forearm on the table or on the plate, if you 

wish. You steady- the plate with your other hand. Begin in the 

hole directly beneath the stylus and continue until I say -1stop 1 , 

Do you understand? Ready-, begin. ~-

Behavioral and Per.t'ormance Analysis 

Though this test is considered the most simple o.t' the battery,· 

it -requires a planned voluntary movement sequence executed with 

both speed and precision, Diverse perceptual motor acts must be · 

integrated. Speed demands that each hole be punched with a light, 

deft stroke'and the stylus be raised just enough to clear the plate 

before inserting it into the next hole. Precision is necessary in 

"hitting the target11-the hole-and controlling the just necessary 

strength of' the punch. A smooth and economic carry-over .from hole ' 

to hole has to become almost automatic in its execution. Arr, in-

co-ordination pf vpluntary muscular control or timing results in a 

retarded and inadequate ~erformance. 

Aside from inoo-ordination, a dii'.t'iculty in rapid execution may 

stem f'rom the subject's cognitive approach: The subjects respond 

to each specific hole to be punched as an individual task with a 
-...... . 

total stab reaction. The cone-shaped stylus is _pushed down as f'ar 

as it will go, so that it penetrates through the tracing sheet to 

the base plate. Time is thereby lost both in pushing the stylus 

down to the base-f'arther than necessary-and in extricating the 
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stylus from the dmp punch. Time is also lost in this approach of 

punohing disorete, individual holea_by coming to a halt after eaoh 

completed punoh, as it were before initiating the next. 

In order to a'VOid this, the sequence of hole punohing has to' 

. be antioipated, so that each hole beoomes a subtask in a larger 

whole •. At the same. time the depth of the punching movement must· 

be planned wlth "intentional" control of the hands and fingers, 

guided by vision and supported by ki?lesthetic and touoh, preasure 

cues coming from the paper resistance and that of the base plate. 

As_ the psrformanoe progresses the subject 110rmall:, learns from 

these cues to avoid overshooting the mark and to elimiJ1ate waste 

movements,· attaining a more aooUl'ate and ei'i'ective_ control of his 

movements. 

The performance oi' the ·exporimentsl subject en the Punohb_oard 

Teat, when compared with the nonnal subject, shows owrtly the 

followings 'First, the normal range of volitionally innervated' 

movements luia shru?lk. There appears a reduced control of the 

individual digits BB to flexibility and aoouracy, together with a 

marked dimunition in the normally preml't va.iety of smaller mcv~ments, 

secondly, . all suoh movements are markedly slow in initiation. and 

exeoutionJ thirdly, the diminution of the normal range of voluntary 

movements manii'ests itself in an abnormal uniformity in tha pattern• 

ing of hand and finger aotiTitls s •. _The result is that the B-D 

aubjeot is only.able to punoh £ewer hol_es in the allotted thirty 



seoonds, not beoause.the ability to punoh holes has dropped out, 

but beoauae he apparently must use a more gross movement and lacks 

refinement and precision. Fourth, there appears oognitiwly the 

aforementioned laok of plan regarding the aequential punching of 

holes which plan the normal adopts as a task goal in which the 

individual hole punching is subordinate to the sequence. The B•D 

subjec'!; tends to deal with eaoh specific hole as one discrete 

punching task, fifth, owing to the same cogniti-ve def!oienoy the 

B-I eaaUy loses his whereabouts in the pattern sequence of punohil,g 

holes, so that he will repeat the punching of a hole already 

pierced or inadwrtently •kl> holl!IB in the sequence. Bis restricted 

scope of dealing with each hole individually, together with the 

absenoe of a projected plan as to organized aequenoe,_therefore 

expresses itself also in a difficulty to keep aoourate oheok of the 

last hole punchedJ sixth, in contrast to the normal,who quiokly 

adapts to the cues of preBBure rSBistanoe, thereby learning to a'VOid 

overshooting the mark, the B-I typically fails to do so. ·This is 

manifested in two ways, namely, unewnneBS in tempo auoh as erratic 

bursts of speed alternating with halting h981tation, and in the 

faot that overshooting the mark appears as much toward the end of 

punching as in the beginning on the tracing sheet. In contrast 

the normal Ss show a steady deoiine of these errors. 
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per seoond, while the normal attains a high soore or 60,or two holes 

per aeoond. On the trao,ing sheet, another faot' studs outJ most holes 

are larger in the case of the B•D, indiori.ting that the stylus has 

been pushed through the sheet to the larger.end cf the punch. 

Method·cr Scoring 

Qualitative 

fhe present investigation emphasizes the qualitative differences 

also in motor performances between the normal and B-I groups. Henoe 

an attempt has been made to cpantify these differencBB and thus gi-va 

a behavioral index of the way in whioh the subjeot approached his 

task. A qualitati-va deviation aoore 1a set up aa a measure of this 

index and is reoorded on the scoring sheet. (See Fig. 3..) 

Qualitative Sooring (Penalty aooree by subtraction) 

l. Stylus pushed through to base-for each-•l 
(Thia manifests itaelf1 a) by a larger hole 

in the paper sheetJ b) by the sound of the atylua · 

striking the base.) 

2. Each hole miased-1 V 

3. Punohing again.a hole onoe pierced--2 

4. Erratio burst of speed and subsequent slowing down .. l 
(same score whether once or repeated) 

5. Head movement with arm motion•-1 
(same aoore whether once or repeated), 

In olinioal neurology suoh accompanying movements 

which the normal adult has outgrown are called "aaaooiative 

movemeixts. 11 From our point of view following the theorise 



of Goldstein. Kofflca, Lewin, Werner and Piaget in 

this area, the "aasooiatiw movements" are expreaaiona 

of a laok of dii'i'erentiation in motor aotivity. They 

may either ooour during ,immaturity in the infant or 

young child where global movements preoede the 

individuated naingle" innervations (59) or they ocour 

,men a normal adult operates on a more primitive level 

owing to· a difficulty in mastering a task. For example, 

the uneducated IIID.n who reads silently but must move his 

lips.) 

Scoring Sheet 

Punohboard Teat 

a b Total 

Penalty Soore 
l. stylus pushed through to base 
2. Holes missed 
3. Repunohing hole 
4. Erratic burst, of speed 
5. Head movements 

Deviation Score· Total 

Fig. 3 

The soorea for slips in exaoutionand fluctuations in manner of 

approaoh are .summed to obtain the qualitative deviation score. 

Thia penalty aoore ia then added to the quaditative score and the 

result is the total aoore for the teat. 



Quantitati"Ve 

A time limit of 30 eeconda ie allowed for eaoh part--the first 

part beginning at the left-hand oorner, the aeoond at the right-hand 

oorner. The number-of holes punohed is reoorded on the aforementioned 

sheet bensath the plate •. The ·quanitati"Ve score is determined by 

counting the number of holes punched on the tracing sheet 1n the 

allotted time. Thie soore is based on the Van Der Lugt system. 

Results 

Statistical Procedure 

The F-test was made for a ratio of the 'Vllriance of the means. 
I "7. ,'7• 

This yielded 1.69. The_.s,C'point is 2.30 and the).'% is 1.eo, so that 

the difference of variance is not significant and the ~-test was used. 

In comparing the scores of_the control and experimental groups. 

as presented in Table 31 it may be seen that despite acme o-verlapping, 

there is a highly significant difference between the means of the 

two groups. 

Quantitative·soores of the Normal and Brain-Damaged 
Groups on the Single l:'llnohboard ~eat 

Statistic Normal Brain Damaged 

N 35 35 
Range 90-133 16-110 

)( . 108.9 67.9 
_ S.D. 16.6 21.6 
t@n. 110 64 ,u: 2.84 3.70 

,;-Dm 4.66 
Dm 41 
C,R, ·e.79 

Table 3 
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An analysis of' ths 'distribution of' scorea shows, f'urthsr, that none 

of' the normal group has a score below 90, whereas 30 of the B-I 

remain under 90_. The remaining five B-D Sa score between 90 and 

110 in the following ways Four scored between 90 and 95 and one 

scored 110. This is the only B-I S who soorad above the mean of' 

the normal grou~. The mean scores of' the wo groups appear to be· 

highly differentiating• even when considering the quamitative 

scores alone, :For example, none of' the scores in the normal group 

approa.ohes the mean of' the B-D group. Furthermore, as seen in 

Table- 7 the mean difference between the.two groups of 41 prows 

to be highly significant 'With a C,R, of s.79 which is beyond the 

1%.level of' confidence. 

The cpalitatiw deviation scores are presented in Table 4 

below. In the normal group only fiw of' the 35 Sa had a penalty 

score and of' these, none had a soore above 3, In the B•D group 

on the other hand, all 35 subjects were penalized and -had penalty 

seiores ranging from l to 53, with an a'Vtlrage of 17.4 per subject, 

Qualitative Scores of' the Normal and Brain~Damaged Groupe 
on the Punohboard Test 

Statistio Normal Brain Damaged 

N 36 36 
Range 0-3 1-63 

M .31 17.4 
lidn 0 12 

DIii 17,09 

table 4 

i'he only five instances of error soorBB for the normal group 

ocourred when the subjects punched too lightly so there was only 
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an impression made but the sheet was not pierced. In the ·error · 

score for the B-D group, 83 per cent of the subjects-29-punched 

through to the base; ten missed holes entirely or punched again holes 

which had already been punched and five subjects showed accompanying 

head movements with each punch. ·From this it is apparent that the 

greatest penalty score for this group derives from the stylus being 

pushed to the base. 

An inspection of the tracing sheet further shows that this over-

shooting the mark (in terms of the larger holes of stylus penetration) 

is rather uniformly distributed over the punch pattern. In order to 

quantify this impression, the following analysis was carried out, The 

holes punched by each subject were cou.'lted and divided half and half, 

so that one could compare the £irst half with the second half in time, 

The errors in punching to the base were then counted in each half and 

average~. Even without this averaging, however, the count yielded no· 

errors in the second half for any normal subject, while twenty-nine 

Ss of the experimental group had 29.5 errors, The average in the latter 

group was 10,l, The average ratio between first and second half errors 

for the B-I group was 9,1 to 10,1, In addition only the B-I showed 

interspersed erratic bursts or speed in cases where the stylus was 

not inserted deeply enough or one or more holes were skipped on the 

sheet, From this we draw further support for our conclusion that 

the B-D Sa actually did not learn during their performance, in 

comparison to the normals and that they also operated to begin with, 



on a level of sensory-motor primitivation•-bslow that of the nonnal 

subjoot 'llho though.starting initially slow, pioked up speed to 

learning, on his level, a more effioia!II; coordination. 

With the addition of tha qualitative aoorea to the quantitative 

findings the dit'feranoes between the performance of the two groups 

becomas ao marked that an F-teat yielded 2.65 •. Thus the difference 

in varianoli is sign:l.ficant. In order to test for the difference 

of means with different variance the Coohran and Cc:x: method was used. 

Combined Qualitatiw and Quantitatiw Scores of the 
Normal and Brain-Damaged Groups 

Statistic Normal Brain Damaged 

}1 35 35 
Range 90-133 o..;102 

14 108.2 5008 
:lildn 110 48 s.n. 16.2 26,30 
rll 2,77 4,51 
IS' Dm 5.28 

Dm 57.4 
c.a. 10.8 

Table 5 

The •ubtraotion of the penal tJ scores have little appreciable 

effect on the scores of the normal group. The range is unoheged 

and the mean drops but .7 of a point. The B-I group on the other 

hand shows a oonsiderable change. !rhe range changes from 16•110 

to 0-102 and the mean drops from 67.9 to 50.B, a total of 17 

points. The difference between the means beocmes greater and the 

oritioal ratio,whiohwas 45.8,beoomes 49.4. It is clearly evident 

that there is practically no owrlapping between the two groups--



the one exception, wltha score over 90 in the 13-D group is the 

score of 102 for one subject, which falls in the normal range. 

We interpret these rosu1ts to indicate that our hypothesis has·been 

proved, i.e., that a difference exista between the performa.noe of 

the brain-damaged and normal groups on this test. 

Discussion of Underl;ying Prooesses and Pathology 

Some Elcplanatory Hypotheses 

Such planning and well-adapted movements as are necessary in 

the execution of this task depend on a normally funot:i.oning cortex 

for complete integration of the activity-. It is the interruption 

of this integration which is responsible for the retarded and BODie-

times erratic performance we find in the patient with a brain injury. 

A voluntary movement is initiated and controlled from its start to 

its consummation by- the integration of two processes: 1) innervation--

co-ordination of various muscle groups based on a preconceived "plan" 

or idea of movement (49); 2) a constant stream of sensory- in-put 

from diverse· sources, reaching the cortex (feedback). .From our 

point of view the whole cortex is here involved and it is this 

communicative integration which tunctional4' permits a measure of 

precision, fineness of adjustment, timing, and a capacity- for 

variation. Lack of integration (owing to isolation or parts of the 

brain·from the rest through a lesion) leads to interferenoe in the 

integrative process and results chiefly in two modifications of 

normal motor activity-: 1) a dedifferentiation owing to which the 

more isolated voluntary movements become more difficu1t end a lack 
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of precision is observable; 2) a certain rigidity and lack of 

flexibility owing to 'Which adaptability and variability of the 

movements suffer. This gives rise to retardation in tempo because 

the subtler movement cannot be steered accurateq and the command 

over gross movements is reduced as _well, so that thees get easiq 

out of hand and are sometimes even unduq accelerated { the 

clumsiness of the quick-inaccurate person). Either of these two 

factors will contribute a low achievement score within the time 

limit. 

The observed piecemeal manipulation of punching each hole as an 

individual discrete task and coming to a halt attar each completed 

punch suggests a restriction on the cognitive level. The approach 

appears not to integrate and subordinate the punching of each hole 

1,o the broader task of "punching as many holes as rapid:cy- as 

possible". The same cognitive restriction seems to underlie the 

failure to learn from experience during the repetition of the 

individual punchings. The absence of manifest improvement in terms 

of benefiting from errors during the course of the performance 

appears to result from the operation or two factors. l) The 

processes which underlie forced responsiveness and stimulus-bond 

are expressed in the piecemeal approach, These processes are either 

the direct expression of cognitive restriction-which leads to 

restricted scope towards the task-or they are coping mechanisms 

of the organism in trying to deal with the task and with this 

restriction at the same time; 2) The cognitive limitations prevents 
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the necessary interaction and carry-ever from a preceding error 

experience to the later following punches so that no principles or 

generalisations are "grasped" _or developed. Otherwritors haw 

pointed out the lack of eel~ correotiva behavior in more severely 

B•I patients on more intellectual performances, such as concept 

i'ormation tasks and story- retelling. It is oonoeivable that the 

laok of aelf•oorreotion evidenced on our test performance has 

common_ roots with the above-mentioned phenomenon, namely, a laok 

of cognitive scope~_ 



DOUBLE PUNCHBOARD TEST-11Pressure Control" 

Description of Task 

The subject has to pierce consecutive holes on the punchboard, 

while the hand and arm are unsupported, and the amount of pressure 

exerted on the stylus must be accurately controlled and gauged. 

The task this time is to pierce only the top sheet of two sheets· ot 

paper inserted between the metal plates and· avoid hitting the bottom 

sheet. 

Apparatus and Test Instructions 

The same punchboard_is used as in the Single Punchboard Test, with 

the following modification: On top ot the base plate is a !!!!S!!!!! tracing 

sheet, covered b;y a pierced metal plate. On top ot this lies the £!m 
tracing sheet, which is again covered by the same metal plate with the 

same punch hole pattern as in the previous test. The second sheet 

indicates whether the stylus was insellted too tar beyond the first 

tracing sheet. (See Fig. 4.) The punchboard is again placed before the· 

subject with the stylus placed in the hole at the upper lett-hand corner. 

Instructions to subject 

There are two sheets of paper between these plates. You are to' 

pierce each of the holes consecutively,_ but the stylus is to go 

through the top sheet only, and you 11111st try not to puncture the 

bottom sheet. You~ hold the stylus at ariy point on the handle, 

but be sure to hold it in an upright position. Do not rest your 



Fig • 4 
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your working arm or wrist on the table. Onl3' ono hand should be 

used, but you may steady the plate with your other hand it necessar,r. 

Begin at the perforation directly beneath the stylus and work 

as quickly and carefully as possible. Remember that you are to 

pierce_the top sheet only. Do you understand? Ready, begin. 

Behavioral and Performance Analysis 

While an emphasis on speed and co-ordinated precision is essential, 

this task specifically requires continuous voluntary control because of 

the necessity or gauging the pressure exerted. Initially the 

performance may be one or caution until the subject gets the kinesthetic 

cues which inform him or the necessary distance he must punch _and the 

am01U1t of pressure he must exert. Hence, we should expect errors to 

occur at the beginning of the performance in excess of those made on the 

previous task. However, as the normal S learns to profit by these 

cue~, the·errors will become fewer, and the tempo or the performance 

will increase. Thus success on the test implies good visual motor 

co-ordination, with an ability to arrest a movement once initiated, 

before its completion. It is perhaps this last aspect of the performance 

that greatly differentiates the normal group from the B-D group. The 

B-D patient seems to meet with pronounced difficulty in arresting the 

downward stroke of the stylus in time to avoid penetrating to the 

second sheet. If on the other hand, he concentrates on this aspect 

and accomplishes it successfully, there is a considerable loss of speed. 

For example, an Exp, Smay develop a round-about method to by-pass the 
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difficulty cf timing the preseure on the stylus, by tul'lling and twisting 

it slig)itly during insertion without actually pushing it down. This is 

done by a gross elltenllive forward movement of the th11111b rolling the 

· st:ylue--a behavior in whioh no oontrol S ever engaged. 

While the nature of the task· oalls for a certain degree of 

repetitiveness iJl·its uecution, it· also calls for a oonstant shifting 

ill position of the unsupported hand in.moving from one hole·to another, 

. The control subject seems to be able to anticipate his next move while 

c0111pleting the stroke of his punch.. This leads to a smooth rapid 

performance. 

This cognitive faotor appears to have suffered ill the Exp. S, 

inaS111uoh as he has either difficulties in the required anticipation 

or, if ho attempts to plan ahead, he cannot hold in mind other aspects 

of the task, suoh as not resting his hand or arm on the table while 

punching. In addition,there is again a tendency ill the experimental 

group to respond 'ID each hole as a di·sorete task> Hence the 

performance is executed with individual punohes separated in time. by 

coming to a halt between eaoh punch •. Also some of the B-I may 

complete the teat and be totally u1111ware .of. the number of times they 

have pierced both sheetsJ others may verba:lly indicate that they knew 

they had punched too far but had. beeJi .. unable to halt .the. process of 

completing the downward stroke·• 

In the same context as described in analyzing the Single Punch• 

board Test p,rformanoe, we do find an unintentioual skipping or 

repeated punchiJlg of holes in the experim81ltal group. Both groups, 



however, though with different frequency, commit the error of sometimes 

punching too lightfy, so that onfy an impression is made on the first 

tracing sheet instead of piercing it. This lapse results apparentfy 

from an attempt toward speed or an over-cautious approach. Since the 

time scores clearfy indicate a much slower performance in the.B-I, 

this error is caused by the over-cautious behavior in these subjects, 

who seem to alternate between lack of control in gauging the punch 

and over-control. The tendency toward alternation may lead in some 

Exp. Ss to an all or none reaction, so that these subjects become 

compulsively cautious throughout, performing in an abnonna.14' slow 

rate without ever increasing their tempo. This may result in the 

paradox that a B-D S may show no punch-through errors at all, while 

at the same time, he accomplishes tewr punches than the normal. and 

even .t'ewer than his own group. 

Both types o.t' behavior, lack o.t' punch control and over-control, 

di.t'.t'er entirefy from nonnal behavior inasmuch as.no improvement is 

manifest in the course o.t' the per.t'ormance. In contrast, the normal 

control·group gives evidence o.t' profiting .t'rom experience with the task 

in the decrease of punch-through errors and over-control. They also 

give evidence o.t' being aware o.t' errors as they occur, 

It may alao be pointed out that over-control is a rare exception 

in the normal. group, The occurrence of an impression on the .t'irst 

tracing sheet made by the normal.Se is rather.the result of a tendency 

opposite to over-control, namefy, lack of thoroughness in over-hasty 

consecutive punching, This·conclusion is again bome out by the greater 

total speed in this group 
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Method of Scoring 

Qualitative 

Qualitative aspects which IDq' be recorded by a check or penalty-

score on the scoring sheet-(see Fig. 5)-are:· 

l, Number or errors in the second half of the performance 

wich exceed that of the· normal group average (3 error~)-· 

l for each, (This is manifestation that the subject has not· 

been able to profit by pressure cues and hence has not 

learned to avoid overshooting since he has not .been able to 

correct· and thus reduce·his·errors as he progresses,) 

2, Resting hand or arm for support on the tabl-contra.ey to 

.instructions-1 for each time admonished. 

3, Stylus pushed through both sheets to the bas-1 for each 
(contact producing audible sound as basis for score) 

4, Each hole missed or just an impression made on the first 

sheet instead or piercing it-1 

S. Punching again a h_ole once pierced-2 

6, Head movements accompanying arm motion-1 
(explanation given in previous test) 

7, Manner of approach-S appears cautious or appears "driven" 

by an impulse to punch the· greatest number of holes as 

rap~ as possible at the expense or adequate pressure 

control-check 

Total score is quantitative minus the qualitative penalty- score, 

* This number was determined by statistical computation, 



Double _Punchboard 

a· b -----
Approa.oh1 Cautious 

Driven 

Penalty Soores 

Total -

1. Occurrence of Errors 

· BegiDDiilg 

Random 

End 

llumber second half 

2. Support of hand or arm __ _ 

3. Stylus pushed through to base _ 

4. Each hole missed 

6. Punching again hole once pierced 

6. Head movement with arm motion 

Deviation Score 

Fig. 6 

Quantitative 

Total 

The quantit11tiva scores are recorded in terms of the number of 

holes punched on the two sheets upon which the subject works~ He is 

allowed 60 seconds to punch as many halos as quickly as he oen. 'lhe 

total nUD1ber of holes punched is recorded~ and from that total is 

subtracted the number of holes 11ppenring in the second or bottom aheet. 

Thia is the score based on the Van Dar Lu~t system. 



Results 

The results of the quantitative soorea are given in Table 6~ 

The mean scores of the two groups appear to be highly differentiating . 
where a mean d.i.fi'erenoe of 10.3 proves tobe significant. These mean 

soores·also point up the fact that the normal subjeots,with a aoore of 

65.5 in 80 seconds punohed almost twice as many holes with no punch-

throughs as the brain damaged Sa who achieved a aoore of 33.4. An 

overlap in the ranges of 34 to B6 for the normal and 5 to 53 in the 

B•D group, is present with regard to the range from 34 to 64. Here 

should be noted that 31 of the 35 DOrmale had a score of 54 or more, 

which is above the highest score attained by any subject in the bra in 

damaged group. The four remaining subjects had scores below 64 aa 

follows1 62, 49•. 3B and 34. (In cm case-,.,score'·or 49--extreme 

caution was used and no errors were made, Thi~ ~ar~ in execution. 

however. penalized the S in terms o·r quantity and .. the score suffered 

accordingly. In the other three oases, the total number or holes 

actually punched ranged from 60 to 72 1 but.by putting emphasis on 

speed ·the subjects were not careful about punching through and lost 

credit points, although all were aware of the number of times the 

second sheet was. perforated.) In summary; then, in the "b'Varlapping" 

normal group, only one normal S had a soore between 50 and 54 and 

only three.had soores·below 50. 

In the case of the B-D group, 30 of the ·36 subjects hr.d scores 

below 60. The remaining fhe attained scores between 50 and 54 aa 

tollOWBI 60, 60, 62; 52, and 63. 



Quantitative Scores of the Normal and Brain Damaged 
Groups on the Double Punchboard Test 

Statistic Normal Brain•Damaged 

N 35 36 
Range 34-86 5-63 

:it 66.6 33.4 
S.D. 11.G 14.0l 

_:Y:dn 66 37 
&"~ 1.98 2.40 

..,..im 3.11 
Dm 32.l 
C.R. 10.3 

Table 6 

A comparison of the two groups in terms of the total holeil punched, 

disregarding the number punohed through, shows the following 1 34 of 

the 35 normals punched 60 or 1110re holes, (the 35th S making the 

aforementioned 49 score without penalty) while only six of the 35 

B-D Ss punched that amount. 

The qualitative deviation sooros are presented 1n Table 7 below. 

In the case of tho normal group, eight of the 36 Ss had a penalty 

soore of zero.; Thia was not due to a very cautioua approaoh as eaoh 

of these eight obtained qua.ditative scores above the mean of 66--

three were above 80, two in the upper seventies and the romaining 

three in the upper sixties. Hence though these Ss never pierced the 

seoond sheet they were in the top bracket· of speed in performance. 

Twenty~two normals had penalty scores below 10 and four had scores 

from 10 to 13. 



Qualitative Scores ot the Normal and Brain-
Damaged Groups 

Statistic Normal Brain-Damaged 

H 35 35 
Range 0-13 0-52 

M 2.8' 13.9 
Mein l ll 

Dm ll.l 

Table 7 

In the ~D group two Ss committed no errors, thus having a zero penalty 

score. However, one obtain~ a quantitative score ot 14 and the other a 

score ot 35, a speed at which one would not expect errors and,which tits 

our above-mentioned statement about errorless pertormance without 

learning. 

The total, numbers ot punch-throµghs tor the two groups ware 300 to,r 

the no~ and 4~1 tor the ~D group. Of these total numbers, the normal 
··::.~f· .• 

group had only 99 punch-through& in' the second halt, tdiereas the 

experimental group had 248, Thus the normal group averaged approximatel;p-

3 error_s on the latter halt ot the pertonnance, in contrast to approx:1.-

matel;p- 7 errors tor the ~D group. (These errors are ot course the basis 

tor the qualitative penalty'score tor punoh-throughs.) In addition the 

~D group had penalty scores for other slips in execution totalling 177. 

The normal group had eight, Analysis ot the distribution or these pen-

alty- scores discloses the following: The experimental group had penalty-

scores or 20 tor supporting the hand 'or armJ 17 for punching again the 

slpll8 holeJ S tor head movements, while the control group )lad none. For 

missing a hole or just making an impression on the sheet, the Exp, group 

had penalty- scores or 135 and the ,control group had 8, 
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Then renlt• are all the •re nr:U:1Jlg .._n -.. talm in• 

.onltierati•• tllat the 11111'11&1 gnup pw»be4 twio• the IIIIIINl' •t helH 

H did the braia 4-f:•d group •• that the chanoe for erTff wu 

grHter. For ezuple, the aoo p~through• in the neru.l group han 

to be HHHed 1a rel•tien to the total of 1191 puDthed hole,, wberea• 

th• 4el }Nmh-thr•uch• in tm 1-1 group hu to 'bo related to tbo total 

of 1618 lt.olu pv.nehe4. II•-• 1;Mro h a ratio ot om Wl'GII' 1a olght 

,aah• • tor th• nor11&l or l to 8 IUld a ratio or •• wror ln rrery tev 

pwahH er l to 4 la tM B-I> group. 

... 

&umplH of Braill a•d am Normal Subjeot1 1 •r Ol'JHJIOe 

· .. . ,,, 

''° '."' 



Figure 6 shows clearly the rate of progress made by the B-D 

and the nonnal Ss. The tracing sheets on the left are the recorded 

performances of two J>-D Ss, while the nonnal Ss 1 per£onnances appear 

on the right. Irrespective of the errors made, in eveey case the 

no~Ss are able to pierce 11111ey more holes than the B-D. In the 

normal group the errors generally occur at the· beginning of the 

performance, with only an occasional punch-through as progress is 

~e. Tbs experimental group, on the other hand, shows a high error 

score which is randomly distributed through the performance. In some 

casea as 11111ey as 80 per cent of the holes were punched through both sheets 

by subjects of this latter group. 

Two methods of attack seemed to be used by the normal group. One, 

in which the subjects attempted to use care and proceeded with a 

moderate speed attaining a total number of about SS holes punched. 

In the second method, the S attempted to first get the 11feellf or the 

amount or pressure needed, necessaril.7 making some errors and there-

after utilizing the cues to the fullest extent and executing the task 

at greater speed. Good examples of leaming, 'we believe, are 

indicated in the following normal Ss, A subject putting great emphasis 

on speed punched a total of 97 holes, committing 17·errors, all of 

which occurred in the first 30 holes punched, and the next 67 were free 

or error. In another case where a S punched a total of 74 holes, com'-

mitting 7 errors, all of the errors but one occurred in the first 20 

punches. ~other subject punched 83 holes, committing 5 errors, with 
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all i'i'vs occurring within the i'irst tan punches. Only two of' the 

~rmal aubjsots had rando.m errors, with equally aa IIIIUlY appearing in 

the_ second half' as in the first hali' of' the psrf'ormanos. 

The B-D group reeortsd to many d if'f'srent methods in an si'i'art 

to perform the task, ranging i'rom violating the instruction to keep the 

hand unsupported to inserting the stylus and giving it a slight twist, 

thereby by•paBBing the need to control the preBBure an the stylus. 

There were also evidences of' a carry-over i'rom the previous test. In 

spits of' instructions to the contrary, five subjects attacked the 

teat in the same manner as on the previous test and punched the stylus 

completely through to the bass. The fact that aver half oi' the 

punching through errors occurred on the latter hali' of' the teat sssma 

to indicate that the B•D group were not able to profit by the a-rors 

at the beginning of' the performance and hence, little learning was 

evident. 

It we consider the quantitative and qualitatiire scoring together, 

mars diffsrsnoGBbetween the become apparent~ The combined 

scores arc shown in Table a. 
Combined Qualitative and Quantitative Scores of 

The Normal and Brain Damaged Groups 

Statistic Normal Brain Damaged 

N 35 36 
Range 24-86 0-61 

Iii 62.7 20.1 
S.D. 14.06 18.16 

rK 2.40 3.11 
Mdn 63 26 

,,.-Dlli 3.92 
llm 42.6 

C.R. 10.a 

Table 8 
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The subtraction of the penalty scores·froin the quantitative score 

resu1ted in some shitting in both groups. The means show that the 

B-D group as a whole was able to punch cor:rect'.cy' one-third the number 

of holes that the normal group punched. In terms of scores, 30 of the 

normal group have scores from 50 to 86, while three have scores ot 

451 47, 48 and two of 24 and 26. These latter two subjects showed 

random errors in the ear'.cy' and later part of their performance and 

attained scores well within the range of the B-D group. However, no 

penalty scores other than punching through were assessed against the 

two Ss. In the B-D group 29 Ss have scores below 40. Twelve of 

these 29 now attain on'.cy' zero scores, which means no credit at all. 

The remaining six Ss in the group ot 35, have scores within the 

range of 40 to 51. Evidence of overlapping therefore appears.in that 

the three normal Ss who scored 45, 47, and 48 are in the upper range 

or the B-D group, while two ot the B-D Ss may be said to be in the 

lower rang6 of the normal group with scores ot SO and 51. 
It appears that the B-D group shows the most change with the· 

addition of the qualitative scoring; however,. the normal group is 

also penalized and their scores reflect this change to the extent that 

the significance of the difference between the group means shows but 

a slight increase. 

Discussion of Underlying Processes and Pathology 

Some Explanatory Hypotheses 

We stated the hypothesis (page 10) that adequate integration ot 

normal cortical functions is required for precision, adjustmental 
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variability, and timing in'motor co-ordinationJ that brain damage 

interferes with this integration, resulting in an impairment of 

isolated voluntary movements, i~e., dedi.i'ferentiation. The same 

lack of'integration will delay the interaction'ot the different 

pr~cesses, so that the tempo of the performance is retarded. The 

latter also manifests itself in the cognitive handling of the task 

and in behavioral regidity, in the sense of stimulus bond-the 

piecemeal response to the holes. The added difficulty in this 

test is that anticipatory planning or the pressure to be exerted in 

punching is necessary along with adequate4' timed control, in order 

to prevent the punch from going too far. Since this process repeats 

itself at each hole, the accumulative experience of inadequate and 

adequate pressure controls is either translated into learning of 

adequate pressure for the subsequent punches or there is failure in 

this aspect, In the latter case, no dimunition of double punch 

errors would occur. The B-D fails in both requirements, name4', 

the anticipatory,planned control as well as in the acquisition, 

One of the reasons for the may be the lack of 

integration (or isolation of parts) in the cortex, 'Which may inter-

fere either with adequate discrimination or with the cognitive evalu-

ation of the kinesthetic cues. The performance or the task then 

proceeds with little or no correction for errors and no, improvement 

in technique. This lack of normal communication between different 

brain functions will further retard the learning process. 



RING TEST-11Speed Prehension" 

Description of Task .,...\ 

Three aspects of prehension are tapped: first, the precision in 

grasping rpd removing individual metal rings from a pole; senond, 

precision in rapidly picking up rings and carrying them ac~ss a 

plate--the base of the pole-and retuming them to.their original 

side; and third, accuracy in grasping and sliding the rings around 

the plate, first in.a clockwise and then in.a co1D1ter-clockwise 

direction. 

Apparatus and Test Instructions 

The pl.ate with a pole inserted is•pl.aced before the subject, 

Fifteen metal rings are pl.aced on the pole, (See Fig. 7,) 

l, Instructions to subject 

a. Rest your {preferred) hand on the tabl.e. As soon as the 

signal ·to begin is given, remove the rings, one at a time, as quickly 

as ·possible. Grasp them firmly and place them flat on the table to 

the right of the base, Do not attempt to arrange the rings in'an 

orderly fashion, but be sure to place them, never throw them. Ii' a 

ring should fall from the table, do not attempt to pick it up as 

there are enough other rings there. Remember you are to work as 

quickly as possible. Do you llllderstand? Ready, begin. 

b. Same as above, except the rings are to be removed and placed 

at the 1.!!!1 of the base. 
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Fig, 7 



2. Instruotioua to subject (after removal of the pole from. the base) 1 

a. Rest your (preferred) hand on the table, As soon as I tell 

you to begin,· piok up -the :t:ings, ·one at a time, and oarry them across 

the base as quiokly as possible, (See Fig, 8), Grasp thBIII firmly 

and plaoe thBIII flat on the table to the right of the base. After you 

put the last ring down, bring. them all baok to the left of the base in 

the same manner. You do not have to line them. up. Remember you are to 

work as quickly as possible, Do you understand? Ready, begin. 

b, Same as .instructions above except rings are oarried aorosa 

the base away from. and toward the body, 

3, Instructions to subjects (Rings placed in a oluater by the 

plate. See Fig. 9). 

a. Rest your (preferred) hand on the table. As aooi,. as the 

signal to begin is gi wn. you are to slide the rings, one at a time, 

around ·the base ill a olookwise direction (demonstrate) Blld return 

them to the approximate starting point, as quickly as possible, 

You may aeleot any ring at random provided you do not use the same 

ring you have just released. Remember you are in ll"ork as rapidly 

aa possible, Continue until I say I atop.• Do you understand? 

Ready• begin• 

b. Sa.me instructions for counter clookwiae direction, 
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Behairurial and Performanoe kialysis 

On the om hand the task is one of aoourate but relatiw gross 

manipulation;, on the other hand, more entars illto an adequate exeoution 

than motor dexterity. Though the S carries his taak to completion with 

no time limit,, he is;:askad to perform as rapidly as he can. This 

requires antioipatoey control of mov811lexrts to be exeoutsd in t:lmed 

coordination and avoidance of superfluous motion. It requirBB oognitively 

a flexible plalllling exprBBsed in rapidly varied motor actions. The 

presence or ab119noe of this flexibility or shifting may at times be 

inferred from verbal tests alone, but here it oan be concretely 

demonstrated .inmanipulatiw behavior. 

A comparison of the behavior manifest in the B-D group and in 

the normal group may further help the analysis of the performanoe on 

this task. 1) The normal S lifts eaoh ring up without contacting the 

others and moves it to the desired position with little oi- no lost 

motion. The performanoe of the B-D S is slow and appears retarded in 

point of time and number of units accomplished. lileverthelsas, he does 

not procesd with fewer :movements than the normal but uses many more 

movements than are actually neoeasary. There is a ·great deal of wasted 

motion whiah appears especially in the ·placement of eaoh ring, as if 

this were not irrelevant to the task. Thus eaoh ring 1s eat do'IV!l with 

metioulous oai-e, as if it had to "find" its partioular place. The 

inadvertent result is a o011D11only lining up of rings instead of random 

placement. 



2) The B-D s, intent on quickly removing the rings f'rom the 

pole,is. like:q- to do so by a swaying motion of' the whole trunk and tends 

to begin taking the ring of'f' the pole before he has reached the top of' 

the pole, thereby unbalancing the latter and often dropping the ring. 

This would seem to-indicate that anticipatory _judgment is being 

iriterf'ered with, by the other aspects .of' the task. Also his attempts 

at speed easi:q- bring about the slipping of a ring f'rom his grasp, 

or the grasping of' more than one ring at a time, often without the 

subject's appearing to notice this. 

3) In addition there seems to be very- little "leaming-carry-

over" of what was 11leamed11 in dealing with one ring to the mmipulation 

of' the next. one. In contrast, the normal is able 1:.·~ constantq :µnprove 

and correct his judgments of distance and spatial4irections~: so that 

the execution of the task movements become more and more co-ordinated 

as he progresses on the test. 

4) Further the lack of flexibility mentioned above becomes 

evident in the following wa;rs: a) The instrilctions are interpreted 

liter~ and the S deal.a with each subtask,. i.e., the individual ring 

manipulation, as a discrete, separate task in itself'. In accordance 

with such a tendency, each ring is dealt with individualq, nameq, as 

a "thing" put in a special place, so that all the rings are lined up 

in a compulsiveq appearing order often parallel to the edge of the 

plate. This behavior is observed, though Instruction l,a expllcit:q-

states, "Do not attempt to arrange the rings in an orderq fashion ••• ," 

and the Sis asked to work as rapi~ as possible; b) moreover, all the 



rings whioh.have been uoed are placed separate from the unused rings 

in spite of the ·Instruction~.a~, "You may select any·ring at· random 

provided that you do not use the rilJ& that you have just released," 

again requiring speedJ c) finally, the taak of Instruction 2,a,--

whare the S has to carry eaoh ring aoroes the base and when finished 

bring them ali baok-•is typically oli.r.ried out in the oaoo of the B;.D 

S by breaking up the total task into t-110 discrete units with a dis-

tinct time intarval between each, In contrast, the normals carry out 

the task smoothly without any oomparable pause betv,aon the two sub 

units. 

There are several other charaotoristio performance differences 

between the two groups, In order to avoid repetition, they will 

become obvious in the qualitative scoring seotion, 

Method of Scoring 

Qualitative 

The qualitative as distinct from the quantitative scoring is 

oonaerned with errors in manipulation, execution, and planning, The 

scoring consists of a system of penalties wliibh are reoorded following 

slips in execution, These are totaled giving a qualitative deviation 

soore for the test, 

Qualitative Deviation Scoring (penalty scores by addition) 

Part I a and b (removal ·of rin~s ·from pole) .,-

l, Number of times the S attempts to pull rings off the pole>' 

too early, unbalanoing pole and/or losing ring beoause the" 

height of the pole is incorrectly antioipated--1 for each, · 



2. Number of rings dropped from grip--1 for each· 

3. !Tumbor of tilnos more than one ring is removed--2 for each 

4. Moticulcusly lining up one ring after the other in a row 

along side of the base plate, instead of placement without· 

spocific order ns instruotsd--1 

Pa rt 2 o. c.nd b (carrying rine;s across baseplate and back a1,ain) 

1. Mti_tioulous lining up of rings in a chainlike fashion contrary 

to instruct.ions--1 

2. N\unber of rings droppod-•l for each 

3. Time interval--whonover the subject has completed one trip 

in transporting rings to one Gide and then pauses before 

returning rings to.tho original sido--ectuel timo paused 

in eeconds equals the number of points added. 

4. Deviant thumb-index finger opposition in grasping the 

ring, so that both fingers grasp sideways instead of with 

fingertips--1 

5. Head movements acco111panying hand moti.on--1 
(ozplanation given in previ~us test) 

6. Ot'der of bringing rings across the plate--last to 

first or first to last••l. for first to last order. 

(Since the subject is asked to do the task as quickly " 

as possible, it is assumed that the shortest method will 

be employed to comply. If S returns the ring in the 

same order in which they were initially taken aorcsa, his' 

hand he.a to 1110ve from the plaoe of the last ring trans-

ported to the place of the first··r1ng, then the seoond 



and so forth. This indicates a foroed orderliness and 

rigid structuring of the task; leading to wasted motion 

and retardation which are normally avoided by picking up 

the rings at random, without speoifio order,) 

Part 3 a and b (sliding the rings around the plate) 

1. Effort to use each ring only onoe--1 

(The subject is instructed to use any ring so loug as 

he does not imlllediately use tho one just released, If he 

follows this instruction with understanding, he can succeed 

most economically in rapid execution by using only two 

rings, avoiding the last transported and selection another.~-

and then alternating between the two, Or the Smay select 

~of the unused rings not caring specifically which one 

as long as the last released ring is avoided. If he 

follows this instruction, by using every ring only once, ·he 

is forced into trying to .keep track or the rings used and 

into the difficulty of knowing 11whioh ring is which" 

between returned and unused rings, Since the ·two previoua 

tasks actually. involved the use or all rings, several 

alternatives in describing this behavior exist, One, .the 

subject oannot cope with the task of avoiding the use of 

the just released ring and therefore·avoids.tha use of 

every used ring compulsivelya two, he peraeveratea in the 

use or all rings as done previouslyJ three, the behavior 

iB o. contamination of both .the above tendenolea, These 
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alternatives are not explanatory but descriptive, because 

thoy re1'er ta behavior--or psychologioal--aategaries, not 

to underlying brain prooeoses.) 

2. Separation of used and unuaed rings--1 whether onae o:!' re-

peated. (This is a more co~pulsive solution to the difficulty 

enaountorod above in no. 1,) 

3. ·Nu.'!lber of times the base is oontaoted--1 for f1aoh contact 

4. Lifting thn ring 1'rom the table--2 for each 

(This !e contrary to instructions and more significant, 

si.noe an actual demonotrat:i.on has been e;iven.) 

Penalties for errors on each part of the test are computed. The 

throe parts are then totaled for the qualitative deviation saore. This 

score is added to ths quantitative score fer the total soore. No 

criticism of the performance is made by the examiner, nor are any 

instructions given other than those set forth h:i tho testing procedure, 

It should be emphasized that in this scoring each of the ab~ve-described 

deviatio·ns lliuct be recorded and scored.· . ll'or an example, 1f the subjeot, 

while sliding the ring around the ph.te should contact tho plate with his 

finger or. thumb, the prescribed penalty_score is assesseds or if two 

rings are removed ta the top of the pole ·and one is dropped back on the 

pole~ the penalty score is given. 

Quantitative 

The results can be recorded during the testing period on a scoring 

sheet shown in Fig, 10, The time for completion·or each of the three 

parts is reoorded and sumrned,·and thia is the total quantitative score for 

the teat,. Thia score is based on the Van Der Lugt system, 
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Soor ing Sheet 

RING TEST 

Total .. 

Pen11lty Soore 
·· l. Height oi' pole misjudged 

2. Rings dropped 
3. R9llloval or J!IOre than one 
4~ Linillg up oi' rings ---

Deviation Score 

2. a b Total_ 

Penalty Score 
l. Lining up oi' r inga 
2. Rings dropped 
3. Pause t:lme 
4. Head movements 
6. First 'to last order 
6. Use oi' other than tip 

oi' i'orei'iager and thumb 

Deviation Score 

3. a b Total_ 

. Penalty Score . . 
1. Use· oi' all rings 
2. Separation oi'·used .run 

'unused· · 
.3• Contacts 
4. · Liftti!g ring :from table 

--·-

Deviation Score 

Quantitative and Qualitative Totnl ----
Fig. 10 

Total 

Total 

Total 



Results 

All can be seen i'rOJ11 Table 9, the raults generally confirm our 

hypotheaiec B-D Se require a lo11ger ti.me for completion of the taska 

than 110rmal Ss. This time difference is statistically highly 

significant. 

Quantitati"VB Scores of the Normal and Brain Damaged 
Groups on the Ring Test 

Statistic Normal Brain Damaged 

N 35 36 
Ra11ge 111-171 172-396(566 ) 

:14 ~42.8 230.7 
s.il. 15~9 80.6 

J,l ·2•72 13.6 
lldn l~ 200 
llm 13.~8 
llm 87.9 

C,R. 6.38 

fable 9_ 

The group me0ana for each perf'ormanee are l42. B for the normal and 

230. '1 for the B-D Sa. The weighted t-tests which 'lf8re applied to 

teat the a ignitioanoe of the differences between these means give a 

critical ratio of 6.380 whioh ill beyond the .001 level of' ooni'1dence. 

The results in the table further indicate a bi-modal dietributicn, 

since the · range of the two groups do mt overlap. Thia precluded the 

uea of the usual t-teat and the teat by Cochran and Cox was usad. 

The range of the B-D group is very wide and the standard deviation of 

80.5 ahowa the extreme variability of the performance within this 

group. In addition one S had a score of 566, due to extreme caution 

and Blownesa. This aoore was omitted in the statistical computations 

as it would have given an untrue picture of the group performance. 



Qualitati-ve deviation scores further aooentuate the differenoa 

between the groups •. 

Qualitiithe Soorea or Normal and Brain Damaged 
Groups on the Ring Teat . 

Statistio Normal Brain Damaged 

B 35 35 
Range l•B .. 2-67 

K 2.9 16.6 
Mdn 2 15 
1h 12.7 

Table. 10 

The results shown in Table 10 do no1.. yield a bi-modal distribution 

but indicate a highly significant difference between deviation soorea of 

the groups, yielding a differenae in means of:12.1 

An analysis of the errors scores in Table 5 indicates that for the 

normal group the highest error soore attained was 8 and the average for 

_the group was 2.9. Four of the normal Sa had no errora1 fivehad ons 

error and ten Ss had two errors. Thus 19 or 64% of the normal Sa had 

an error _s_oore of 2 or less. .The remaining 16 Sa had error scores as 

follows, _Five· had a aoore of 3J. three had a score of 4J three had a 

aoore of 51. two oaoh had soorea of 6 and 7 and one had a_aoore of e. 
In the 111ajority of the Sa, theae errors ooourrad in Part 3 of 

the teat, where the normal Sa attempted to slide the rings around the 

plats in the least pouible_, time. In_ speeding up they raduoed the a_ro 

of their swi11g and oou~acted. the plate. After such oontaots occurred 

i:b:' aro of the swing was usually wideI1ed and subsequent . contacts ba-

a less frequent, Fiva or the Sa used all 15 rings in this part. 



On Part 2, three of the normal Ss started to line up the rings but 

abandoned this action spontaneously. Only one normal S had an error 

score.on Part 1. This oocurred when a ring was dropped. 

In the B•D group the highest error score was 67 and the average 

for the group was 15.s. All Sa in the group.had an error score. 

Three or the B•D Ss had scores of 2, 4,.and 6 respeotivelyJ three had 

a soore or SJ two had a score of 7 and three had a soore or a. The 

remainillg 24 Ss or 68% had scores of 10 or more. 

The errors of the B•D group t."Sre scatters d throughout tho three 

parts of the test. In contrast to the nonnal group oerformance on 

Part 3, the B-D group followed the.~of tho plate and contacts 

wore numerous. In order to avoid these contacts, the rings wero 

lifted up in four inotancea. The r :l.ngs were · separated into two 

groupa--use d and unused--by 20 Sa and ten Ss lin:ed,i up the used 

rings. All of tho B-D s, used all 16 rings. On part 2; 26 Se lined 

up the rings anl of this number, 12 Se used the edge of the plate as 

a guide for the· lining up, The task of carrying the rings across tho 

plate and was broken up µxto two discrete tasks by 19 Sa of the 

B-D group, eight of whom paused at least two seconds before returniiql 

the rillgs to the original side. (None of the normals interrupted the 

continuity of their established rhythm.) On Part 1, the lining up of 

the rings was not as frequent as on Part 2, but the dropped rings, 

removal of two rings at once• and the acoOJ11panying head movements 

accounted for a high error score in tho performance of 23 Ss, 

Aa Table 10 indicates, there is &Ollie owrlap between the scores 

of the two groups. However, it a out-oft point is made at 6, three 
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D-D Ss--9 per cont--fall below thls point and •~h1·eo normds--o.lso 9 per 

cent--are abovo it, It might be well to point out that tho three B-D Ss 

who had error soores of 2, 4, and. 5 had tjJl18 scores well beyond the range 

of the normal gro1..:p. The difference bet-ween the perfonnanco of the 

t~m ,l;Z'oups is thus pointe,l up both baha·dorally nnd l.n completion time. 

Co111binod Qllaritative and Quantitative Scores of tho. 
Normal and Brain-Damaged Groupe 

Statistic Normal Brain-Damaged 

N 35 36 
Ringe 115-177 179-432(570) 

M 145.7 246.2 
s, n. 15.5 48.6 
Mdn 145 214 ,11 2,65 8,31 
aDm 8,72 

Din 100,6 
C,R. 11,5 

Table 11 

The qualitative·deviation scores do not appreoiably change the 

picture ·of the normo.l group as is 6hown in Table 11, I~o mean has 

incrcaaad by 2,9 points fran. 142,8 to 145,7 and the range from .111• 

171 to 115•177, The B-D·group shows considerably m.ore oho.nge, The 

mean .increased owr 15 points, frc-m 230,7.to 246,2 and the range from 

172.-396 to 179-432, · (Oddly enough, the S with a soore of' 566 had 

only four error points, Hio extremely meticulo\ta care and constant. 

repeating or the instructions aloud to himself precluded many in• 

fractions.) The significant inoreaso in the difference between the 

,noans or. the two groups also increased the critical ratio:.from 6,38 

to 11,5. 
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Diaoussion or Underlying Processes and Pathology . .. . . 

Some Explanatory Hypotheses 

I. The control of finer mov8111ents. in the.distal parts of the 

limbs has outonsi'bly suffered, e.g •• the primitive form of grasp with 

the fingers and the tendency to involve the ,trunk or head in the finger 

use. There is also a strilcingly reduced control 1n the preourrent or 

anticipatory steering of tho longer o,omplox movement eequonoes. Thia 

function, ruicessary for initiating and directing an ordered oourso of 

i~ motor aots under conditions of speed, ia diminished. The reasons for 

these t-no changes may be1 That the integration has levelled off from 

its normal articulation to a more diffuse spread of exoitationJ tlat 

the integration of the senaory appraisRl••the feedback-•and of tile 

motor steering is t19111porally ·out of step. At the present state of 

our_ knowhdge it is futile to speculate on whether .this lack of 

integration is caus!ld bys 1) A "reduced vigilance" in cognitively 

·interpreting the sensory feedbaokJ 2) less distinctness in the feed• 

back itseli'J 3) reduced articulation bn· the motor side, i.e., unprecise 

inwrvatio'r.l• Any one of these iosses would affect the normal integration 

of sensory-motor "impulses" or constituent functions necessary for willed 

movement. Whichever of these constituent functions bas suffered more 

than the others or whether thoy nll have suffered, we do not yet know. 

The prformance picture of the B-D s, however, pro;ides eut'ficient 

evidenoa 1D eonclude that the nor1111l communicative interaction between 

different brain functions requisite for coordinated motor performance 

is impaired. This lack 01' adequate integration has also been described 



as dedi.i'ferentiation of the_ formal aspects in the organization of brain 

processes. 

II. That ,re.are also dealing with a cognitive disturbance expressed 

in the so-oalled rigidity, of .behaviors eema evident from the following 1 

The main task goal.of either taking_the rings from the pole or bringing 

them a oroas *he plate and. back, etc.• includes several necessary sub-

goals or aeoonclary aspeots of the task execution. Such aro, not to 

grasp mor~ than one ring at a time, speediness, to avoid· touching the 

plate in transporting the rings and to avoid using a ring just 

previously used. The B-D_Ss appear to have difficulty in subordinating 

the_se secondary aspeots of the main tr.sk execution. The entire 

manipulir!;ion with the ringa seems to be executed on a level of concrete 

interpretation of the task, namely dealing with rings aa individual 

objeots-"things, 11 each of whioh has equal independent -valence but is 

not a part of a larger task. . . 

The ability to function simultaneously on t100 or more aspects of a 

gi'ven problem seems to be impaired to the extent tru..t the main task 

aspects, e.g., "bringing rings across" can only be carried out at the 

expanse of other also necessary task aspocts--speed and 8Dlouthness. 

If the S focuses on speed, this aspect commands the foreground at the 

sxpenso of others and ha grape two rings or drops rings, or in al iding 

the rings around the plate rapidly, he hits the plate. If he focuses 

on not using the last ring released he does it at the expense of speed 

and rigidly lines up_eaoh ring against the edge in.an overly orderly 

fashion. If ha focuser on transporting the rings across the plate in 



one direction, he loses sight of the total task of bringing the rings 

baok in the other direction after t alcing them across, thus loaillg 

time in pausing after completing the first part, as if ha had to ro,, 

orient himself again for the trip baok. This impairment of simultaneous 

functioning in several o'Vllrlapping regions of behavior also .l!coounts for 

the described lack of flexibility and shifting. 

There is further evidei:ce of a laok in self correction following 

failure, This seems to be linked with a laok of learning from the 

e:xpar ienoee gained during the various peri'or11U1nees in each of the three 

situo.tions, One of the reasons may be the abo'Vll m~nticned impaired 

oollllll\lllica.tion. Thia would himer transfer of learning and also account 

for the constricted mental functioning vrhioh blocks the ii-I from 

viewing the individual ring tasks as parts of a continuous larger 

task whole and lead him instead to deal with them as discrete and 

separate. 



l!ARBIE-PEG 'lEST-"Co-ordinat.ion ~" 

Description of Task 

The task is to place two objects- marble and a peg-into 

different holes, always us:lllg one hand for each (hollows for marbles 

and holes for pegs), and in.doing so, to follow a designated path along 

which the holes and hollows are arranged on a metal plate. This path 

consiBts of rows :Ill which the holes £or peg .and marble placement 

alternate their position in a le.rt-right sequence. Thus the S has to 

cross hands every- other roYT. Eve:ey- placement must be executed with 

both hands sinm.ltaneousl.y, crossing them .. as necessaryJ this involves 

repeated acts of anticipation whenever the crossing is :Imminent and 

when it is not, and to carry out these planned actions with the · 

necessary- shifts in set and movement control that pemit smooth 

simultaneous placement of peg and marble as '1'1811 as prevent the dis-

lodgment of those already placed :Ill preceding rows and adjacent 

positions. 

Apparatus and Test Instructions 

The plate with the rows of hollows and holes is placed before the s,' 
The marbles are in a container on the left side of the plate and the pegs 

are on the right side. The paths of the rows have been modified from 

the Van Der Lugt arrangement, am pointing markers haw been placed on the 

plate to indicat.e the changing path. This was done in order to increase the 

frequency of shifts :ln orientation and to make the taek more complex 

in sinntltaneoue aepects. (Sse ·F:lg. 11.) 
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Instructions to Subject 

Your task will be to fill the hollows with the marbles and the 

holes with the pegs, But always use both hands and always pick up 

the peg with your right hand, the marble with your left hand at the ' 

same time, Also take care to place the marble into the hollow and the 

peg into the hole, one beside the other at the same tine. 

While you always hold the peg in your right hand and the marble 

in your left hand, you may- cross hands whenever it is necessary, but 

never transfer either the peg or the marble from one hand to the other, 

'What it all amounts t.o, then, is that you place ·each time a peg 

and a marble together as a pair side by side :Into the holil and hollow, 

even if you have to cross han:is to do this.,. You should not start with 

a new pair until the_ previous pair is properly placed, In case it 

happens that a peg or a marble you have already placed should become 

loose, be sure to put it back in place before you start a new pair. 

Now remember always t.o use both hands simultaneously ,men you place 

the pairs• taking the peg in your right hand and the marble :In your left 

hand, Follow the numbered paths which are dra'Rll on the plate with 

lll'roWB, 

Bato:ie wa start I would like tor you to po:lnt out with yourJn:isx 

finger, the path you are going t.o follow,' so that· I am sure you _un~;i,-

stand, (Subject traces pathway.) Now put your hands on the· table and 

begin placing the pairs when I say "start," 

Behavioral and Performance Ana~is 

~e nonnal S usually carries out the grasping and placement of 

both objects with ease throughout the first row, feeling his way at an 
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even tempo. But on .the subsequent rows, where the holes· alternate 

position, his tempo may become irregular. He loses time by stopping 

in mid-air, poising-each hand on ita respective aide while inspecting 

the _holes,ae if to "cross or· not to cross." Thie "decision-time"' 

indicates .an organizational diffioultywhich results-fro~ not haVing 

inspected the subsequent row beforehand, so that a necessary crossing 

oan be anticipated. Little or no difficulty is manifest, however~ in 

the execution of. crossing the hands whenever the subject finds· it 

necessary, following inspection •. 

Subsequently, the organizational dii'fioulty disappears as soon as 

he hits upon the principle of alternation in crosllixgand non .. oroHing 

oi' the hands. Re aeema to examine the path111 while picking up thlll 

marble and the. peg, 1110 that, when he comes to place them, his hands 

are already in the right position. Th,is little time is lost in 

adjusting the position of tho hands and the pathway is allllc followed 

without tilue loss and orientation d,ifficulty. 

This mode_ of piri'orming is already the result of learning during 

the preceding placements and leads to a.further behavior change, 

namely._ an increase in tempo of the task execution which is now more 

familiar aa to planning or anticipation and motor coordination, The 

increased speed leads the S, howner, into a new difficulty, since 

the simultaneous placement becomes leas easy,the more rapidly it_is 

attempted. If now, errors are made by·the normal S1 they are mainly 

oonmoted_ with "non .. simultaneity" committed .in his effort to maintain 

the paoe of a rapid performance. These errors oonaiat ohiei'ly "in a 



slight temporal diocrepanoy between the two plaoe1UBnta by the crossed 

hands,. so that one hand is slightly ahead of the other owing to the 

pressure of baste. Yet the hand crossing itself is adequately executed 

and no fixed. set i'or eithE!' hand preooding the ether ia manifest, nor 

are the errors oom.inuous or freque~t. 

The B-I 8 appears to meet with definite diffioultiea·on this teat. 

l) In tha. first place he typically does not pass beyond the nomal 

s•s first phase of solving the task by inspecting each new row 

separately. Hence the oubsequent phaoe of reali&ing the pinciple of 

alternation in crossii:ig and not crossing and oi' attaining praotioe in 

anticipation is rarely ii' ever reached by the B-I. Ho remains in ·bhs 

nfirst phass• and oven more pronouncedly than the normal, carries out 

each placement of the two objsots as an imiividual task, ini,psoting 

the two holes only after having picked up the mrblo al'.!(1 peg. In the 

t'urthaz· ooursa of psrformanoe, he then will. often manifest the familiar 

perseverative tendency to repeat the hand position he arrived at the 

final holes of tho last row. Thia necessitates a re-orientation with 

eaoh new row "frOJll scratch" an ii'. no previous alt11rnation experiences 

had taken place,.so that no grasp of suoha principle is in evidence. 

What the b~havior evinces is rather an effeot of the manipulation .in 

the immediately preceding row on the approach to the next,. io:l.ioating a 

psyohomotor 8~t to repeat. but there is· no indioation of the 

aoquisition of an alternation set. This results in time loss of 

orosoing when the S should not and of failing to oross when he should. 

This in turn leads to error score_s for lack of anticipation beoii.use 

the S will bring first the marble alid peg with eaoh hand to a hole on 



the wrong side and/or will even make placement trials before realizing 

that their direction is wrong and only thereafter reach the oorrect 

plaooment, 

2) Beuides those spocifio dl.ffl.oultios in the oognitiw 

organization oi' performance the B-I also manifests difficulties in 

motor organbation, (o:) The simultaneous )?lacement 1B me.stared as 

long all no crossillg is neoossary, namely. on the first row, From 

then on, two defects in manipulation appenr. The 6 is hampered _in 

the simultaneous placement of· "oro1i'sed objeots, 11 because the demand 

for the o:illlultauoity and the hand croBsing interfere with each other, 

At the same time, he may be hampered by tho. oarry-over of the preceding 

"sot" not to oross. This is evident v.nenevtir_ the S has oome further 

along in the mw row and has thus been i'orc_ed into tile new set of 

orossi~1 11-hile he now orosses tho hands aooordingly his attempts to 

do the crossing simultaneously remain unlll.lcoessrul for the balance of 

the row, 

(b) The silllul tanoous orosaing in itself requires efforts on the 

part or tha B-D S lfhich the normal S dou not seem to enoounter. 

?hus the former may hava to exeoute the oro~sing with exaggerated 

flexor ~,o=ents of both arms, with the el,bows lii'tod in an extended 

position, This seecs parallel "i;o the formerly mentioned associative 

movements• and also w reflect the previously discussed impairlll8nt in 

the control of finer movoment coordination in the individual digits. 

* or. page- 29 
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In order to obtain (or to release) the neoessary bi-1116nual hand-

finger flexionwhile holding fast peg and marble with the fingers of 

eaoh hand, the B-D S needs the support of a much grosser total flexion 

movement of the aJ'III than the normru., This !l;rosser flexion pooic ion 

permits the finar flexion of tha hand-finger position to emerge 

easier, na.itely, as a natural e:.ctension of the flexion of the arm into 

the fingers, thus. reducing the otherv;ise voluntary innervation in the 

latter, This can aiso be C<)nsidered a detour to perform the 

s:llllultaneous crosoit:1g hrough abnor.r,al means, (Though the normal 

alllo can carry out easier thie hand-finger t'lexion ·rrith the arm flexed 

in a certain angle ho does not depend on this "preferred way" of 

exeoution•) The B-D, however, appears to be exaggeratedly dependent 

on these preferred ways as Goldstein (26) has repeatedly pointed out, 

(o) Other e.nomaiiee in oarryine; out the orossin& task also 

t~stify to the difficulty in simultaneous orosei.n_r;, There is an 

awkwardness of the hand and fingers posture in the crossed position, 

partiouh.rly ll'h:en the gross arm flexion has not been hit upon. 

Furthermore, there are frequent attempts to arrive at the simultaneous 

hand cro8sing in the following manneri Vihile the thumb and indox 

fineer of t!:e lei't hand are grMping the mrble, they are sproad out 

to form nn oponing and tho oorrosp:>!!di!l!': fingers. of the right hand 

holding the peg are squeezed into this opening1 even it this direct 

method of iitioking the right into the loft hand, instead of crossing 

them leads to correct simultaneous positional placement, the inserted 

right fingers fall short of attaining a stable placement of th~peg, 

ao that when the hands separate, the 'peg is unbalanoed, Another 



co11sequenoe of the crossing difficulty appears in the increasing 

"tendency" of the B-D to avoid the simultaneous oross ing al together• 

so that ha falls into a11 almoat rhythmical pattern of "one; two," 

placing the one object first .nth one hand and rapidly placing t!19 
second with the other hand, Thia behavior can again be considered a 

detour in coping with the instruction+ though objectively violating 

them, Psyohohgically more important, however, is the fact that tile 

task of placing marble and peg with a simultaneous hand orosaing is 

n°", accomplished by retreatil!g· from simultaneity to suocession in the 

motor action, It has been pointed out by Goldstein; .and Soheerer, 

Rottman and Goldstein, that tha solving of tasks which require 

simultaneity, by resorting to suooeasive steps, is indicative of a 

more primitive organization and of a performance level whioh is 

easier-less difficult. This points up again the restrid:ed dependenoy 

of the B-D Son preferred modes of behavior in contrast to the nor!lEl.l, 

(d) Together with these defects in motor organization, the B-D 

S dislodges more frequently already plaoed marbles and pegs during 

the crossing efforts than dur 1ng ordinary placement, 

3, A third charnoteristic of the B-D Se' performance is ti» 

followiIJg I His performance usually settles into mastering one aspeot 

of the task, i,e,, he concentrates on the correct pathway and loses 

sight of alternation and simultaneity, or he concentrates on the 

alternation and simultaneity and loses the path, thus incurring 

panaltios an this scale, This restriction in scope 9f dii'er'sity in 

behavior suggests the dli'i'!oulty of "holdii:ig in mind" simuitane_<.>usly 
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several different aspects of the task-often pointed out in the reports 

on experimental observations. of the B-I. Consequently, his porfomance 

mey erratioall:y fiuctuate until he finds one way of execution and then 

he often· become11 fixated on this procedure-a behavior charact.erized 

by the terms rigidity and stimulus-bound. 

c, 
_Uethod of Scoring 

Qualitative 

The qualitative scoring is concerned with errors of manipulation, 

planning, and execution. The scoring consists of a system of penalities 

which are recorded following faulty execution, 

Qualitative Deviation Scoring (penalty scoI9s by addition) 

l, Non-simultaneity in placing marble and peg-2 for each 

. 2. Each dislodgment or m.a.rbles or pegs during subsequent 

placemant-l 

3 • . Motor blocking or conflict in orossing hands--l 
(sane score wmther once or Npeated) 

(An att.empt is made to cross the hands but the hands block, 

confiict or interfere with each other so that the final 

crossing is clumsy an:i not attained in a nomal, smooth 

manner, e.g., the fingers of the two hands awkwardly 

interfeI9 with ·each other, or the crossing is executed with 

an exaggerated i'lexor movement or both arms, lifting the 

elbows in an extended position,) 

4. Loss of pathway-2 

(sane score whether once or repeated)· 

(Subject stops the placement and looks around for the correct 

path or inquires which path he should take•) 



5. Failure to anticipate alternations-1 
C•amo score methor once or repeated) 

(Subject has not looked ahoad and carries the marble and 

the peg each in one hand, forward to tho plaoament holes on 

the wron,i; sides. lle then may stop s.1ort and change the hand 

positions or even ma.ks plaomnent trials before realizing 

that they are positiorially misdireoted a:ad only then does he 

looalize oorreotly.) 

6. Number of ~dmonitlons neo~saary nfter S has failed two times 

on simultaneous plncemont--1 

Quantitatiw 

, Tho quantitative scoring procedure is· the number of seconds elapsed 

between the tlmo tho S picks up tho first pair--marble and peg-•and 

that of the placing of the last pair. This scoring is based on the 

Van Der Luct systom. 

Qualitative deviation scores arc recorded during the performance 

on tho scoring record and totalled at tho end, when tho totnl time is 

also entared. The two s·ooros arc then combined. (Saa. Fig. 12.) 

Marble-Peg Test 

Deviation Score (Panaltio&) 

1.. Non•• imul tane ity 

2. Dialodgment of marblea or pegs 

3. ?Jotor blocking in crossing hands 

4. Loss of pathway __ _ 

6. Lack of anticipating alternation __ 

6. Tims s admo11iabed 

Total Qualitative Deviation Boore 

Qualitativa and Quantitative Total 

Fh, •. 12 

Total Time 



Results 

The total results in time scores are given in Table 12. 

:tnspect:1.on _of 'Ina data reveals a striking di.'ference betvreen_ the 

performance of _the o:cper inental and that oi' _the oontrol group. 

The Cochra~-Cox method was used in the scoring as the F-test indiaated 

diff"re1lt w.rinnoes of the groups. The means show that tho B-D Sa 

as a whole required l!lOre than twice the time for completion than was 

needed by tho normal Ss. J.nalysis of the data by weighted t-teat . . . 
shoWD a sicnifioant difference of the tr.o means. 

In terms of score ranees in each group, it. should be notod that 

33 of tho 35 B-l needed from"ll0 seconds to 4B0 seoonds,and 32 of 

tho 35 nQrmnls needed from 54 to 95 seconds for tho completion of 

the test.. A slitht overlapping in_ the two ranges therefore appears 

in the throe normal Ss who scored 103, 105,and 105 socor.ds 

respectively, which places them within the shortest time scores of 

tho experimental group, i.e., at the minimum. of_ their time range. 

In turn_, two B-D S_s soored 96 and 98 seconds respectively, placii,g 

them among the longest time scores of th" normal i;roup, i.e., at ths 

maximum of their time range. No other overlapping occurred. 

The mean_t:l.me score of 186" for the B-D group as oompare·d with 

7911 for the normo.l, is duo to the fact that the D-D S has to pause 

often to· check, in order to determine ~~hioh hand should be on the 

right and which on the lei't; to oheok whioh direction he should __ go as 

he reaches the end of the rov,; and to reiplace dislodged pegs o.nd 

marbles. 



Quantitati-ve Results of the Normal and Brain Damaged Group 
on the Marble-Peg Test 

Statistio Normal Brain Damaged 

1l 36 36 
Range 64-106 96-480 

)( 79.3 186.2 
S.D. 12.66 67.6 
411 2.16 11.6 
Kdn 80 162 
.(Dm 11.7 

Dm 106.9 
C.R. 9.l 

Table 12 

Qualitative deviation scores are even more striking. Results sho'l'lll 

in Table 13 indicate that the normal group has a mean error soore of 

2.3 as against an error score of 10.3 for the B"-D Group, 

Qualitative Deviation Soores of the Nor.mi. and 
Bralii Dlilllaged Groups 

statistic Normal Brain Damaged 

B' 36 36 
Range 0-9 4-30 

1l 2.3 10.3 
Mein 2 10 

Dm. 8 

Tabla 13 

Thirty-one of the 36 normal Sa had qualitative scores below 4J only 

four had qualitative scores between 4 and s. whioh scores fall 1n the 

lower extreme of the B•D group• a range. These four Ss were penalized 

chieny for non-simultaneity because of hastiness, as has been 

previously mentioned. None of the normal group had penalty scores 

for loss of pathway and only siz: Sa were penalized for dislodging 

pegs or marblea, Fifteen of the group had a soore of zero or one. 
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In the B-D group 27 Ss scorsd bet11een 10 and 30, i.e., beyond 

the penalty range of the normal Ss. There were no cases with penalty 

scores belmr 4. Eight Ss scored bet11een 4 and 8. Here the overlap 

consists. of !our normal and eight B-I Ss in the range of 4-9 deviation 

scores. Non-shiultaneity was penalized in 66 per cent of the cases--23-

and $1 per cent-l8--118re penalized for lose of pathway and dislodging 

pegs or marbles. . It :Ls interesting to note the spontaneous comments by 

a few subjects ot each group. Two Ss ot the no:nnal group rema:ri<ed1 a!ter 

the test was oompleted, that it seemed so difficult before starting 

that they did not see hoW it could be done until they tried it. 'lbe 

behavior ot three ct the B..tl Se upon experiencing difficulty was to 

ask the examiner again for directions, to criticize the apparatus, or 

to spontaneously verbalize reasons for !ailing and to ignore the 

instructions. 

It we add the qualitative scol9s to the quantitative scores, 

the combined differences in the performances or the groups appear 

greater, and the overlapping of scores seen in the quantative scores 

1n Table 14 is no longer apparent. 

Combined Scores of the No1'111!ll and>l3rain-Damaged Groups 

Statistic •Normal Brain-Damaged 

N 3$ 3$ 
Range SS-108 108-49$ 

II 81.6 196.6 s.n. 11.9s 77~ ..-u 2.os , 13.2 
J.!dn 60 J.60 
d'Dm 13.3 

Dm ll$' 
C.R~ 8~6 

Table 14 
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DISCUSSION OF UNDERLYING PROCESSES AND PATHOLOGY 

Some Explanatory Hypotheses 

We know from the pretest and the test behavior that the B-D S 

oan correctly trace the pathway, also that his prehension is adequate 

for picking up both the marbles and the pegsJ that he understands 

how to cross his hand.a and auooeede in the hand crosaillg 'When he 

executes it at the expense of other task aspects, such as simultaneity, 

alternation, etc, The disturbance,then is not with 1he motor acts 

themselves viewed as discrete operations, but in the integration of 

them into a (somet5m.es simultaneous) coordinate whole of 'Which these 

various operations are actually functional "parts," This integration 

iii required on different levels of complexity and diffioulty, The 

simpler one consists of the sensory-motor feedbaok and coordinated 

musole innervation. The oomplex level inwlws the cognitive plan 

of action and its voluntary initiation, In this test, more than in 

any of the others, the cognitive level ia particularly taxed for two 

reasons: First, in following the_ instructions many diverse task 

aspects have to be kept in mind simultaneously, i,e,, are not allowed 

to be lost sight of at any given moment. Suoh task aspects _are, 

lf:Jleotb1g and carrying the marble and peg with the proper reepaotive 

hand from the start, beoauee transfer from hand to hand at any time 

is forbidden, the direction of the pathJ the speoifio row and. 

to be tilledJ awidanoe of dislodging_ already placed objectsi am 
finally the alternation a·nd oroaeillg of hands, --seoondly, an anti-

cipatory alflrtneas fo_r changes in both the path direotion and the 
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hand position is needed. if.the exeoution of the task is to be Blllooth 

.and rapid, Thie can only be pe~hologically realized by a continuous 

shifting of eat. 

In accordance with our hypothesis any interferenoe with cortioal 

integration will lead to defeotive sensory-motor psrformance in both 

its instrumental and cognitive aapeota. 

On the first le'V8l tbe defective integration expresses itself in 

a dedifferentiated motor illllervation and ooordination of finer mowments. 

The instrumentality of sensory-motor function, be it in terms of 

sensory-motor feedback, timi:Dg or preoiaion, ha• baco1119 more 

primiti'vely organhed (analogous to the motor ohangea in the Punch-

board Test) .. Behaviorally this leads to the deecribad olumsinssa in 

execution, especially the crossing of tbs hands under the prescribed 

conditions of the task, 

On the eeoond lewl, that of oognitiw planning, ·the anticipatory 

as well as simultaneous function haa suffered fr0111 the laok of 

integration. Thia _leads to a cognitive restriction, It expresaea 

itself in a dif.t'ioulty of combining the required, diwraified motor 

aota into a preconceived unitary plan of action and in a difficulty 

of oontinuing to hold them in mind 11hile performing. 

It is necessarytc recognize that anticipation already involves 

aspects of simultaneous function, Thia latter is therefore involved 

in two ways in motor aotion1 (a) There is already aimultanei~ 

operative in the "plan of action" inasmuch aa there is now a 

s!multaneoua represe:m;ation- plot"-of the later movement•aequenoe 



to be carried out. It ia. true this representation has a more 

schematic -(o~t.line-sketoh) chffactei- than detailed completeness 1n 

all ateps, Th~ specific steps· are tilled in as the ooncretization of 

the plan prooeeda in response to and suJJpOrted b;r the actual d.emand· 

conditions during the actions. Yet the studies on apraxia, in 

particular, have oon'f'inaingly disclosed that normall;r suoh an anti-

cipato:1;7 simultaneous achema exist,aa an •u,an (deeig;n) of motor 

action. llere one has also coined· ,uch terD11 a, "ideaticnal plan of 

movement" er-anticipation of •movement-melod;r,1 

(b) !I/his elmultimaous 8ideational plan1 represents not olll, 

the tem,poral order of'. acts in a aahema at arr, Ume point but 1t 11111811 

alto encoJl!,Paia _the mtual aoord1nation of diverse aub-acta, Le,, 

different limb _and ~sole JDOvemtds, For example, the lighting of a 

cigarette la prectded b;v tl!e ideational plan of schematically ol'derlng 

the temporal.sequence, ~rasp matchbo:ic--pick out match--etrike it--

bring lightecl match to cigaretlle tip, ~is plan. is executed 1thile 

holding the cigarette in the mouth (and fflll1'be at the same tilll8 

conversing, crossing the 11treet, watching the traffic light, etc;) 

At each time point, therefore, different simultaneous postural end 

IDWICle COQrdinationa occUl', 'While the mo-vement-plot unravels in 

time. ln other words, the ideational plan, the design itself, 

has to be kept bi mind continuall;r at eaeh time point·; together 

with-the respectively prevailing ohangea.in limb-mwicle 

coordination, !1/hia complexity mq be boiled down to a simple 



siatement: Every action demands that we continuallt do different 

things at the same time while we follow an anticipated direction 

towards a goal. 

From this point of view the sequel to, brain pathology.as regards 

cognitive restriction would lead·to the following performance deficits; 

First, we 1R>Uld, expect a less differentiated ideational plan, so that 

t.hex,g is relatively less anticipation of specific motor acts, The 

action plan may have also shrunken in scope so that a complex ~quence 

of manipulations and . the total action goal cannot be sufficiently 

articulated in the schema,. \Ve submit that this causes. the B-I ·S to 

cope with the task of app:n,acliliJg each paired placement of objects 

as a discrete unit of manipulation, attesting to the absence of a, 

preaoncei-ved normally structured action plan. Fnrther, at each t:IJlle 

pcint the reduction in siniultaneous function will lead to a .difficulty 

in integrating the task goal with the diversity or other simultaneously 

called for muscle co-ordinations and action aspec~. This mey explain 

the des'cribed difficulty in simultaneous crossing of the han:is and 

avoiding dislcxlgment of already placed objects, etc. It may also 

account far the tendency to· become restricted to one partial feature 

or the instructiol'IS at the expense of the others as described, for 

example, in the B-I Ss lcsing sight . of the path am concontratmg on 

altemation and vice versa, 

The same impairment may also underlie lack of learning, that is 

of not benefiting from the on-going experience with the task., so as to 

grasp the principle of al temation and incorporate it into an overall 

plan of attack, Instead a sort of pseudo-learning occurs, namely, a 
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"falling into a restricted set" which is carried over from the 

immediately preceding experience with the specific placement sequence 

in the last row. 'l"",e thus find that the B-D S either has to reorient 

himself from· soratch with each new row or perseveratos in his acquired 

silt of the last row. 

The tendency to fixate on a partial aspect of the taak, as well 

as to· perssverate in repeating a successful performance has b~en 

behaviorally described as a difficulty. 1n voluntary shifting. In 

terms of our hypotheses and analyses here, we note the multiplio ity 

of factors which enter into this phenomenon of lack of shifting,or 

rigidity. 

It again becomes obvious that an understanding of the modification 

of function ha_s _to go beyond the recording of errors or failure scores, 

particularly since, deepite all the time losses,the B_-I Sa are able 

to complete the test a~ such. Only an anal;yais of the type of 

difficulties these Ss encounter can offer clues for the underlying 

defect. In this respect one has to include in ths rationale, an 

explanation of eome of the round-about methods in which the B-I 

accomplished the task in relation to their difficulty, First, 'Ins 

difficulty in simultaneous crossing is avoide4 by these subjects by 

often oonwrti?Jg simultaneity into succession with a one-two rhythm 

of placing eaoh object with one handJ or by tryiug to stick the right 

into the _left hand•-a behavior ezolusi-vely observed in the B-I, 

Further, the observed grosa flexion movement of the arm in order to 

attain the finer coordination in croo11i~ the hands may be considered 

a detour in ooping with the dii'i'ioulty of 'Vl>luntary,.more "individuated" 

umervation. 



PLUNGER TEST••"Pressure Reproduotion" 

Description of Task 

.The task requires the S to reproduce from memory, while blindfolded, 

a given preaaure which he bas once exerted under the experimenter• a 

-verbal direction. The S first puahea a plunger down to a certain depth 

with hia i'orei'inger, Following thia, he has to repeat his downward 

push over the same· distanoe i'rom memory. Tent rials with varyi1:1g 

distances are given, Since the plunger is mounted on a steel spring 

inside a cylinder, the plunger oi'i'ers resistance when pushed down, 

which resistance naturally inoreasea the deeper the plunger is puahed, 

ao that more preasure must be exerted i'or greater distance (depth). 

When the increased resistance a.alls out· increased exerted pressure, 

the terns. "pressure increaae" or "presaure reaistance" will be used to 

denote thiu,; The use of apatial cues via touch impressions, kineathetio 

sonsaticna, and experiences oi' resistance enters into .this task of 

preasure reproduction, The distailces used in the ten trialli in centi-

meters iire1 l, 3, 2, 2, 3, i, l, 3, 2, l, given 1n tbat order • 

.Apparatus and Test instructions 

The Sis blindfolded, In i'ront oi' him is the plunger on which a 

cent:lmeter and millimeter scale ia marked 01'1', (See Fig, 13~ .. 

Inritructiona ~o Subject, I am going to place the index finger oi' your 

hand on a plunger. No other part of your hand should touch the 

material, and your arm should. be ·entirely free during the·test perform-

ance. 'l\hen I tell you to begin, you are to push the plunger down with 

a steadr, &low motion until I say 1 atop.• Then you are to release it 





and remow your finger. You will immediately repeat this performance 

and try to stop· at exactly the same point· at which you atopped before. 

The test will be repeated sewral timee at dit'i'erent levels. Do you 

understand? Ready, let us begin. 

Behavioral and Performance Analysis 

The S, without the aid ot' vision.; must make ,a estimate of.how 

t'ar down. he pushes the plU?1ger the first time and then attempt to t'it 

the second downward push to that estimate t'rom memory. Actually the 

S.may·not resort to a •oonsoiously'-t'ormulated·estimats of traversed 

~istance in space or time. Rather he may match.na"ively two consecutive 

units of' oonorete experisnce-the experienoe of the-first downward push 

with that ot' the second. Eaoh experience unit has two aspects. oni, 

along the dimension of increase in .•pressure•resistanoe~" the other 

along the dimension ot' time, namsly the duration ot' the total mov«1ment 

in ·the doW?lWBl'd push. '.rhese two aspects m&y merge into one unanalyzed 

total impression, where the increase in °pressure resistance" as based 

on temporally related kinesthetic and tactual cues·and the movement; 

time per se are not dii't'erentiated from eaoh other. Each expsrienoe 

unit.of pushing the plunger down may in this case be ·considered a 

unitary tsmporil.l ·whole comprising the t110 aspects in one totil.l im• 

pressio•n. Consequently, different people in trying to reproduce the 

first push from memory may solve this task in dit'i'erent ways. Solllll 

rel. y on the ai'orBmGntiollBd naive and unanalytical matching ot' two 

oonorete units of expsrienoeJ other& may rsaort to the means of 

keeping time by verbal oountingi while still others may attempt 
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abatra~tly to. isolate out the t:lme faotor tor estimationJ and again· 

others make efforts to visualize their finger positions in the 

traversed distance of spaoe. It. ~uch types ot analysis are dil'ficult 

for a person, he may watch w i1hout lal.ovri.ng on what constituent oues 

his.matohing is based. 

Aooording to ffl'li«:h of these cues may have greater figural potency 

in the .total unanalyzed impreasion_for an individual will he depend 

more upon this oues than on the 0·1ners, without having an analytical 

awareness of it. For example, such Sa may depend in their pressure 

reproduction more.on the tillle factor, more on the.spatial-kinesthetic 

factor. or more on the pressure-increase factor than on the other cues, 

Several Si indioated, for example~ that they attempted to count, 

thus relying on-the temporal ouea for. their distance estimation and 

not matohing total impressions in the above-mentioned sense. Others 

indicatsd that they attempted to visualize ths. poll1tion of their 

fingsra in space, again not prooeeding by "matching. '1 liany, however, 

would give no explanation of bow they arrhed at their judgment even 

though it may have been accurate, thereby indicating that "matching" 

on a nalve axpsriential.basis took place. 

The normal S usually pushed the plu_nger somewhere within ths 

ranga of the pressure level he t1as trying to_ reproduos. Thia re-

production was just as often apt to be_ either elightly above as below , 

the level he was attempti:'lg tu ~_each again. Ille _B-D S1 s performance 

differed in the following ways 1 . lie might piuih the plunger down a a 

far as it 110uld go, no mattt.r, w),st pressure level he apparently was 



attempting to reproduceJ he newr underestimated, but pushed eitber 

i'rOlll one to eight millimeters in the direction beyond the required 

depthJ or the greater the increase of preBBure-the farther the 

plunger was pushed do11n initially-•the more likely the B-.D S was to 

greatly overshoot the mark. In contrast to this latter point. the 

normal Sa pc,-rfor.m.ance se8!11ed to diminish little in accuracy as the 

pressure increased. 

Scoring Kethod 

Qualitative 

The quali~tive deviation scores reflect the departure of the S 

from the usual method of procedure in executing the task, 

Qualitative Deviation Scoring (Penalty scores by addition) 

l. Pushes plunger completely down-2 for each_ 

(Thia ia an expresaion of either the laok of &ensitivity 

to the spatial and kinesthetic cues or of .control in 

motor innervatio~ 

2 • Verbal oounting-•l 

lluantitative 

(same. sooro wheth.e,:, once or repeated) 

(This appears to be an attempt on the part of the S to 

translate into a wrbal sequence what he cannot aoourately 

estimate. It reflects either a round-about method for 

solution or a•neceaaaryaid for the use of insufficiently 

e'Valuated proisG-.1re or spatial cues~ 

Deviations :f'rom the oent1n.ete:• criterion are reooi;ded plus or minus 

in millimeters for each of the ten trials, on the soorizlg sheet. (See 



Fig, 14.) The total arithmetical sum of the deviations for the ten 

trials is then multiplied by two, Thia 1B the eoor:l.ng for the test 

by·the Van Der Lugt system, These. aoores are .added to the .qualitative 

scores Bild the· results are. the total score for the. test, 

Plunger rest (pius or minus diaorepanoy 1n mill:!meblra) 

Trial 1_2 __ 3_4_6_ 

Results 

6_ 1 __ a ___ 9 __ 10 __ Total 

Penalty Score 

l. Pushing pluuger down completely 

2 • Verbal counting 

Deviation Score 

Qualitative and Quantitati'l/8 Total 

Fig, 14 

X2 
Boore 

The quantitative results presented in Table 16 indicate e. wide 

disparity between the scores attained by the two groups. The mean 

scores show that the B•D group as e whole had a.disorepanoy score 

three times as large as that of the norlial group. Application of the 

weighted t-test indicates a Big;:,.ificant difference between the meana 

of the two groupa. In addition the vari11bility from the mean within 

the normal group is 11111811--S,D, 5,90•-when.oompared to that within 

the B-D group-S,D, 20.4 thia.neoeasitated the use of Cochran-Cox 

method as the groups did not haw a oommon variance. 



In tenns or individual scores, in the nonnal group 2.3 Ss had 

scores within the range or 20 to 28i nine had scores below 20j and 

t.hrse had scores in the thirties;....30; .32, and .36. ihe scorss or the 

B.:o group are much moze widely distributed, with .31 subjects having a 

score or ,36 or over, and four subjects have scores belOW' .36-34, 32, 

32, 26. If a score or 32 can be accepted as a cut-off point, .2!!!. S from 

each group fells beyond the rango 0£ his respective group, thus :rsrlect-

ing the very small overlap in the score ranges or the two groups. 

Quantitati'V9 Results or No:nnal and Brain-Damaged 
Groups on the Plunger Test 

Statistic No:nnal Brain-Damaged 

N 3; 35 
Range 8-36 26-114(238) 

u 21.6 62.2 
s.D. ;.90 20.4 
1l 1.01 3.49 

l!dn 22 ;4 
Dm 3.63 
Dm 40.6 

C.R. u.2 

Table lS 

Ths ext:rsme score of 238 in the B-D group (shC>Wll in parentheses 

in Tabla 15) was attained by a S who pushsd t.be plunger down ·almost as 

far as possible on each trial. This score was not used in the 

statistical procedure, as· it 'll'Ould haw given a distorted picture of 

the group as a -whole. 

It appears that the absence of visual cues greatly reduces the 

accuracy in performing among the Exp. Ss, Not on'fy d9 they fail to 

match the second downward push on the plunger w1 th the preceding 
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standard but they also fail to develop "round•about methodan of 

ooping with the task as oompared with the othor test sitU!l.tions. 

Their range 0£ overestimation is £rom 2 to 11 millimeters, Aside 

£rom the one S who deviated over li mm, on all tho trio.ls, 19 Sa 

had plus deviat iona 0£ 8-10 mm. on at least one ·trial a tan Sa had 

plus deviations .from 5-7.mm, on at least £our trials randomly distrib-

uted over the ten_trialsJ five had deviations within plus 4 on at 

least three trials, Only_one Sin the entire group made one correot 

matohing, _liith the axoeption 0£ this S, all the others had no trials 

without a plus deviation, 

In CQlll.parison the control Sa seem to be less hampara_d by the losa 

o.f visual oues, They do not show ooneietent overestimation as _iheir 

range 1s. plus 5 mm, to minus 6 mm, , fwenty-two of the normals deviated 

within plus or millus 3 mm, in any one o.f the ten trialsj eight had at 

least one deviation of plus or minus 4 mm,1 i'he _£ailed to matoh by 

plus or minus 5_ mm, on one trial aDd did this only at the beginning 

of tho trials but reduced this error to more nearly match their 

initial push in subsequent trials, All Sa made at least one trial 

in whioh they matohed the pressure correctly, 

Analysis 0£ t,hfl soores on the performance of the two groups 

brings out an important fact, The control Ss had a fairly constant 

error score at any proasure la-val, while the hp, Sa seel!IEld to have 

a greater error at groater _pre1u,ure levels, Although there was &ODIi 

variability for each individual S, the majority of the normal 

individuals did not show as much fluctuation 1n·reproduoing any 
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particular pressure level as the B-I, A slight change was noted 

towa:rd a more accurate reproduction _at great.er pressure levels; 

i,e., with greater distances traversE!d in the no:r;mal group, ln 

strild.ng contrast to this,, the performance . of tlll B-D group· shows a 

·decided shi.f't. in thE! amourit ot·error at different pressure lewls, 

There is a clear increase of errors in direct proportion tc the 

increase in pressure-resistance, Thus 71 per cent (2S) of the Exp, Ss . 

had a larger error at greater pressure levels; 20 per cent (7) allowed 

no change and 9 per cent (3) decreased the amount 0£ error, although 

this error was still larger than that in the normal group, The maximum 

distance to which the plunger is .pushed is 3 om. and this distance 

occurs three times, while the. smallest distance of l cm, occurs tour 

times in the ten trials, Since the B-D group ie more accurata at 

l oni., the total group error is less . than it might have been, . had 

greater pressure levels been used. 

Qualitative Deviation Scores of NoI1118l and Brain- ad 
Sub ects 

Statistic Nollll&l Brain-Damaged 

N 3S 3!? 
Range 0 0-5 

!I 0 1.4 
lfdn 0 2· 

Dm 1,4 
Table 16 

The results presented in Table 16 clearly indicate that-the qualitatiw 

deviation scores axe all within the group, Nine of the. B-D Ss had 
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qualitative deviaUon soores of aero, while the remaining 26 had 

soorea ranging from l to 5 •.. Qualitative ·soores in themselves are leas 

differentiating in this test than in some others of the battery, but 

since there is no change ill the normal group, wmn the qualitative 

-sooree are added to the quantitative, the combined scores indicate a 

greater difference between the groups. The reeults given in Table 17 . 
fully confirm this statement. 

Combined-Qualitative and Quantitative Scores of the 
Normal and Brain Damaged Groups 

Statistic Hormal Brain Damaged 

N 35 35 
Range 8-,,36 26-118(243) 

ll 21.6 83.6 
S.D, 5.90 19,7 
!fdn 22 55 

!,{ 1.01 3,38 
llm 3.51 
Dm 42 

C.R, 11.s 

Table 17 

Table 17 further indioates the extent of the range of deviation scores 

within the i;roups, ?he norn:al group range 5-36 is 25 points while the 

range of 26-118 in the B-D group is 96, v,hen_we disregard the extreme 

score oi' 243 obtained by one S, As these scores indicate the degree 

of aoouraoy for eaoh Sin reproducing a given pressure, it gives a 

fa:lr measure of the inaccuracy of the S11 with oortiaal pathology on 

this particular test, The ability of the normal group to more 

correotly estimate .is further reflected in the fact that the actual 

average error for reproducing a giwn pressure is 1.1 mm, for each 

of the ten trials, whereas the B-D group had an aotual average error 



i 
of 3.2 mm. i This actual average is computed from the msan of the 

' . 

quantita.ttve score, if that is dividsd by half and then by ten (trials). 
i 

(As 1lil.¾ be remembered, the Van Der Lugt score is obtained by 

multip,¥ng the total errors by two, which method we followed in the 
// tab~!i;on quantitative scores.) 

// J:\?pothesis that a difference exists between the two groups 
/ ). 

a:i,JIEl'ars to be clearq substantiated by the statistical results, since 
' ' ' ' 

;'there is a significant difference between the means of the two groups. 

'This dli'ference 1s based on the quantitative scores alone, and thil 

added qualitative soores show a slight increase in this difference. 

Discussion of Under4'ing Processes and Pathology-

Some Explanatory- itvpot~ses 

We have to assume that this task requires the integration of -

several processes and funotions. First_, two types of sensory- cues 

have to be integrated :tor the experience of traversed spatial distance 

by the danmvard movement. These cues stem on the one hand, from tlll 

sensory- feedback of the combined tactual kinssthetio pressure necessary-

to overcome the felt increasing resistance of the plunger. On the 

other hand the cues derive from the kinesthstio experiences duri~ 

the entire movement as it involves at least the finger, hand and un• 

supported arm. These cuss have to be integrated or related to each 

other for arriving at a final impression of the traversed distance. 

H0118ver, this is not enough, the integration has to go beyond that of 

these two cues to a more complex cognitive level. Actualq tbs two 
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types of cue a have to be incorporated into the body :Image of the 

individual as a·rrame of reference. No pressure inorease or total 

movelllSnt experience-can yield-any spatial oues of distance or 

position without becoming related to and integrated with the schema or 

postural model of the body e.s Henry llee.d has called it. The studies 

on pathology of the body•image by Head (36), Schilder (65), and others 

have adduced sufficient evidence .to warrant this oonolusion. They 

have demonotrated the important funotione.l role of tho body sohoma 

for the normal individual looali&ing the position of-hie body in space 

and or the position of moved limbs as well as touched points on the 

superfioiee of the body when blindfolded. In addition to the in~egration 

of these functions there is also incorporated the perceived time in 

te_rms or the experienced total movement-time. 

According to our hypothesis brain damage interferes with normal 

co111D1unication between different functions of the brain, so that in-

. adequate integration ensues, The deviant performance or the B-D in 

this ·task gives us only an indication that the integrative process is 

defeotive1 it gives us no· information_ in which of its specific aspects 

it is defective. The B-I typically overshoots the mark or even 

presses the plunger down completely but. he n.ever "undershoots" the 

mark. This defective integration can.at this ti.mo not be traced 

specifically. We cannot tel11 '\'\'hether specific subfunctions 11uoh as 

the sensory-motor feedback itself, or its cognitive interpretation, have 

suffered1 whether the ability to utilize the body schema as a reference 

frame he.a diminished1 whether the aspect of perceived time, ato., has 
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been affected or whether control of motor innervation is impaired. 

We cannot even be sure whether the impairment of any- such specific 

functional aspect.is primarily causing the defective integration, 

because of the interference with communication which any such specific 

impairment would entail. It could also be just as well that a more 

integration as such has been affected through brain damage, 

regardless of specific functional defects. In aey event we would 

expect that either a specific defect or the inadequacy of central 

integrative process would lead to a change in function and performance 

of a definite direction, namely, reduced differentiation and behavior 

primitivation. Nevertheless, this doss not explain the direction of 

the errors in overshooting the mark. 

From our 1\YPothesis .we would expect abnormal errors in "judgment" 

of' pressure reproduction, owing to faulty integration which may also 

give rise to cognitive difficulties. We may get a hunch for explaining 

.the d ireotion of the error by examining psychological4' the possible 

cognitive difficulties pursuant to our 1\YPothesis of lacking integration. 

Such difficulties, for example, would be in the B-I, the 1ask of 

attributing in the simultaneous finale stimate or matching of impressions, 

a proper and relevant 11eight to the different cues. Hence, certain cues 

may predominate unduly in their contribution to his final impression. 

!bis could be, for e~mple, tbs experience of increased pressure-

resistance which may become tlu! dominant cue for reproduction out-

weighing the other cues connected 111th kinesthesis of the total 

movement time or traversed distance. These latter would be less in 



the foreground. In other words, the dominant cue for pushing the 

plunger donn again to the original place, may be the retained 

impression of pressilre increase as a foregroundaspect (figure), 

llhile other cues are in the background. 

Another llllY of stating this :Rould be to say that the defective 

integration does not permit the B-I·to encompass simultaneously all 

relevant aspects 01' a task. Being thus restricted he will respond most 

readily to that aspect which is the most striking and easiest 

perceptible to him at the expense of the others. · There canm little 

doubt even from the normal point or view that pressure increase fits 

this description. 

The dependency on thismpect may enter into the reproduction from 

memory as the cl>.ief' cue which the B-D S aims to re-experience. What 

happens precisely and specifically here; we cannot as :,et determine 

experimentally'. It is, hD'l'l8ver, unlikely that •'the .s:·.imilarity- to the 

Punchboard beilavior, "llhere 9varshooting the·'mark is .also round, 

justifies the assumption that laok or .muscle control is· the only' 

factor. The incorrect gauging of the previously experienced resistance 

at the point ,rhere the S · stopped is so uniforml:y and grossly an over-· 

shooting the mark, that we are hardly dealing here with a ·defective 

motor component alone. The movement control required is certai~ 

less subtle and fine than in tbs Punchboard. It seems rather, that 

the B-I · gauges :ins press,D'B reproduction in being captured by the 

aspect 01' experienced resistance 11:Lthoui being able to evaluate the 

degree 01' that resistance in more than a global fashion. He thus 

seems to exaggerate in memory this global impression when he tries to 

reproduce it. 
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Cognitively, _there may also be a difficulty in acquiring a frame 

, :of reference for the various distances traversed in relation to body 

schema. Such a frame of reference can be built up from the experiences 

with thetrlals- definite range cf distance. This range goes from 

a distance of one centimeter on the first to three centimeters on the 

second trial vdth the two centimeter distance mixed in on subsequent 

trials. In this opportunity- for establishing reference points for 

spatial or temporal judgment, we have a situation similar to the well-

known weight discrimination experiments by Zener and others. Here it 

1111s demonstrated that normal Ss 1lill establish a frame of reference for 

their specific we~ght judgments based on trials with a range of 

weights. If such a difficulty for the n1earning1t of a frame of 

reference would obtain in the B-I, he would not utilize sufficiently 

the provided reference points for spatial distance during the different 

trials. This in tum, 'WOuld make him more exclusively dependent on 

the expecienced pressure increase during each trial, which he may t 1B n 

exaggerate in 1118m0l"J"• 

Admittedly some of the ~otheses become speculative if they- a re 

pursued, as above into more specific functional aspects of the per-

formance impairment. The intriguing question. could also be raised 

whether the press'lll'lil _reproduction.error of 11 overshooting11 could be 

related to the occurrence of a negative time error in the B-I-which 

'l'l!l.S never present to a comparable degree in the normal ss. In tha~ 

case, the negative time error T1ould have to be further e:rplored from 

such points of' view as followat Is it an error in terms of the 

reproduction of total movement time or an error in terms of the 



reproduced resistance. Two further experiments Will be rip>rted 

'llhieh were designed to shed further light on the problems raised in 

our explanatory hypotheses. 
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Further Experimental Analysis 

Even with careful observation, it was impossible to ascertain 

the many aspects of the "how"· ·of the performance, though a difference 

between the goups was clearly indicated. In accordance with our 

hypothesis we believe that when the S pushes the plunger down the 

first time, aspects of spaoe• time, tactual-kinesthetic and pressure 

oues must be integrated in experience and, when he tries to·push it 

to the same position again, he must matoh the new experience with the 

former on the basis of memory traoes, The questions which arise are: 

How does the deviating S get oues for the first integration? Are 

the ouea correctly received, but, owing to their complexity, an 

erroneous judgment results in the first place?. Is the S, for ex-

ample, captured by one oue aspect primarily-•the resistance and its 

increase! Does this lead him not to attend to the presence of the 

other ouea, so that he makes an error in judgment of the first 

position, whioh misguides the second puah--perhaps also aggravated by 

an exaggerated memory traoeT (Thia explanation would find support 

in the where the greatest overshooting of the mark occurred 

in the greater distances where the resistance was greatest,) Or is 

ths oorreot co-ordination and the registering of ouos initially 

accomplished but a large negative time error affects the second 

estimate? This could possibly explain the overshooting of the mark 

in the B-I group, Instead of speculating on the answer, it seemed 

advisable to better control one of the variables which might have 

influonoed tho experimental group, Since this group overestimated 
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more., as the :resistance became greater, we tried to investigate 

tbia influence of increasing pressure. 

Control. Elq)eriment I 

It 11a11 felt that if '!-1'8 variable of pressure could be held 
,· . ·'·.'.",> ' 

constant or ruled out, the performance under these condit,ions might 

throw some light on the move questions. To. further test the degree 
' ' 

to which pressure cues or the lack of pressure cues contributed to 

the performance of the groups, the follOl'd.ng modi£ica_tion was intro-

duced. A statiODaI'Y' vertical stick, 12 inches lone, was now used for 

ju~t o! traversed distance,_thereby' eliminating the anco1.n1tered 

pressure.with the plunger. (See Fig. 15) 

The Ss were. blind.t'olded a a bef'ore and again told to move their 

index. finger slowly along the stick down to a certain point. The 

S's i'iuger was then placed again at the top of the stick and he was 

instructed to move his finger as far along the stick as it had 

previously moved down. From _the graduated scale on the stick.; the 

judgments were recorded. · Six trials mre given, the order being 

the same as on the Plunger Test for the f'irst six trials. 

The hypothesis was that if the B-D S could successfully perform 

this.task, it would indicate. that judgment of spatial distance was 

intact but interfered 1'1ith by the increased pressure in the original 

test. If on the other r.and the execution was again inaccurate or 

close to the prior perfoniance, it would rul.e out the possibility 

that preosure was tlie major factor which contributed to the dis-

orientation. 
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Fig. 15 
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Fifteen or the same Ss from each group were tested in the 

experiment with tbe following general results& The normal_group 

maintained their previoua level of performance with some ss 

- improving slight:cy,. Frequentq the Sa commented that they-felt _that 

this ,ias an easier task. Their explanation as to the 11 how" of the 

performance ranged from noounting11 .to the nfeel11 of' the position of 

the a'lll and hand. 

The'perf'ormanoe of the eJq)Srimental group seems to h!,.ve changed 

ooneiderab:cy, and the results indicat"' that it begins to approach 

that of the normal group in the following waysa The consjatenc7 in 

overestimation praoticall1 disappears, and the Exp. Ss are just as 

likeq to underestimate as to overestimate. The degree to '?lbich the 

Exp. Ss miss the mark in reproducing the initial position is ma.rked:cy, 

diminished, hence their error scores are not as large as bsf'ore, 

and there is also an increai,e in the number_ of' correct reproductions. 

Specifically, the performance or the normal group in Experiment. 

I remains superior to that of the 1;3-D group. However, the crucial 

question in the SJq)Sriment 11as whether either group improved or became 

worse in the estimation of distance withov;I; pressure increase. Tha 

results shown in Table l8 indicate that both groups improved, that is, 

the number of correct estimations increased w.l th the a bsenoe of 

pressure. The improvement in the normal group is, however, very 

slight as their group mean on the Plunger Test ,ras 21.9 and their 

group mean in this experiment is 19.6. The B-D group, on the ot'IB r 

hand, shO'll'II a considerable improvement with the group mean decreasing 
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tram 6O.l on the initial. teat to 46.6 on thill experiment, a drop of 

approxl.mately 25% in errors. 

In the normal group1 tenss bad deviations in centimeters of 
. . 

_plus or min11S .3 or underJ four liad deviatiC'ns of no more than plus 

or minus h and one had deviations of ;. AS before. all SB made at 

least one or more correct e_st.imates. In the B-D group1 of the 15 
SB; 12 made one or more correct _e_stimates1 whereas in the Plunger 

Test only one S had a sil!gle correct matching. Four. of the group 

deviated no more than plus or minus 3 op llJ1Y one t riaiJ eight had 

deviations not. over~pl.us or minus 51 three had de'Vi.ationli of pl.us 

.or minus B. 

Such a difference in the performance would seem t o point to 

pressure ail contributing considerably to the 'B-D ssi failure on 

the previous Plunger Test. Furthermore, in view of the fact that 

the 15 B-I Se who ,r ere available in this experiment• happen to be 

among those 'llhose ecores had been in the upper error range of the 
·.. . . 

original Plunger Test, the result is all the more striking. The 

ran,,ae from 'll'hich these 1$ Ss 119re taken ,,as 114-106 of the original 

range of 26-114. (ll4 being the onl7 score over 106) The range 

of errors has contr1toted 1'rom 44-106 to 28-60 and the standard 

deviation bas become l01'!8r-from 20.4 in the original test to ll.0$ 

in this expe;l"imsnt. The range from which the normal Se. ere taken 

was 10-.32 ot the original range of 8-36. This range became some• 

'What lower-from 10-.32 to 6-30. 
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Scores ct the Normal and Brain Dlllllllged Groupe Oil 
·Experiment I · 

· (Scores made Oil the Plunger Test shown ill parentheses) 
I 

statistic 

N 

Normal . Drain Dam',.ged 

Ranr;e 
1,1 

s.o. 
:lldn . '14 
(llnt 

llm 
C.R. 

{3 5) · 
(8-36) 
(21.6) 

(5,S0) 
(22) 

(1.01) . 

15 
a.:.30 
19.6 
6,45 
22 
1.72 

Table 18 

(36) 
(26-114) 
(62,2) 
(20.4) 

_; (54) 
• (3,49) 

(3.67)3.4 
(40,6)25 

(11,06)7,3 ' 

\ 

On the one hand, the dU'terenoe in errors between the tWI) groups 

remains signifieant-•C,R, of 7,3--on the othe_r hand, tlu{results seem 
·/ ,• 

to point to the faot that the B-D Ss oan more aoouratel.if ~atoh a 

given distance trawraed when the resistance is removed~/ Tha 

hypothesis that these Sa were particularly captured by· t~e pressure 
. i 

ouea on the previous teet thus resul tin!'; ill an o,,erest:lma\l;ioll ie 

supported.by' the present findings, 

A atatistioal analysia was made utilizing tha diffar~noes in 

soores between the part'omanoe of the two groups on Conti'~l Experinsm/ 
\' ' 

I aud the f'ormor Plunger Teat, Tha deviations in the scot.ea 
i' 

indicates that the changes in both groups ware sign!.fican,., 



Statistic Normal 
Plunger 

16 
10~32 
21.9 
4.70 
1.26 

Deviation Total 
(Xi-,¾) 34 

Exp. I 
16 

6-30 
19.6 

6.45 
1.72 

9.8 

Table 19 

Brii.izl Damaged 
Plunger 

16 
44-106 

60.1 
18.55 

5.14 

172 

Exp.I 
16 

28-60 
46.6 
11.os 

2.95 

44.4 . 

Though a change in the normal group is very slight it doeo prove to be 

a significant change, 'Ulbile the change in the D-U group is highly 

significant. 

With the elilllinationof_prsssure, overestimation decreased 

signifioazrt.ly. There was Ii.so no longer an overestimation in 

oorrespondenoe with increased distance, the latter now increasing 

without ooncommitant presaure increase. Further the errors in this 

test distributed in both directions iz1 under and overestimation; in 

contrast to the first test. F-inally the improvement of the norm.al 

group in this experiment is strikingly so much smaller than that of 

the B-I group, that this also points to the pressure fa.otor haviDg 

influenced the B-I group in the Plunger U:est. 
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Control Experiment II 

Notwithstanding the ll)lp11owment of the exper1mental group in the 

reproduotion from memory of traversed diatanoe with pressure absent, 

there still remained a signifioant differenoe between the errors of 

the two groups in Control Experiment I, Therefore, factors other than 

pressure must have also oontributed to the errors in the reproduotion 

of.distanoe on the Plunger·Test and on Control Experiment I, The 

hypothesis suggests itself that thi·~ may be a spatial faotor, ainos 

pressure has been ruled out, To teat for this spatial faotor we tried 

to determine how aocurate the Sa would be when they would be asked to 

estimate in inohes a traversed distance along the stick,· Even if the 

wrbal judgment would be less aocurate in both groups than in the 

direct reproduction cf traveraad distance, there would still remain this 

question, Is the spatial judgment of the experimental group less 

accurate than that of the normal group? In addition, one could 

determine the spatial faotor more accurately by also studying the 

cognitive aspects, Cognitive support for the individual distance 

judgments ·could be asce.rtailled by giving advance information about 

the total length of the stick, Judgment should improve in accuracy 

if such information should be utilized, 

Accordingly a second experiment was performed using the same 

apparatus as in Control Experiment I, exoopt that a different side of 

the stick was used, As.can be seen in Fig, 16, the stick is scaled in 

inches on one side, The procedure in this experiment was to have the S, 

again blincldi'o'lded, run hh forefinger a distance along the sticlc 
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until told to stop and then estimate the traversed distance in inches. 

This procedure was alternated. with another method used for ewry other 

s, where this S was informed about the total length of the stick 

'prior to the.trials and then went through the above prooedure. The 

same Sa were 8Dlployed aa in the preoeding e:a:per:lmont. Si:a: trials 

with.the following.distances in inches, were. given in this orders 

~. 6, 4~ 1, e, 2. 

The general results indioate the following, Those of the normal 

group who did~ know the length of tbs stiok in advance, 11eemed to 

use the first estimate aa a po_int of refersnoe and subsequent eatimatos 

were determined on this basis. For example, if the S fira_t owr-

· eatimated three inches as fiw inohes6 his estimates of other distances 

on later trials would be correspondingly larger. The B-D Ss on the 

other hand eeemed to establish no point.of.reference and hence 

eatimations seemed to be made for each trial with no apparent re-

lationship to tbs previous estimate. 

Those of the normal_group who were told the length of _the stick 

inadvanoe appeared oapable _of utilizing.this .as a frame of.reference 

for the ai:a: trials. Thia :resulted in more. accurate judgments than 

for the other normal Sa who lacked thh illi'ormation. In centre.at the 

B-I neither 1mproved_their performance with this. advanced information, 

nor did they give any other indication of adopting and using .the 

knowledge of the total stick length as a frame of·referenoe for 

orienting the position of their finger in spaoe. This is borne out 

by the results 1n Table 20, 'l'lhero the normals.who knew the length of 



the s.tiok did relatively better in their estimations or eaoh distance, 

than those of the normal group who did not knew the stiok length in 

advance. The two subgroups of the normal group show no overlap in 

their estimation of any dietaQC!e. 

Estimate of Dietanoe by Normal and 
Brain Damaged Groups 

Normal 
Distance L. Knomr,;:"1rnknown Av. 

Brain D8.IDB;~ 
L. Known L. u own Av. 

3 
5 

.4 
l 
B 
2 

3.9 
6.2 
4.6 
1.1 
s.s 
2.3 

4.1 
7 
6 
2.1 

10.3 
3.1 

· 'fable 20 .. 

4.2 
6.8 
6.1 
2.6 
9 
3.2 

4.2 
6.9 
6.1 
2.7 
9.7 
3.1 

The B- I group cin the other hand show no euoh a diohotolll1' of the 

subgroups. On one half' of the distanoea estimated, those who did not 

know the length of the stick in advance were more accurate than the 

Sa of the subgroup who had this knowledge. There was also evidenoe 

that the Sa in the latter group did not utilize the knowledge of the 

atiok' s length. llany gave the same estimate for different diatanoee 

and further, when an estimate of a greatei- distance was given, a 

following estimate of a lesser distance was often reported as the 

larger of the two. For example, 01111 patient estimated the 3 in. 

distance as .four inches. Hie eat:IJDate on the following d_iatanoe-•6 

in.-a also four i110hea, but the next estimate on the following 

trial:..-4 in.--waa five inohH. It thus appears that the relative 

distance the finger traveled along the atiok could not be utilized 
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for a sound judgment as three inches and five inches ware reported ,as 

the S0.1119, distance, and four inches seemed to be greata,r than five. 

This behavior was obsarwd in both subgroups of the B•D group but 

naver,appeared in either of the normal subgroupa. 

The range of the tm groups and the average estimation of each 

distance is presented in Table 21. Ii:1 spite of the, fact that tile B-D 

Ss seemed to have no point of reference and apparently no explanatl.on 

of how tnv estimated the distances, the difference between the two 

groups is muoh leH than on either of the two previous e:xper:lments. 

Estimate of Distance,br,Normal and Bra.in 
Damaged Groups 

Distance 3 6 4 1 8 2 

Av. Estimate 

Normal 3.6 6.o 4.5 1.6 8.2 2.1 

B•D 4.2 6.9 6.1 2.7 9.7 3.1 

Range 

llormal liJ'-4 4-9 2-7 1-3 s-10 1¼-4 

B-D 1-6 3-10 6-8 2-4 10-12 ½,.s 

Table 21 

It might be inferred fr0111 the results in Tables 18 and 19, that the 

tendency was for all S11 of both groups to o-oerestimato. The a-oerage of 

the groupa would lead to such a. conclusion. How'Vl9X', this ia not the 
oaoe in either group•, The overestimation ns ,greater than the under• 

estimation and hence, in the average, the underestimation is obsoµred. 



Analysis of the performance in terms of error scores shows that 

in the normal group. 24 correct estimates--27 per cent--were made,. with 

17 of the 24 being made by Ss with previous knowledge of the stick's 

length and seven by those who did not know its length. In this latter 

sub-grcup of the normal Ss the errors ranged from Oto plus.4. However, 

the plus 4 error occurred only ones, plus er minus 3 occurred three 

times, and the remainder of the errors were plus or minus 1 or 2. 

The Ss of the normal subgroup who were told the length of the stick 

had no error beyond plus or minus 1. In beth subgroups, the greatest 

error in estimation ooourred at the five-inch distance and the least 

error occurred at the one-inoh distance. Ten of the 15 Sa made one 

or more correct estimates,. ·and two Sa· of the informed group made 

oorreot judgments in four of the six trials. 

In the B-I group cnly·two correct estimates ware made and these 

wore Ss in the uninformed group. The latter group made errors ranging 

frolll Oto plus 5. The plus 5 error occurred oncoJ plus or·minus 4 

ooourred fo.ur timas1 plus or lllinua 15 ooourred sovan timesJ and the re-

mainder of. the errors were plus or minus l cir 2. The Ss of the B-I 

group who knew the length of the stick had a range of plus or minus· l 

to plus. 5, · The plus 5 error ocourred onoe I plus or minus 4 ooourred 

three·t1mes1· plus or minus 3·ocourred seven times, and the remainder of 

the errors were plus or minus l or 2. The greatest error in the informed 

subgroup was in the five•inoh.distance, while the greatest error in the 

uninformed was in estimating the eight~inch distance, Both subgroups 

soemed to have difficulty 1n the greater distance--8 inches--aa the 

informed group had an average error almost as great as the unWormed 

group at this distance. 
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The results. of our two experiments lead to the following con-

olusl.cms: l) The elimination or the pressure factor oauses a sig-

nifioant reduotion of errors in the B-I group. However, this 

group is still statistically differentiated from the normal group •. 

The pressure factor can therefore aocount only partially for .the 

errors. in the exper!JD.ental group on the Plunger_ Test. The findings 

in the first experiment suggest further that this .par.tial contrib-

ution of the preseuro factor lies in its effect on the direction of 

the error, namely, the overshooting of the mark which gave way to 

errors in both directions • .\];so inspection of the data on Table 19 

rewals: Since all a-D Ss overestimated the distance in the Plunger· 

Test, the score of 60.l on the Plunger of the 15 B-D Ss available .. 

for the .Control Experiment I, repres~nts their overestimation soora. 

Considering that the soore of. 46.6 oomb.ined over- and underestimation 

scores, it is reasonable to assume that.the overestimation alone 

would be actually lower. This would point to the conclusion that the. 

reduction from 60.l to .even loss than 46.6 in overestilllation, represents 

the effec·t. of eliminating the pressure on the direction of error. 

2) The still persisting of error in the B-D group COlllp&rod with 

the normal·Bs on Experiment II, requires the assumption of other 

factors. One of these factors must be in tho nature of spatial 

orientation, since the B-D·group had consistently larger errors than 

the normal group and also failed to. show any evidence of establishi_ng 

a frame of reference for their distance judgments. This was observable 

in both situations of kDowing the stick length in advance, as wall as 

judging stick distances without advance knowledge1 in the latter 
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oaee, no influence or previoua·judgments on the following judgments 

was in evidence. Taking these findings in contrast to the normal 

S•s.performance, an impairment of a cognitive spatial factor must be 

assumed in addition to the factor of prea11ure influence· on the 

judgments in the Plunger Test. 3) These two factors.are, however, 

insufficient to acoount completely.for the inferior performance of' 

the B-D s. The remaining i'aotor11, though not as potent as the two. 

domonstrated here, have not been tapped in our control experiments. 

We might hazard a guess that the.next important factor.would be a 

tomporal function, which after all is very intimately tied up with 

tho distance estimates in our stick task while being blindfolded. 

Since we spoke of' different factors influencing the jud&111ents 

from the point of view of psyohological functions and their impairment, 

we might also speak of the oorresponding stillluli whioh are prHont 

in the task situation and require the operations of these funotions 

for• adequate response (e,g;, pressure, increased resistance, spatial 

distnace, time intervals between movements,.etc.), In terms of 

response to those multiple stimuli, our control experiments sucgeat 

that the B•D Sa are less accurate, the more multiple stimuli ha'79 

·to be dealt with, and that.their accuracy increases as the number or 

stimuli .to whioh they should respond, decreases, 



DIGIT SYMllOL 

Description of Task 

The traditional Digit Symbol or substitution test is one of the 

best established of all psychological measures, which Wechsler claims 

indicates tntellectual ability along with a deterioration index. 

li'or Jlapaport it taps visual organizing functions with motor components 

and a learning process. In our battery the Digit Symbol test as used 

incorporates the modifications proposed by Kenneth ll. Stein, who, 

however, did not apply them in any specific research, (See Fig. 17,) 

For our purpoaes this particular form of the substitution test· 

has several advantages over many of the others commonly UBed. The 

subject is presented with a worksheet on top of which is·a key 

consisting of nine symbols, each paired with a number. He is asked 

to write the symbols into the (67) boxes below on th_e sheet, wherever 

the-originally paired numbers appear alone. In contrast to other 

substitution tests, the symbols are neither familiar letters nor 

numerals, but rather unfamiliar forms or familiat- forms in an unusual 

setting. All the forms are so designed as to invite perceptual 

simplification or assimilation to a familiar presentation or perceptual 

closure. For example, forms are broken up so that the tendency is 

called out to complete them either by perceptual closure and 

simplification towards balance or a habitual tendency is evoked to 

complete· and assimilate the forms into a fami~iar figure. Such 

tendencies are especially favored if memory enters into the task by 

we:, of inserting the symbols on the basis of visual retention •. Thie 
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is either neeesGitated by shifting the fixation r.oint fro:n the top 

key lines to tho lower 1,art of the page o.nd losing sight of the symbol 

on the key, or b·y i:;radually "learninc" ,1hnt the ficuro v.nich 

constitutes the symbol soo:ns. to look liko. 

The Die;it Symbol test usually implies followinr; a visually 

presented, sample o.nd visuo-motor reproduction of the s:i,mbols; thus, 

it is also considered o. test of vioual-motor coordination, Hore, 

however, the factor of resisting completion cir simplifioatinn tondenoies 

in order to achieve accurncy, is added, 

Instructions 

You see here in the upper bo:xos numbers from one through nine and 

in the lower boxes are symbols or marks for eaoh number. You will 

notioe that eaoh number hes a different symbol. Now here below ·are 

numbers in the uppar boxes arranged ln random order, but the boxes 

below are empty. Your taek is to put the proper symbol in the empty 

box below each number. Yoq_ can do this by looking up here at the klly 

and putting the· symbol below tbs oorreot number in the empty box 

beneath that number. Begin when I say start and go straight aoross 

without skipping over any or the boxes. Continue until I say stop. 

Ready, start. 

Dehavioral and Performance Analysis 

The psr:form.anco on this partioula'. Di&it Symbol test implios a 

learnine; process basod on visual struoturing which hae to run counter 

to tho tendenoy to complote the s:i,nbol in aocordanco with closure or 



habituated patterns. The learning prooess, because of the nonsense 

connoation between digit and symbol, remains on the level of momentary 

retention. Even 11' learning is attempted, it usually remains aborthe, 

as an ad hoc memorization rather than being integrated with -the 

interests and general memory frame oi' reference oi' the individual. 

The visual organizing ·ruµction has hara three dii'i'arent aapeots1 

Firet, in fixating the aymbol•form as a visual impreaaion and as the 

channel oi' lear:ning am remembering the symbols together with the 

digitllJ second, as a guide for the usual ohecking baok and forth 

between the key syinbols and the DU111ber on the worksheets, and also 

for the spatial-motor c,rientation on the entire sheet, and third; as 

a oontrol c,i' the ·executive drawing and writing actions. 

The motor activity is oi' two kinda1 li'irst, the head and eye 

movements used in going to and i'ro from the key sample to the boxes 

on the shoet1 second, the wri~i~ and drawing movements used in re-
. ,·, '··. . 

produoing ,tbs symbols. These mq,iemsnts saSll not to be impaired as 
•·-:;,. 

suoh; in the B-D S, but the ooordination oi' more· than one of thees 

into one planned integrated_ action is difficult and leads to temporal 

retarde.tion. 

Finally the ability to resist the tendency to _closure.and 

equalization ia demonstrated when the S is able to ·oorrsctly reproduce 

the sample symbols without loBB of speed~ 

A comparison of the behavior. of the B-I and normal S lllllY help 

to analyze the essential performance charaateriatios of this test. 

The B-D Sa proceeded in a slow, laborious way as ii' the task 

ware very dii'i'ioult. They repeatsdly referred to the key, more 



frequently than the normal Sa. In addition they persisted in tracillg 

over with the pencil,· the already drawn a ymbol, as if they. were 

unable to shift and proceed to the next symbol. Another way ot 
desoribing the behavior is that it gave the impression that this 

"retracing" produced some feeling of accomplishment while the S 

reoriented himself before attempting the next symbol. There was no· 

iluoh hesitation on tffl! part or the normal Ss, They proceeded from 

one symbol to the next and al though errors were committed, there 

was not a single inetanoe of tracing owr. Further, there was a 

. marked tendency in the B-D group to aasimilate the forms into familiar 

figures, even 1n figures which structurally did not offer such 

opportunities. For example, the symbol :for 2 is distorted in ths 

drawing in such a way to make it resemble the upright muneral 3. 

Thus, the i!-D S showed a tendency toward the exporience- of something 

familiar to him as stimulated by the symbol, while the normal group 

did not show any trend in this direction, 

The tendency-for closure and leveling is presont in all Se, but 

whereas the normal S could and did overcome it, the B-D S seamed 

. unable to halt the process aJid as a result his reproductions resembled 

either concrete familiar objects or simplified forms. When attempts 

coourred.to resist closure tendencies, the Sa of the B-D group 

typically changed the :figure into what one may call a "preferred 

i'orm" of coping witn suoh .a compelling tende_ncy. For example, in 

dealing with the broken circle s;ymbol (See·Fig. 17), the Sa placed 

a horizontal bar at each end of tho missing segment, thus apparently 

avoiditig completion or the oirole by anchoring the open onds of the 



oirole; or failing at tbis tb1y completed the circle each time and 

then attempted to erase the segment.. In contrast, there seemed to 

be a general tendoncy in the normal Sa to exaggerate the asymmetry 

and breaks .in the line, thus insuring against leveling and closure. 

Scoring Method 

Xhe S is allowed 120 aeoo:ada for work, Each symbol correctly 

copied within that period is oredited with one score unit. '.this 

constitutes the quantitative score, Dietortiona, and unidentifiable 

symbols a.re .soared as inoorrect. 
' '•. 

Qualitative. sco·ring gi v,ea us 801118 indication of how the S goes 

about the execution of his task, It points up the often round-about 

means which are utilized y.,i.,., ~h<1 S is unable to. perform in his usual 

_manner. Xhe qualitati-ve deviations score is obtained adding the 

.·£9llowing penalties· for deviations in execution, 

l, J:'.erseveration_ in the drawing of the symbols by "retracing" 

.-the drawing several times-•t'or each 2, 

2, · Simplifying the symbol by closure or le-wling, but 

no ~rked diatortion--for each 1. 

· s. · Irregularity in speed ot' pert'ormanoe-•l 
(Same eoore·whether once ~r.repeated) 

4, First dra,ving with closure and erasing to arri-w at the 

oorroct sympol-•for each· 2, 

Results 

Xhe results show ~hat there waa no owrlapping in the scores of 

the two groups, The_ testing o! our hypothesis in-vol-wd the determination 
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of \\'hioh group could correctly reproduce the most &YJl!bola in the 

alloted ti.ma of tw.i minutes. Table 22 presents the gro11p means to-

i;ether with· the results of the t•test w_hich we.a applied to test the 

significance of the dii'ference·between these means, 

Statistic 

Quantite.tiw Scores of the Normal and.Brain Damaged 
Groups on the Digit Symbol 

_Normal Brain Damaged 

N 35 35 No,. Symbols 
hrige No. Symbols 27-65 2-23 Produced 

l! Produced 45 15 782 
S,D, 1761 9.0 5,94 Av,· 22 

11 Av, 51 1,64 1.01 
l!dn 45 18 
. Dm' 1,84. 

nn 30 
c,n. 16,8 

'rable 22 

As can be seen i'rom this table, the results generally confirm oqr 

hypothesis, The means of the two groups did differ significantly and 

at the Gru!le time -U,.ere is a wide discrepancy in the range and median 

scores of the two groups. In order to further tease out how these 

differono~o came abo~t• an analys1s·was made of the errors committed 

by each group on the nine symbols, 

A, D-D group 

The ·total number of s)llllbols, regardless o:i;•· errors, produced by 

the D-D group ranged from 12 to 39, . Howewr, only ·two of the Sa were 

able to produce over 30 symbols 1n the allotted two mi:i.,:tes. In 



·both oases the error score approaohed ·so per cent, so that the total 

aoore was quite low. Three or the group committed leas .than five 

errors; but this·waa done by oareful·oopying or the symbol and the 

time spent averaged from six to eight seconds per symbol. 

In analyzing the results it developed that there were no errors 

made on the symbols for 6, 8, and 9•-with .the exoeption· or the symbol 

for 8 being reversed once, The absence of errors on symbols for 8 

and 9 have little significance, since only one S progressed far 

enough to snoounter .9 and only two encountered ths symbol for a. 
The symbol for 6 was produced from.two to three·times by·moat of the 

group, but always without error, The fact that it may be said to 

represent a· familiar form or a oonorete object, whereas none of the 

othor symbols do, may be one roason why no.errors occurred on this. 

symbol 'in the B-D group. 

Inspection or the typical errors depicted in Fig. 18, shows that 

symbols for l, 5, and 9 land themselves to leveling or equalization 

and that the Sa he..d a tendency to make a balanced, -symmetrical symbol 

of them. Twenty-eight per cent of the group made errors on the symbol 

for 1·and 53 per cant made·errors on the symbol for 5, Symbols for 

2, 3, 4, and 7 tend to invite closure and the greatest amount of 

error seoms to occur on the first three mentioned. Sixty-eight 

par cent of the group have two or more er~ors on the symbol for ·21 

68 per oent have one.or more errors on·the symbol for 31 50 per oant 

of the group had one or 1110re errors on the symbol for 41 ·and on the· 

symbol ~or 7, 25 per cent had one or more errors. On Table 23,. we 

give the percentage of errors made on each or the nine symbols, Thie 

is oaloulatcd as the per cent of the total amount or errors made by 
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eaoh group on the entire test 

Percont Errors or Total Errors Made on the Nine nbolc 
by he Two Groups 

Tot. JII, Tot~ II'. Tot. % 
Sy.m.. Errors Error l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 
Made· Error 

B•D 782 256 · 32 
To:"Err. 33 87 67 29 32 0 8 1 0 256 

;{ Err. 
of Tot. 12.9 37.2 261ll.2 12.5 0 ,03 ,003 0 100% 

Normal 
No, l!!rr,l7Gl 181 10 0 61 43 6 24 0 38 0 10 181 

Brr. 100% 
of Tot, 0 33.7 232 2,713.3 0 2:l6 0 5.5 

Table 23 

The percentage of total errors indicate that the B•D group made 

three times as many errors, while produotfvity was two and a half times 

less than that oi the normal group, 

The 35 B,-D Ss averaged 22 symbols in two minutee--See Table 22•• 

but as can be seen from Table 23, approximately one third were in-

correct in some vmy, They often began th~ test by !llllking even the 

di!'ficu1t symbol for 3 correctly, but after encountering sevoral 

other difficult symbols, the next reproductions were made incorrectly. 

It was as if the Sa WllrG overwhelme.d by their difficulty, and the 

production of moct aymbcls theroafter aui'fered. For example, evun the 

easy symbol for 1, v,hich initially may have been oorrect, was later 

leveled, likewise the broken circle waG later closed and the symbol 

for 5 later equalized. Evidences of difficulty clearly can be seen 



thon, in both the :aethod of exeoution and the quantitative scores 

or the D-I Group. 

B. Control Croup 

The range for tho norDlal group for the nlllllber of symbols produced 

is from 27 to 67. Eight of' the normal Se mu.de the symbols without 

error. Five had error score& above 12. but in eaoh case the number of 

s;ymbols produced was i'i:!'ty or above. A breakdown of the porformance 

on oaoh &iymbol (Seo Table 23) il'.ldicated that the nonnal Ss also 

experienced diffioulty in making symbols fot 2, S and 5. Fifty per-

oem; of the group made .one .or more errors on 21 and 42 percent made 

one or more on 31 and about 23 paroont made errors on S, 

Psyohologically one of '.;he must important dii'ferencea emorges 

if one (\omparee the distribution of errors in temporal sequence 

over the 67 boxes, \"ihereas the D-D Sa either persist in their errors 

or inorease them as tho task pro1sresses, the control Ss shO?r a 

deoreaae in error, i.e., improvmnent in performance. An analyuio 

of tho percontago of errors produced in the n,o croups along tho timll 

dimension of boxes one to 67 yields the following reaul tu 

Box 1-12 Box 13-24 Box 25-36 Box 37-48 Box 49•67 

B-D S 1• Error 39% 46% 13% 4Ss 3% l S 0 

Control 1; Error 68% 28% 8% 5% 27 Ss 11' 16 Sa 

The genoral trend of the control Ss is to correot their initial errors 

and thus achieve a score with faw orror11 latar. However, four Ss who 

produoed fifty or mora symbols had high error .soores. The:lr performance 
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wali not e. matter or difficulty in execution as the high n11111ber of 

symbols produced indicates, but the f:>llowing behavior was obsel'fld• 

Arter the c:>:uplstion of_ tho first two rows, they no longe1· referred 

to the key for the correct symbol, but referred to their own 

productions· on the wor1,csheet and hence, any orror made at the 

beginning \'lll.S perpetuated throu,shou'.. tho pari'orr.:uince, 

From Table 2:S it would seem that tho normal group error on 7 and 

9 exceeded that of the ll-D group. Aa mis bean explained, only one 

S of tho B-D group produced tho 9 symbol, versus all the illOrmalaJ 

since 7 is the twenty-second s;ymbol to be produced only 25 percent 

oi' the B-D group reached this symbol, In contrast to ·the B-D group, 

the normal group arrorR are conoentratod at the beginning of the 

test ~,ith a subseque11t diminution as progress is made. 

Discussion of Underlying Prooeeses and Pathology 

Some Explanatory Hypothesis 

The inoat outstanding feature of this test is the extremely wide 

difference between tbs quantitative scores or the Bxp. and the control 

groups. we know from the tempo of the performance of the Exp, Sa on 

the Punohboard test that although there is evidenoe of motor retardation 

it is not alone the contributing cause of their poor performance on this 

test. In this taak we sum to be dealing with the following irariables, 

all operating in the· direatian o!' =difying the behavior of the Exp. 

graup1 l) The abael'fld behavior 1n the B-D or tracing over and aver 

" symbol once drawn, suggests a restriction on the oognitiw lewl. 

The approach appears ~t to integrate •nd subordinate the produation 

of each symbol to the larger task of making as many symbols as posaible 



in the allotted time. 'l'he same cognitive constriction seems to be 

baaio in the failure to learn from experience during the repeated 

drawing of the same individual eymbola. The absence of manifest 

improvement in this oaae, seems to stem from a cognitive limitation 

which prevents the necessary interaction and carry-over from preceding 

experience to latar productions. Hence, the 5 does not benefit from 

the e.rrora committed during the course of the performance, but 

approaches each symbol ae a new experience. 2) While visual per-

ception. per ae is not impaired for the errors are never 100 per cent, 

the response to, or the dealing with, the visual impression differs 

from the normal. We characterize this difference by speaking of an ab-

normal dependency on the vector forces of dia-aquilibrium in the con-· 

figurational design of the symbols. What the Gestalt psychologists 

would call asymmetry or lack of pregnanz appears to have a diaturbillg · 

influence on the B-D 5 and create stressPS and tensions in the Sin 

the direction of achieving "balanced" configurations or 11better 

gestalt~: 'lhia ia·particularly evidenced ·in symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
and 7 as indicated on Fig. 18. The same atresa appears to operate 

on the normals as our percentage analysis of errors showed. However, 

the same breakdown also damonatrated that the ~ormals were much .lass 

affected by the "atresa11 and were able to overcome it in the course 

of the performance. Thus this experiment confirms in a new setting. 

what has bean considered .by many psychologists the old adage of the 

tendency toward pregnans responses to·forme with disequilibria of· 

forces. 'l'he interesting finding here seems to be that the Exp. Sa< 

responded to the stress with leveling and simplification tendencies 
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ta a muoh creator degree than the nc,rmals. The lattor did not only 

oamrnit less e ilnplification errors, they ewn tended to exaggerate 

asymmetries in the direction of aooentua'tion when producing the 

symbols correctly. 

(a) We may therefore oonoluda that tho '8-D are more strongly 

influenced by ~h!' oonf'iguratione.l vectors of' tho aymbol-!'or!lls. This 

may be explllined a.s· the offset. of brain p11t,1oloi;y in terms of isolation. 

As pointed out earlier the laok of integrrtion or co:n.:uniontion 

between different brain functions .oan lso.d to forced responsiveness 

to one aspeot or features of tho el.t,~ation. The isolation eff'ect pre-

vents the functioning of the total cortex to be brought into play in 

dealing ?tith the st.imulus sit11ati.on. Hence, we get either an exagg• 

orated reaotion in a part or an exaggerated partitive reactlon. In 

our case this.could be, anatomically speaking,oither a visual cortex 

roac~ion vdthout sufficient support from other controlling factors in 

the romainiIJg cortexJ or, funotionall;r spoaking, the excitation proceaa 

in reoponse to the figure forces, rerno.-tns more j,solated, so· that it is 

dellvared to these foroes on which the S becomes fixated without 

bringing other functions to bear. The latter hypothesis need not 

involve assumptions about speoif'ic localized processes in circum-

scribed arena, but rather assumed patterns of cortical function of 

dif'i'erent oomplexity•, affected by isolation frora each other. In 

* Lashley has presented a similar viow. 
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any event the isolation would account for the foroed responsiveness 

and stimulus-bond to the figure foroes in this oase. 

(b) The resolution of this stress ei'teot o!' the i'igure forces 

is attained by the B"".D on a lewl of more primithe, undifferentiated 

organization, namely simplification, leveling and closure at the 

expe,1se of aoouraoy. The resolution of the same stress in ths normal 

Sis a fluctuation between a similar yielding to closure tondenoiea, 

etc., and successful resistance by controlling factors in the direction 

of sharpening the disequilibria in the drawings. In this direotion 

it is oi' interest that the r.;;q,. Ss in their attempts to cope wi. th 

tho stress suooooded sometimes by distorting the fl{,ures not in the 

direction of simple closure, but by anchoring the unbalance through 

aelf-oreated preferred form variations (For example, the bars in the 

open o ircle,). 

(c) Since the task requires a ohooking baok and forth between 

the model symbols of 'uhe key on the top of the sheet and the drawing 

made in the boxes below, the performance is surely not one of direot j 
'. 

copying a design throughout. Memory factors of vidual retention and 

leo.rning will haw to enter. The--even temporary--absence of tho 

perceived model during the drawing may constitute an additional 

t'uotor of permitting the stress i'oroes to aaser t themselvos in a 

olosurs direction whioh might be prewnted in straight copying. 

(The traoe of the visual impression would dyna.-nioally correspond here 

to a "weak gestalt" in Kohler• s sense and there!'ora would be more 

readily subject to modification.) 
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(d) It is also possible to relegate the source of the stress 

as well as of the pregnanz tendency to past experience and habitual 

ways of organizing visual impressions than to pure Gestalt dynamics. 

It is not ·nece.ssary hare to raise ·the issue 'Vlhether pregnanz tendenoies 

result from generalized habits in past learning or are "autooh-

thounous" and determine.habits. The faot remains that the B-D Se are 

more bound to these tendencies and in a direction of' simplification. 

The experience f'aotor, however, does seem to play a role in the manner 

in which these Ss are sometimes assimilating unf'11111iliar forms into 

more realistic and oonorete forms. Examples of' this are the drawings .,. 
of the symbol for 3 as an u·pright G and the symbol for 2 as an up-

right 3. In acoordano~ with this the symbol for 6 was newr diatorted1 

it was seen either as an angle pointlng up, a roof', or possibly an 

inverted V, These findings agree with the ooncluaions by Goldstein 

and Sohe~rer in connection with thei~ Stick Test administered·to the 

B-I, who were more sewrely damaged than our Sa, These authors found 

that the patients would· succeed in reproduoilig from memory figures 

which resembled oonorete objects, and reproduced 11abstraot11 designs 

distortedly by assimilating them to concrete meanings, or failed 

them completely.• Thus we have also to recognize the factor of' how -~~- ,, ..... ·~· .... 
the Exp, Sa reaoted to the "abstraot" u~eal aspect of some of' ·the 

figures by trying to oope with them on a more primitiw, "thing" 

oriented oonorete lovei. 

Since an adequate performance of the task requires tho co-ordi-

nation of its many aspects, the B-I S, who in trying to oope with 

these multiple aspects must rostriot his scope, may only carry out 
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oertain taslca &BJ?eots. e.t tbs expeD•• ot others. For example, if the 

S ooll08D~e.tas_ OD _prewDting closure, he loaea ti.me by_ using 

e.rtiticial ·stops or by ere.sing, _eithsr of which 1a time consuming. 

This teDdonoy to fixate OD a partial aapeot ot the task 1111,y be 

decoribsd as I' dU'tioul ty in voluntary shitting,_ 
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FORl.!BOARD ?EST 

Dosoript:fon of Taak 

This test r·equires the S to 1118.tch and also to identify oorreotly 

tri-dimensional forms Vlhile blindfolded.- Accordingly the test oonsista 

of two parts. In the first the blindfolded S is presented with ten 

dii'ferei,,t 11outc>ut" figures of equal thiok:nesa and asked to fit these 

figures one_at a time into the oorresponding ten openinr;s to be found 

by him on the_forinboard. In this task the S must therefore match 

each individual figure with its corresponding board opening exolueively 

on the basis of touoh and kineathetio oues, 1.0., ,n. thout vision. 

Naturally; such restriction does not rule out the possibility ot 

spontaneously trying to visualize the form of the_ object as the S 

perceives it through non-visual impressions. 

In oonttast to llalstead1 s three trials, the S is givan only one 

trial with all ten figures and encouraged to use both hands. (In 

certain forms or parietal iobe dami;.ge, aatereo~osis or tactual 

agncda may be present 'Whioh would interfere with the perfo::inanoe. 

?his must be ruled. out before the test is given.) 

In the second task tits blindfold is remowd and the 8'110w has to 

visualize the ten fitted figures by milking a drawing of each figure 

from memory, he e.loo has to indiDate in the dravting, the location of 

each fii;ure·on ths board. Figure 19 shows how the board looks upon 

presentation to the s. 

Prooedures and Instruoti.ono 

I• In front of you on the table ia a,boe.rd. ?hi& is the size 
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and the shape of it. (Move s• a hand around edge of board) On the 

face of the board are holes of various shapes and .Bizee (Move his 

hand across the fa11e of the board) and here in front of you are blocks 

of various shapes and sizes (paaa his hand over blocks and then place 

his hand in his lap) which you will fit into the apace or cpeni?lgs on 

the board. fhere is a place for each blook and a block for each 

opening.· You may use both bands to do this task. Begin whenever you 

are ready. 

Two atop watches were used. one started when the S began, for 

recording the total performance timeJ the second was used t, keep a 

reoord of the time spent on eaoh figure. The Sis praised for 

correctly plaoed figurSB. especially at the beginning when he is a 

bit uncertain and nervous. Since the pieces are spread out in front 

of the s, the examiner )/Ushes the outlying pieces towards the center 

whenever· necessary to kee:, a supply ready at hand for the·. s. The 

examiner also stands ready beside the table to hold the board in o ase 

it is pushed over or out of position. 

II• When the S has finished, the formboard is first removed out 

of sight and then the blindfold ia taken off. A sheet of white. paper 

and a pencil are placed in front of the S and following instructions 

givens "Now on this sheet of paper I want you to draw an outline of 

the shape of the board. On your drawing put in the shapes of the 

blocks and locate them as you remember them to be on the board. Note 

that, there are three parts to your taskJ the shape or the board. the 

shapes of the blocks and their location on the board. Be sure to 

label the top of your drawing. fhere ia no time limit on this." 
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.The second part of the Formboard Test was designed corresponding 

to Halstead• s pro.oedure and used to determine how many of the 

figures the SB were able to recall and how.well they could identify, 

through visualization, those figures they recalled. Allowance for 

dexterity 1n drawing could be made by using a scale for distortions 

from the.intended figure whioh was applied.to both groups of Ss 

equally. What the intended figure was needed only olarifioation when 

the dral'lll figure was unreoognizable to the experimenter and in that 

case the S was asked to tixplaiDJ 11' this did not help. the drawing 

was not included in the evaluation • 

. Thia proo~dure offered a further·opportunity to investigate 

expe:imentally whether the _s would remember the uaimplern figures 

more readily thatl the complex figurH, a question not raised by 

Halstead. Thill required in turn the.:e:icperimental control of 

positional factors which might fa'9Dr the recall of certain figures 

irrespective of their simpler or complex form. If, for example, a 

simple figure,. suoh aa the circle would always be :found in the 

position of the center opening of the board,. such a central position 

might fnor tbs recall of the circle, regardless of its simplicity 

and so forth. In order to control any suoh. spatial .variable a cth1r 

than figural memory and location, two formboards were used 

in the experiment. The looations of the f~ures on the first form• 

board oalled Al 1n the experiment is shown in Figure 19. In the 

second board, called A2, the positions. of the openings were changed 

as i'ollow11 Top row from lett to right, cross, triangle, half 

oircle1 second row, oirols, reotangle,.h&DgOnJ bottom row, diamond, 
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star, oval and square. In addition eaoh board was rotated ninety 

degrees for each.news. this permitted the presentation of eight 

difforent positl.ona for the two formboards. The 70 Se ware divided 

into e ight groups of Se and each group was presented with a dii'ferent 

board position, making,64 Se. fhe remaining six were given the same 

position as tre firat group of eight. By.the above method we feel 

that positional faotora ~oniah might ini'luenoe the recall of certain 

figuree is exper:llnettl;ally ~ontrolied. Thie control was lacking in 

Haletoad'a procedure for the control of location of figures sinoe he 

always used the same board and was not interested in which figures 

nre better recalled than others. 

Behavioral and Performance Analysis 

In thie situation the modalities of touoh and kineathesia are 

called into play in a nnew and strange way," Ewry S reacts to being 

blindfolded with some feeling of frustration. The normal S usually 

begins hie matohizig on a trial and error basis, without yet employing 

an orderly method. of exploring the figures a11d board openings, Hie 

trial gropings may persist as late as the placement of the ·fifth 

figure and then he shows a sudden increase in hie rate of progress 

which gives evidenoe of having hit upon a workable method, He now 

begins to utilize aignii'ioant dues afforded by- the figures, auoh as 

relatii,a eiae, angles, absence of corner• and other total form 

qualitiaaJ ha then searches for oorrasponding features in the oon-

toura of the board openings. Speed and total time of the performance 

thus refleot the extant to which the individual remains bound to the 
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habit of identifyillg objects visually and bu dif_fioulty in adapting 

to a p11ychologioally "new" task that requires an approach baaed_ on 

cues other than visual•-

In terms of evidence from other f:i.ndinga on spatial orientation of 

blind persons ,and blindfolded normal Sa, tasks suoh as these are better 

performed if the person ia able to translate tactile kinesthetic 

impressions into visual iir.(l.c}"t'Y (13) • What our tasks then require is 

first, _ tha. integration of the non-visual impreasions and second, their 

tranalatic,n into some kind of visi.al image, which in thia case, however, 

doe~ not have 1 ts source in the usual direct visual perception. 

A comparison of the general mode of' solution and the speoifio 

procedures urJGd by the normal and B-D Ss rnsals the following 

differenoeu 1) General appsoaoh. a) I1:1 contrast to the normal, 

the B-D Sa rarely seems to integrate his perceptual olues from the 

figure and thosa from the contour together. This leads to a piece-

meal matohing or edges, points_ or corners and ourvea or the figure 

and the 001:1tour openings of the board, seeking an experienoe of "fit" 

without a "mental" picture of the total form of the figure. Conse-

quently the B-D Sma1:1ifests repetition of unsystematic trials and 

errol' behavior thl'oughout the entire manipulation with the ten 

figures. Connected with such blind trial and error behavior ia 

another phenomeno1:1. The normal s, in trying to find a 001:1tour 

ope1:1ing that matohea al:l explored figure, ·say the triangle, will 

utilize the encounter with the opening of the circle for his nm 

trial, so that he will pick up the circle next. i'he B-D S~ however• 

doea not avail himself of auoh clues encountered. Ha therefore 



begins with each figure anew aa if no experienoes with oorresponding 

oontour openings on the board have ever occurred. Tho_ugh this 

behavior is not included 1n·the scoring, the greater speed in the 

total performance of· the normal is at least in part the result of 

utilizimg his increased acquaintance with the contour openings for 

fitting subsequent figures. 

b) Whereas the normal S. threads his way through the various 

figures,.familiar and unfamiliar alike, the B•D S tends to fall 

rapidly into a fi:red set toward the individual figure he 1s manipulating_ 

at the t:lme. This set may persist in the face of mounting contradictory 

evidence from _failures _met with in trying to fit that figure into a 

given contour. 'llheroae one failure or error ie ust1ally auffioient to 

cause the nonua:l S to shift from one "misfitting" toward amther 

hypothesis for another fit, an initial hypothesis adopted by a B-D S 

for a given figure may persist and persevere.the efforts continue 

through many- failures_ until he awn ma)' entirely "give up" thie 

figure by placing it back 011 the table with the other figures ud 

try a new one. This behavior generally ooours with the star and 

the oross, the diamond and the haxagou and. the oval and the oirole. 

The shapes of these three pairs of figures are similar enough to 

cause soma contusion, whon the board openi11gs are not clearly 

recognized. Hence, the B-D S used pressure and attempted to forao 

a figure into the board opening_, e.g., the oirole into the oval 

board opening. This __ o_orrasponda to the frequently referred to 

nforoed responBiveneaa" and ~rigidity" in the peraeverating behavior 

in the brain injured. 



2) Specific ·solution procedures and manipulation, a) Since the 

Sis gi'V9n·nc definite. instructions as to how he should proceed, 

se-veral methods of attack are open to him. He may first explore 

the board with both hands and thus familiari&e himself with the con-

tours of the ·openings and then attempt to fit each figure or he may 

first run his hands and fingers over all the forms and than attsnpt 

to looata the proper openings on the board. Either method pro-ves . . 

to be satisfactory in arriving at a solution to tbs problem, providing 

there is no difficulty in recognizing the form or the contoured 

opening. The 881118 approach in principle is also applied to an 

exploration or nn individual figure or board opening, followed by 

the search :('or its ilorrespond!.Dg ".individual mate." Any of these 

methods or oombinat:1.ona thereof are uaed by the majority of the 

normal group. We may call this behavior a mothod of systematio saaroh. 

It is usual.ly ilarried out by the normals with the use of' both hands, 

most often one hand exploring the openin,;a while the other follows 

holding the figure. Both hands ,nll also be used in the fitting 

of the figure into the openings, thereby permitting more efficient 

perceptual-motor adjus1znent of the figure to the contour. 

b) On the other hand the execution of the task may be started 

-without exploring eith'31:' the forms or ths board openings, but proceed 

in a hit or miss fashion. Different figures are unseleoti-vely 

picked up in auocossion_ without first exploring their torm and then 

tried at a !)articular opening-this opening may either be found before 

or ai'tor the picking of_ the figure;. or only one figure is picked up 

and moved over the entire board in the apparent expeotation that it 
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will slide into. the proper ope.ning. 'l'ypically these manipulationa 

are per.t'ormed:with one hand. while the other hand ia unused. This 

behavior prevailed among the bra.in injured, 

Qualitatively the two last methods are on a lower level o.t' 

per.t'ormanoe .since they show a laok o.t' planning and o.t' making optimal 

use o.t' the a.w.ilable·cues. (For that reason BUCh an execution o.t' 

the task reoeive11·a higher penalty on the qualitative aaore--the 

system being baaed.on lo'l'J9r soorea .t'or the better per.t'ormanoe,) We 

may aall this.behavior trial and error. 

c) Anothor oharacterhtic o.t' tha B-I newr found 1n the normals 

b .the peculiar di.t'i'iculty he meets in placing the figure, nan 

after t:hs correct opening has been enoountered. 'l'he previously 

mentioned lack of int11grating the perceptual clues from the figure 

and i'r0111 the contour expresses itself' here again .in a specif;lo 

perfor.mance deviation, 'l'he aubjeat 1s guided by the aooidental 

fitting of one edge or two edges of the figure into the contour which 

gives him tho experience of the. right .t'it, though the figure is 

positionally askew •. Since he does not really grasp the whole.of the 

figure and of the contour, it do9s not register with him that the 

two are pooitionally llOt alic;ned, This rosulta i:Q i'o.ilure to shift 

th" position of the figure in aooordanoe with the contour of the 

opening 'llhioh.tho correct total . .t'it requireaJ or the S has actually 

identi.t'1od the correct.boo.rd opening a.a a whole but beoauoe he 

holds tho figure in a non-oorrssponding position, he does not change 

the position of -the figure in alignment with.tho contour opening, 
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thus giving:evidence of a dii'ficulty in identifying the figur8 al:ld 

contour when aaoli is iii a different spatial position, 

·d) The normals were always able to ·recognize the board opening 

by touch o~ce they identified the shape of a figure through verbal 

labelling, tn contrast, auohverbal identification did not aid.in 

or ·lead to reoognition of the corresponding board opening in som 

II-I Sa when they traoed it, 

Method of scoring 

I Qual1tstiva 

On the basis of 'Iha preceding behavior analysis n devised 

. a aooring aystem whioh would di:fi'erentiata between an adequate, 

eff_m iant plani'ulnaaa in performanoe and different degree!' of 

inadequate planning. It should be noted that the oriteria for 

this adaquao:y are deriwd from the aotual obserw.bla manipulation, 

The appended aooring aheat summarizes the rationale for each &0!)re 

and indioataa it. The soorea under I and II _are baaed on the 

described behavioral criteria for planning• '?be scores under III, 

IV and V are based on the degreea of fa_ilure in form recognition 

and laok of shifting._ 

The qualitative deviation are totaled, 1'his value 

ghaa an indioation of how fault:y exeoutioii al!d mode of attaak haw 

illterfsred with adequacy ill performance, 



Qualitative Scoring Sheet 

I Is seaching done systematical'.cy' · (Subject explores the board-
openings selectivel,V) comparing :;J'.tli the figure he has exploredJ er 
he explores the figure and systematical.l¥ compares it with the form 
of the opening) 

Score-0 

A. Operates Bi-maual.]t (One hand separately explores the board-
openings 'irhile the oUier follcms hold:lng the figure. Both hands 
mey be used :In fitting the figure into the opening.) 

Score--0 
B. Explores bciard uni-manual'.cy' (While 'one hand holds the 

figure the fingers of the same hand explore the board-openings, 
and the other hand remains unused.) 

Score-1 

n Trial and Error 

A, Piecemeal trial and error (S picks up consecutivel.J one figure 
after the other \Id. thout expl.or:lng any of them and tries to fit each 
:Into the opening by trial and error.) 

Score-2 

B. Blind matching trials with one hand (Without being e2p.0red, 
one figure ispicked up with one h.andliirch moves it over the entire 
board in an attempt to f:lnd the matching opening. ) 

Score-3 

m Difficulty :In placing figure (After correct opening is encountered, 
S has coDSiderable difficulty'"lii""fitting it into opening-does not 
th 1ft position of figare.) 

Score--2 

IV Perseveration (When figure is tried at wrong board-opening am 
some edge happellS to fit somehw, S persists. Even when he cainot fit 
the total figure into the board-opening, he does not desist but con-
tinues, using pressure and juggling to force figure into opening.) 

Score--h 

V Exploration of figure in hand, verbalizing shape, with no recognition 
'llhen the corresponding board-opening is traced. 

Fig. 20 
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II Quantitative 

The quantitative score is the elapsed t:l.me from 'llhen the S begina 

the man:l.puhtion until he cor;rectly fits the last figure. The scoring or 
the s•s perfoniance begins when he picks up the first figure. The 

e:xperimenter enters hie SJlllbol for the figure on the blank under Trial 1. 

(See .p. 136) ln addition,.the time spent on each individual £:1.gure until 

fitted, is· recorded. The sequence in '1h ich the ten figures are fitted into 

the board openings is also marked in the Trial column b1 enter:lng the 

symbols for the respective figures. 

As the S attempts to fit the figure into various openings an arrow 

·1s made in the location column :Indicating the different openings in which 

the S tries to fit the figure. 'l'he time spent on each opening is also 

recorded in the corresponding bolt under the time colnmn • 

. If a figure is p:l.cked up and an unsucciessful attempt is made to fit it 

into an opening, the number of seconds spent on this figure is likewise re-

corded. This occurs 1l'hen the S tries to place the figure into the wrong 

opening. He may attempt to force .it .in the opening, go to another opening 

or put the figure down. It it is placed back on the table, an arrow 

pointing downward is placed beside the time spent on that figure in the 

time column. 

When the S returns agab to thie figure he had placed baok on the 

table, a record is made 'When in the sequence of triels this occurs and the 

time he then spends in .fitting the figure ie recorded and added to the 

time previously spent on that figure. Thie sum is en'!)ered under Total 

Tims. After completion the Total Time column is summed and this is the 



total. performance time, All behavioral observations are made Wider 

the Observation Co~• 

A sample record on the scoring sheet :ls ShOIIIl _in Fig. 21, Hote on 

Trial 11 the S. first picked up the triangle which he attempted to. fit 

into the sq,n opening on the. board, Fifteen seconds were spent 1n this 

operation. and then the arrow pointing d011Jl1ral'd indicates that th:IB · 
figure 'Was placed down· on. the table. The second figure tried was the 

diamond. Three attempts were made to fit this figure into the opening 

of the rectangle, circle and rectangle again, The time spent waslO, 

121 and l3 seconds respectively at each opening. The figure was then 

fitted into ite col'Nlct position in 8 seconds....,t;hia llUlllber 1l'a&I underlined 

to show a correct fit •. Total time for the .dial!lond was 43 seconds, The 

triangle was again picked up and after t1l'o attempts to fit it into the 

rectangle and hexagon opening, it was correctly placed, The total time 

for it was 36 seco~. Observations made during the progress of tho 

performance indicate .the 111ethod of approach of S and the difficulties he 

encounters, Thus the scoring sheet revealS the manner in which the S 

executed the task1 shows the total. time. spent on each figure and gives 

the total tilll8 needed to place the ten figures. 

III. The Recall and IDcation scores are determined b;n a) The number 

of figures :rememberedJ b) The number correctly reproduced; c) The number 

correctly located, A record. of the sequence of the reproduction is also 

made, (See Fig, 21 scoring sheet) After the drawings have been conpleted 

the S is questioned as to his method of fitting the figures and the cues 

he has used in matching the figure and the opening, 



sample Record Name. __________ _ 

TACTUAL PERPORMANCE TEST Board _________ _ 

Position.__ _______ _ 

; 

Trial Location Time Pc Time Observations I ! /Or I ! ... 11 < I 
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I .t Fig, 211 



Scoring Sheet 

Number of figures remembered ___ _ 

Number oi' · figures correctl;r reproduced _____ _ 

Number ·of figures correctl;r placed ___ _ 

Discrepancy score1 Correct reproduction C>Ver correct placement_ 

Sequence otreproduction1 

Board number 

i. Diamond 
2. Square 
3. Triangl! 
4. Star 
S. Circle 
6. Cross 
7. Rectangle. 
8. Hexagon 
9. Oval 
10. Semicircle 

Ai'ter completion of test, the subject is asked1 

1. Did you have a picture of the complete form oi' the piece 'l'lhile 
looldng i'or the proper opening? (If yea, he is asked ,my he 
persisted in a wrong fitting, in~neevent this has occurred.) 

2. When trying to fit the i'igureJ did you get a picture oi' the llhole 
outline of the openings?_ 

3. When did you think that a figure fitted in an opening? 

4. Waa :l.t b;r certain edges matchlng or did you have a picture of 
the llhole figure and the complete outline oi' the opening? 

Fig• 22 



Results 

The mean time scores in Table 24 shw that the experimental group 

as a whole required more than twice the time the control group needed 

. to i'it the ten figures into the board. 'With a difference between the 

maans or' 255 seconds1 there ie little doubt about this difference 

being· significant. 

In regard to tl:ie individual time scores, 26 of the control Ss 

completed the task under JOO seconds, six needed between 300 and 350 

seconds and .three were above this mark-356, 3901 391. In the 

experimental group on~ one S finished within this upper time range 

of the no:rrnal group--355 seconds; all ot,her B-I Ss needing time above 

that. range. There is no other o-verlap beti,~en the two groups, as the 

range for the 34 Sli of the experimental group 1s ,393-845. 

Time Scores of the Normal and B-D Groups on 
the Foiinboard Test 

Stat:l.atio No:rrnal Brain Damaged 

N. 35 35 
Range 120-391 35$-845 

!! 238.6 493.9 s.n. 62.8 103.6 
611 11.1 19.58 
Mdn 236 $03 
,nm. 21.6 

Dn 2!,!, 
C.R. 11.a 

Table 24 
In view of the above results our hypothesis predicting a 

difference between the performance of the two groups sefllQS to be con-

firmedt Brain Damaged Subjects require a significant~ lcnger time 

for completion of the task. 



The qwil. itative deviation scores i'urther enhance the difference 

between the t'IIO gro~ps. Results. shown in Table. 2; indicate. that the 

normal group has a mean error of 2.,, which is very low 'When compared 

to an error mean of J.4.3 for the B-D group. 

Statistic 

N 
·Range 

u 
J,!dn 

Dm 

Qualitative Scores or" the Nomai and 
·Brain Damaged Groups 

Nomal Brain Damaged 

.3$ 3$ 
o.;.9 4-31 
2.S l4.3 
3 JS 

ll.8 

Table 25 

O:f' the 35 control SS; ll had zero sooresJ 18 .had scores bGlatr 

4, m.ich is below the lowest score o:f' the B-D group, four control Ss 

had scores frolll S to 7 and two had ocores o:f' 8 and 9. 
In the experimental group, 33 had scores above 9, i.e., above 

the normal group range and 14 o:f' these had scores above lS; the other 

two Ss had scores of 6. and 4, 'Which are within the normal. range. 

(On the rematning six tests o:f' .the battery, however, these ·tw, Ss 

were in the lowest range of the B-D group) 

Five of the normal. Ss received :ienalty scores from 3 to 9 tor 

blind matching trials 1h ich occurred within the :f'irst three trials J 

f'our were penalized f'or persaveration on the first tr.,, trials, 

aohiev:l.ng scores from S to 7 • All of :l;hese scores, however, were 

incurred-as has been indicated-at the beginning of' the p~rf'ormance, 

and as soon as a sh:l.f't was made in the method. of attack and a 



successful method adopted, no further penalties needed to be assessed. 

In contrast tot he normal group, the penalty- scores of the B,-D group 

were distributed.through.out ·the ten trials. 

In the Exp. Group, 14 of the group made blind matching trials 

incurring penalties from 8 to 23J 17 Ss showed perseverative tendencies 

and were penalised from 9 to 1.6 points; onl;r two· made systematic 

searchings (the two Ss who had scores of 6 and 4). Eii;ht of the 

B-D Ss. incurred penalty scores of 10 or above for the following 

behaviort The Ss apparentl;r recognized the figure-evident from 

verbalizations-but ilad g;reat difficulty- i.Tl :recognizing the board 

opening when it was encou.nterecl and often traced the cor:r&ct opening 

again and again without recognition .that it was the coITesponding 

forthe figure which.they held, (See Von.Scoring Sheet,) 

The· following qualitative features not included in the scoring 

may- contribute to the understa."lding of the nhmv" of the s1 s 

performances There is a difference in the frequency of false starts, 

the Ss made. in trying to fit the figures into the openings. This 

should give some indication of how well they Trere able to visualize 

the board openings and figures, The control group made a total of 

lJl attempts to fit the figures in incorrect openings, an average or 

3,7 per S, These generall3 occurred with:l,n the first four figures 

tried and onl1 with the 24 Ss 1iho made incoITect fitting attempts 

since 11 did not make any, The Exp, group made JS7 attempts· at in-

correct fittings or ali .average of 10,2 _per s. These incorrect fit-

tings occurred throughout the ten trials. 
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In addition SOl!Jll qualitative aspects may be pointed out by 

examining a few quotes. from both the control and experimental groupi 

in answer to·the .~1eelions 1-4,. asked a:rter.the completion of the 

test. (See Fig. 22) .These may give some indication 0£, .how the Ss 

felt and how they thought they executed the task. 

Control Group: 

1. "I did I10t find it eall" to match from the edges; when I got 

the complete form; I could match." 

2. 11The matching -was done by the llhole form in familiar pieces. 

X used the edges in unfamiliar pieces.11 

3• "I viciualized the whole piece and opening. I could get a 

better idea of the 'Whole piece if both hands were ueed. 11 

4• "I felt tor the totsl geometr:Lcsl shape.11 

$. 11I ma.tched by total form. Once I got the plan, I know the 

opening matched when I felt the form. 11 · 

Experimental Group• 

1. 11I never did get a picture of the opening-just couldn't tell. 

The openings felt smaller than the pieces I had. 11 

2. "I tried to get a picture in mind or the whole thing-the 

edges helped. The or(cy W11f I knew it fitted 11811 when it went 
in the hole.n 

3• "I couldn't ever be sure, just hoped it was right il' it st~ 

in. Didn't get a picture, just tried ever, i:>lllce. 11 

4. "I couldn1t SDCt'.cy' tell about the opening until I tried it. 

Oncy- wey- I knew it .matched was 'llhen it went in. The points and 

comers helped1 but I could tell the round pieces.II 
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S. "I got. a picture of the fol'III, bit the hole was to.o hard. 

I co11J1ted the corners or points. to tell the piece." 

Although it has been pointed out that the vddity of euch 

int,rospective methods ·~e open to. question, we believe that. a certain 

amount of faith can be placed upon these self.:.reports. In the first 

plaoe the:, seem to be confirmed by the observations made by- the 

exmniner and second, they were. given immediate~ upon completion 

o:f' the task,. thus eliminatfug discussion of the test vii. thothers and 

fllso time f'actors c:f' i'orgett.ing • 

.Addition c:f' the quantitative and .qualitative scores are shown 

in Table 26. Both groups show some increase but from the table and 

the preceding analysis :Lt beco111Bs evident that the change is greater 

in the B-D group. The latter had a mean increase c:f' 14 points 

whereas the normal Sa had an increase of 2.5 points. 

Combined Qualitative and Quant:Ltat:Lve Scores of' the 
Normal. and Brain Damaged Groups 

Statistic. .Normal Brain Damaged 

1'1 3S 3S Range 120-399 359-861 
M 241.l 507.4 

S.D. . 78-40 92.B 
,d'1l 13.45 17.3 
Wn. 237 523 

,nm 21.6 
Dm 266.3 c.a. 12.3 

Table 26 
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II Reproduotion in Drawings 

A. Recall and Location 

Our results show that.the B•I group falls considerably 

below the normal group in both the frequency of correct recall cf 

figures and correct location of.them•-by 40"per,cont for figure recall 

and 7.0 per cent for location. The data presented in Table 27 indicates 

that both groups recall more figures correctly than they can correctly. 

locate. But whereas the normal. group is able to locate at least half of 

the f.iguree recalled,. the B-I group does only half as well, locating 

correctly one-fourth of. those recalled, 

Group 

Normal 

Recall for Figures and Locations in the Normal 
and Brain-Damaged Groups 

Aver, Recall Aver, Recall 
for Figure for Location 

6.3 3,3 

Brain-Damaged 3,4 1.0 

Table 27 

Ratio 
RL/RF 

,619 

.294 

This d.ifferenoe between the recall and the location soorea can 

be expressed as a Ratio-Recall Looatiou/Recall Figure--which Halstead 

also computed. Table 27 shows that it is approximately one-half for 

the B•D group as against the normal group,• Hence it would seem that 

objective oxperienoe with the oontent .·or ·the test does not insure a 

good performanoe, inasmuch as the normals spend .less than half the 

time on the. tast and yet c.orredtly locate, on the average, ·three times 

as many figures. 
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· B. Recal1 of simple vs. complex figures 

Further ana)¥sis of the data brings out the i'act that SJ me. 

figures are more easi:cy. remembered than others. In Table 28 the 

percentage oi' recall for each figure is shOl'l'll arranged in decreasing 

order on the basis oi' the normal recal1. The percentage recallled 

of all :figures is also presented. 

Percentage of Recall by- Normal and 
Brain Damaged Groups 

Figure 
Normal 

Number Percent 

Circle 35 
Square 29 
Triangle 2!, 
Rectangle 25 
Diamond 25 
Star 25 
Hali' Circle 24 
Oval 20 
Cross 16 
Hexagon l 

Total Recal1225 

100 
83 
72 
72 
72 
72 
69 
51 
46 
3 

""lili.3:C 

Table 28 

Brain Damaged 
Number Percent 

25 
17 
16 
14 
8 

11 
11 
8 
8 

72 
48 
46 
40 
23 
31 
31 
2,3 
23 
9 

34.1% 

out of a possible recall of 350 figures, the normal group recalls 

225 or 64.3%, while the B-D group recalls l2l figures or 34. 7%. In 

terms of actual figures recalled per S it means that each normal S 

recalled an average of 6,3 figures and each B-D S recalled an average 

of 3 .4. It was our hypothesis thi:t the simple figures would be re-

called more o~en by Ss _ of both groups and thst they 110uld be the first 

recalled, It is also shown on the table that the first five figures 

,mich we w.i.11 call 11simple" were recalled by the majority of each 
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groups more .readily than the latter five which we will oall "oomplex•--

the only exception being the ·diamond in the B-D group. 

In testing this hypothesis, the following results were obtained1 

First, of the total number of figures recalled by each group, the normal 

Ss recalled 139 simple figures of the 255 remembered, or 61.7 per cent 

and the B-D group recalled 80 simple of the 121 remembered, or 66.l per 

cent. The B-D group recalled 41 complex figures, which is 33.9 per cent 

of the total recalled by the group. Throe oomplex figures were recalled 

in the entire recall by one Sand this was the highest number recalled by 

any of the B-D group and the only instanoe or its occurrence. In the 

normal group, the highest number of complex figures in the total recall 

was four. Thie soore was attained by four Ss, while fifteen Ss were 

able to reoall three in the total recall. 

Second, Fig, 23, shows graphically the order of recall, Taking 

up the simple figures, we find that 30 of the B-I Se recalled a simple 

figure first. Since three of the group failed to recall any forms, 

it means that 94 per cent bad a simple figure on the first recall. 

Further.analysis indicates that 17 B-D Se reproduced the first three 

simple, Of thSBa,five Ss reproduoe',ttho first three simple and recall 

nothing else and five reproduce four simple figures first and nothing 

else, So ten of 17 B-D Se recall three or four simple forms and recall 

nothing else. Another way of putting it ia1 Seventeen Se recall 30. or 

40 per c·ent of the possible ton figures and!.!!, of these 30 or 40 per 

oent recalled, are simple figures. Thus the recall for these 54 per cent 

of the B-D Sa is 100 per cent simple figures. 



Order of Recall of Figures by Normal and B- D 
Groups 

E'requency 

3l:> 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
211 
28 
27 
2t) 
2l:> 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 

\1 
8 
? 
6 
l:> 
4 
3 
2 
l 

Order l ., ,., 3 

~i mple figures------

Complex 

\ ' 

4 

Figure 23 

? 8 

B-L Red 

NorJ.L£1l Green 



In the normal group; 17 recall the first two forms as simple, 

but they- also. recall many more. . Eleven normal Sa recall the first 

three forms .as simple but also recall maey mare• This is in contrast 

to the B-D group wharein _17 recall the first three as simple and ten 

of whom recalled no other forms. Only two normal Ss recalled four 

simple figures first• 

An analysis of complex figures order reveals I Tm of' the B-D 

. Ss recalled a complex figure first and only one recalled the first 

two as complex. Int he normal group, ll of' the Sa recalled a complex 

figure first, while ai:a: recalled the first two as complex and two 

recalJe d the first three as complex. 

In determining whether simple designs were reproduced earlier, 

the statistical design shmm in Appendix B was used. The use of' the 

t-test yielded 5,14 for the normal group and ,.93 £or the B-D 

group. These results confirm our hypothesis, A test for the sig-

nificance of the di.ffcrence betweon the two groups yields a C,R. of 

1.01, hence we conclude that there is no significant difference 

between the two grouP3-each reproduces the simple designs earlier 

in the reproduction. 

Some interesting points are brought out in the recall by drmd.ng. 

Distortions and duplications.appear in the reproductions of both 

groups. However, there are no distortions or duplications in either 

group before the third reproduction, Both distortion and duplication 

do, however, occur earlier int he B-D group--from the third re-

production through the sut;h-iiereas they do not appear before the 

fifth reproduction in the norllial group. 

It is as. though distortions and duplications appear when the s 
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has some vague recollection of more figures than he has reproduced 

and attempts to reoall more. The normal group made six duplications, 

or 2.7 per oent of their total reoall on the diamond, oirole, and tri• 

angle. T.he B-I group made 12 duplications, or 10 per cent .of their total 

recall, on the triangle, square, rectangle, and half circle. (One excep-

tion not included in.the calculation is the instance where one B•D S re-

produced the triangle first, and then made eleven similar triangles.) 

Discussion of Underlying Prooeiaes and Pathology 

Some Explanatory Hypotheses 

I The initial ·action is one of exploration. Tbs successively 

experienced tactual and kinesthetic cues .are integrated into a 

, simultaneous form percept and perhaps also translated into a visual 

conception or imago of the figure whioh o·annot be seen. Normally 

this ocours already when ths S investigates ths first figure. The 

various openings in the board are then also explored and from these 

taotual•kinesthetio impressions tbs final matching is made and the 

pieces fitted. What process is ocourring•here? We may asswne that 

the operation of exploring the !igure-object by running the fingers 

over its surfaae gives rise to the experience of a boundary that 

·encloses an area and thus leads to the figure-percept of a closed 

tri•dimensional shape. The reverse, however, obtains for the 

exploration of the board-opening. In immediate experience the 

traced "contour• of this opening does not enclose a figure in the 

same way as the contour of the figure-piece. The contour of the 

board-opening as necessarily traoed along the inside is an ambiguous 
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ciue as to what area it is bounding-mi "outside11 or an "1nside11 area. 

The initial tracing experience mu11t be, therefom, ambiguous as. to 

'Which kind of area the contour ill bounding. The S follows the 

direction of .that contour :In uncertainty. until he can experience 

closure, namel:,-, the returning of that direction to the starting 

point of h:i.s. tracing. Until that has happened the traced contour 

Dl'W" just as well enclose an area 11outside11 of the opening, i,e., the 

ngroundtt, as the inside of the opening. In order to be perceptually 

certain of the enclosed area, however, the contour path traced must be 

retained :i.n mem:,ry as well as the 1nitiaJ. starting point, otherwise 

no adequate closure experience can occur. This requires the 

corresponding integration of successive tactual, ltinasthetia 

experiences, as in the tracing of the figures, on'.cy" in this case 

the contours are perceptua].J¥ reversed. In the figures they surround 

the solid object, the touch and resistance being felt~• in the 

openings, they "surround" the ground,; the touch experience of the 

resutance. being felt ~-

One of the factors of successful recognition then, is the 

readiness to shift from the contour experience of the object-figure 

to the reversed contour experience of the board-opening-and back 

again, This 'Q.Uld here differentiate an adequate performance from 

an inadequate one. In normal Ss this m ifting takes place very. 

rapid:cy- and often with little hesitation in performance. In the 

B-D S menever there .is identification of the figure form through 

verbal means, there occurs a gap or lag between the recognition of 

the form, and the fitting it :lltto the board-opening; which is more 

often than ll0t1 recognized neither verbal.:cy- nor behaviorall;v. 



II The S in the case of cortical pathology seems to be unable to 

extraot meaning from.his tactual-kinesthetic percepts and to organize 

these into whole forms in.a· manner adequate to the task, This lack 

of integration maybe due to interruption in the interacting brain 

funotions1 or it may be hypothesized that the situation is new and 

the mode or execution strange, in that this h not the accustomed 

way of performing. In such.an unfamiliar situation a B-D 8 may 

react to the moat salient.and concrete aspects of the object in a 

pie·oameal way, i.e., to. the points, corner.a, ourves, and angles of 

the figures as he attempts to fit them into the openings by searching 

for their counterpart i~ the board, Either the absence or integration 

or such an approach as a coping mechanism leads to a piecemeal mo~e 

or solution, i.e., a matching or partial aspects of the figure with 

partial aspects or tho contour opening based on the experience or 

fitting, Cognitively, therefore, the B-D S does not here so much 

display a.complete lack or planning as a very inadequate plan and 

piecemeal execution, This behavior of a piece-by-piece matching has 

been described by Goldstsin·and Scheerer, Scheerer,. Werner and 

Strauss as typical of thQs~ tasks in which the B-I can.not accomplish 

normally, namely~ by,integr,~~ing cues into a perceptual or conceptual 

whol11. 

III It is obvious that the adequate recall of figures depends 

on two.factors, first, the accuracy of.the initial form impression 

allowing for some kind of identifioation1 and, second, the avail-

ability of any traces based on that impression, We ~ave already 

raised the question whether this identification bas to involve 
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certain integratio~ and translation processes, The unaccustomed 

tactual-kinesthetic impressionsre.experienced·in temporal succession 

because the figw:es are 'too large to be encompasnd in .2!!!!_ touch 
,· . . 

contact. with their contour, Thus we have first a nbapticii form 

integration :1n the sense of Reveslii!-, This has to be translated irito 

a visualized form even though its structure be inconspicuous in. 

awareness. and on]¥ instrumental in tne. process of identi:rication, 

(.This would of course on]¥ hold for blindfolded and not blind 

persons,) An added di:r:f'iculty in the translation process sho1ild be. 

mentionech The flbaptic" form percepts ere often qualitat1ve4'" 

di:rfererit from visually perceived forms. This point has been 

stressed by Revesz and Becker in tlieir e:xperimental studies 'llhich 

demonstrated-for example·that different types of 8haption closure 

laws prevail from those in vision, Any recognition failure or 

di:rticulty with th.e figures could.therefore result from detective 

integration on any of the mentioned stages (or levels). 

a) All the abo,-e factors would also operate 1n the locations. 

Here, howeyer, es 'Was pointed out, recognition based on 11reversed11 

contour i!!Xperierice is more. difficult tr shifting is impaired. It is 

therefore possible that a B-n S lilBy recall figu.res better than their 

locations, 11hich have not become structuraJ.4'" articulated on the 

board~ From a cognitive point of view we also bave to consider that 

* Reve11z, C-eze.. Psychology of the Blind, 1949, 



:registering the form-fit as well as its position on the board implies 

the sl.multa.neous reaction to two different aspects of the action, nameJ,y 

form and place. It is reasonable to predict that one 110uld have to 

suffer at the expense oi' the other, particularJ,y sines the locale on 

the board is in no wa1 :lntrinsicalJ,y connected with the task of 

fitt:lng the i'igu.re and board contour. Its locat:!.on can remain entireJ,y 

:!.n the background of experience, particularJ,y if the individual is 

preoccupied With the attainment of the proper fit at the time. This 

preoccupation with the .indivicbal. figure-contour fit has in turn, a 

cognitive component in itself'. .ti.side from the presumptive dii'.ficuJ1;1 

of simultaneotlll apperception of figure and its spatial locale, we 

have to postulate an :l.nadequaoy on a "higher leveln of planning in 

the B-D.. This expresses itself in the previousJ,y described lack of 

a set to learn. Vie found that in contrast to the normal., the B-D 

Sa rareJ,y, if ever, utilized an., accidental encounter with a fom-

board contour, which did not fit the given .figure, for connecting 

it with another .figure to be m ught out or. to be reidentii'ied £rem 

previous contact. We may, therefore, conclude; The cognitive 

constriction of both the simultaneous function and 0£ the readiness 

to utilize formboard information outside of the concrete search for 

the individual .figure £it, play a role in the inferior memory for 

the form boQl'9. locations of the i'igures. Whatever pureJ,y retentive 

impairments enter into this poor score, we cannot assess. But it is 

obvious that adequate trace formation, even of incidental. material. 

would have to SUi'i'er if the :initial impression was not on'.cy' of a 



baokground character, but of muoh less articulated olearnesa than 

in a normal Snot handicapped by the stated cognitive strictures, 

b) With regard to the number oi' figures recalled e.s well as 

faithfulness of the drawings, the B-D group's inferior performance 

suggests the following 1 · The accuracy of· the form· identification 

seems to be _restricted inasmuch as not all figures are equally missed 

in the recall, The analysis of the recall of simple versus complex 

figures,· both in tormscof frequency·and order indicates that the 

B-D Ss reoall proportionally more simple figures of their total 

recall than the normal Ss, Henoe their initial recognition as a 

base for recall seems to have been differentially favoring the simple 

figures, In aaswer to the question whether the recall difference 

could be explained as a poor retention, one could point to these 

facts1- First, that poor retention per se should affect all figures 

equally, _.seoond, that it should also affect figure recall and 

localization ·equally, which is not the case, Not only do the B-D 

Sa have a total figure reoall of 34· per.oent wraus 64 per cent in 

the normals, their location recall is·29 per cent of their figure re-

call versus 61 per cent in the normals, Finally, both the norllllll and 

the Exp, Ss do not statistically differentiate on the preferred order 

in recalling simple figures, but show a·common trend, They do differ-

entiate, however, in the fact that the normal Sa, owr and above this 

com.'11C1n tendenoy towards a preferred order for· simple figures, recall 

more complex figures than the B-D·group (50 versus 23 per oent), One 

may therefore conclude that there is a lawful tendency.shared by both 
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groups, to prefer simpler figures in the recall order,. This tendenoy, 

however, would not explain why the B•I group significantly omit~d 

complex figures in its recall, also in rather straight correspondence 

to their increasing complexity, Tho assumption that poorer retention 
' . . . 

for complex figures is the only variable in this case wo11ld have to · 

meet.the arg11D1ent.that the average recall of·three figures by the B·D 

Ss versus· six in the normal does .not even cover the five simple 

figures for tho B•I group, In other words, there·is an overall lower 

retention in.this group, which reproduces fewer figures than the 

normals including the simpler, Theroforo, the significant lower re-

call of complex figures by the B-1. Ss spsake, not alone for a le~ser 

trace availability of these figures, but.also for an initially poorer 

identification of them, 
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Cha,;,ter IV 

FERFORIJANCE OF SCHIZOPHRENICS 

_The investigation was pr1marily deaigned for the oompariaon ot 

the perl'on,nan~e of brain-damaged ilubjeota_ and normals on perceptual. 

motor_: tes~1{, ::The findings -indicate that a dit'l'erenoe does exist. 

~-~~;~!::~~~§; 
:l!"'D•;:::thaxi':tilui'·;,diagnoatio value of th11;~e·at battery !'or· orgailicia• 

wo~~i'.i,~r;f t;_i~er~bly lessened,, .. , , i.-.,. . , , i;:; 
\,;\~~~ .• ~bj11ota were g'inn the test~;;- Man; more were aeleote.~f 

.. i\:,-;,.,'.' . .:,,· 

~tI~a '·1;o;-;i;e rejected beoauaa of; 1e:ci11; of oooperation~ negatlvism/'; 

a:adf,;~i'.u:~~i• io; continua• ,onoe dit't'io)Uty was axparlanasd. 

,,;'._.•;h,e-,qJ,ntitathe scorn for au .. ~~11i~ indicate that the aohiz~-
. · .. ,.;,-,,; 

phr~h1a· gl'Ciup falla oonaistently be~f~~he normal and the brahi 

'd~~ed groups. Tabla 29 gives a_ oomplll'ison of the means of the 

thre~ groups/'· The soore ranges presented in Table 30 show the w:l.cieit; 

range ~o be,'ln the B-D group .and the next in the sohizophrenio group. 

The results ii.van in Table 31 indicate that the sohizophrenio group 

does.differ from tbs B-D group aignifioantly at the .0l level on the 

quantitative saores. 

If we analyze the behavior of the soh1zophren1os whioh was 

carefully recorded, the protoaola show a_, n11111ber of charqotariatio 
'l"', 

differences between this and the two other groups. There is, tirat, 



Mean ~titative Score on Each Test for l!forma.1, Schizophrenic 
. and J-D Ss 

Test '.llorllllll. Sohisophrenie Jrain Damaged 
J; ,0 :!l.s . 

S, l'unchboard I~ Low D.lllllber 108.9 a7.9 67,9 
D. Punchboard I eci.uals 6.S • .s 47.6 33.4 
Digit S7J11bo l I) poor aoore 4.S 20.8 15 

Bing I) High DUlllber 142.8 181,9 230.7 
Plunger I) equals 21,6 42 62.2 
Marble-Peg I) poor score 79,1 ~-9 186.2 
lormboard .I) . 238. ' .. s Ji.9:,,9 

------------...------Table 29 

· Jlanga of Scores on Each Teat .for llorllllll., Schizophrenic 
and '.B-D Sa 

'hat 

S, Punchboard) 
D, · Punchboa:rd) 
Digit ~bol) 

Bing 
Plunger· 
Marble-Peg, ) 
:rormboara .. . ) 

Teat 

s. Punchboard 
D, Punchboard 
1ting 
PlW1ger 
Digit Symbol 
Marble:"'l?eg 
rormboard 

Normal. Sch1sophl'enic 

Low nwnbe:r 90-1:n. .SB-118 
aquala ~86 33-69 

poor aoora 27-6.S ~27 

High nwnber 111-171 12~257 
equals 8-36 20-80 

poor .score 5~105 73-207 
120..390 168-.S'.3'.3 

v.ean Scores, StanilardDav1ationa and Critical 
llatioe between Schiso. and :B-D G:rov.pa 

Schizophrenic Sigma :Sr.Dam. 

87,9 ll,71 67.9 
47.6 12.1.s 33.4 

181,9 2,5,00 2'.30,? 
42 17.70 62.2 
20.8 .s.10 1.S 

11?,9 32,l .186.2 
:,44,.S 105;5 493.9 

---------------------Table 31 

Jrai.n ))amaged 

l.6-llO ... s-s,,,. 

Sigma 

21.6 

~2,· 
172-566 ' 

26~23a··. 
96~80. 

355.;.~11,;s .••. 

0.B. 

4.4 
14.o.S '.3,9 
ao.; 3.'.3 
20,4 3.7 
.S,94 3.7 

67.6 s 
10:,.6 4.8 



a muoh greater -variability ·durhlg the performanoe of the individual 

sohizophrenio. Typioally he fluctuate, between a more no:rmal and 

devious performance, lapahlg ~nto inappropriate execution of the 

task. ll!ld snapphlg baok again into an adeqliate manipulation. 

Sme of the causes for this behavior may be found in the faot 

that the !loh'izopbrenioa tend to perform .. ilDlllindful of the inatruotions0 

the admonitions. or encouragements of the examinerJ moreover. they 

tend to set up their owu or 1n~rJ:'l'etation of the task. The 

differenoe between the B-D Sand the sohizophrenio appears to be 

in the following factors a The .. B-.D S has dittioulties in adequate 

perfo:rmame owing to oogniti'l!II restrictions and deteotlve fuDIJtiolial 

integration. so that he is retarded in task solution and shows 

oharacteristioally related perfo:rmanoe ~angea on the qualitative 

scbreJ the aohizophrnic S shows in the flashes of adequaoy of his 

performanoe that he oould execute the task adequately and at times 

does so. also at the rate of the normals. Inoontrast to the B-D 

s, there is no indioation of an inherent laok of ability to deal. 

with the teat problems. but it is apparently dii'fioult for the 

aohizophrsnio S to maintain oonaiatently a set toward the task goal 

for a length of time suffioient to oomplets the pertormanoe without 

deviating from it in te:rma oi' temporaey violation ot the instruotions 

or other tangential preoooupations. Consequently the antioipatory 

reaotiom seem intaot in the sohizophrenio but he seems to have 

greater diftiaulty in s11Btaining the tuk or set. fhus he 111B.J 

work without errors tor a period but the aorreotneas of the 

performanoe abruptly falls oft' as he oontinuesJ or he may terballze 
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oorreotly what he is going to do and perform inoorreotly. It ia as 

though the loosely oontroiled thought processes haw gone oft on a 

tangent before he oan either enter in or continue with the solution 

of the test. 

The following samples of the sohizophranio S• s behavior on 

eaoh of the seven teats may be considered typical ·of the group lie a 

wholu l) Single Punchboard Teat-•the. S begins the p1111ohing and ay 

suooeeci .in p°feroing eaoh hole at a rapid rate, when his behU:vior 

abruptly·ohanges1 and than he begina to skip holes, go baok·and pwioh 

owr already pieroed holesJ or he may.pause attar llllUlY suoceastul 

punches U:nd reme.in tor many seoonda with his a troke halted in mid-e.ir 

before resuming. Frequsntly he counts the holes as they are punched. 

2) Double Punohboard-•Here again 1:he aohizophrenio S1 a behavior 

may begin with DD error. He may continue through the t:lrst 15 or 20 

holes without piercing the second sheet and then punoh through the next 

20 sod eeply that the stylus strikes the base. The behavior usually halts 

as suddenly as it began and he finishes the pratormanoe with no·more punoh-

througba. 

3) Ring 'l'est--The S usually starts the performance with great speadJ 

however, in placing the rings along side 01' the base, he beoamaa involved 

in arranging thm in a pattern alld frequently lo sea sight of the initial 

task in his preoooupation with his designer or he may attempt to per-

form as rapidly as possible by u.U.ng both hands, tald'.ng''two or three 

rings at a thne and is seemingly umnindaul of admonitions from th 

examiner. 

4) Marble-Peg Teat--The aohizophrenio S shows difficulty 

neither in oroesing hands, nor in grasping the alternation 



prinoiple, but he oonsisteiltlt tai,ls to follow the designated pathway. 

His performanoe may be rapid in -~~+ tio bursts, with .pauses between•' 

'litter whioh, he may disregard· 1n~~ptiona by attempt~· to plaoe only 

pegs and by,,hitting the objeots ir\lill.~ile hand to th other. In a· 

~~it::::.:. ":':.:.o/l!r::~ ;:::::: ........ ,..,-,..,. """"'°"!!'L"'!•- low .......... "'''" 
. e plunger 

disregarding the number on the lillrkshe~t~ ire 1a able to snap baok, ii_n:d' 
make oymbola oorreotly until he ·,has another lapse;, 

7( Formboard-•The aohizophl'enio s· may here prooeed rapidly or ,he 

may be ilowed byoheoking and reohwold.ng before titting a figure. 

Many of. the Sa talked to thamaelvea throughout the perf'ormanoa and 

indioa,tad that the i'igurea had symboU.o meaning• to them., For example, 

upon exploring the diamond, one S "wealth, riohea." ~quently 

the attacked with great speed and Utt le time is spent 

on any one figure. There 1a a great deal of trial and e"'or, though 
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there are few attampts to torcie a _piece into an inoorrect openil:lg•· 

He 111.11y haw 3 or 4 figures ·at one time, trying to find a plaoe tor 

tham. The S aeeme to kno-w wluu~. a piece tits, but his perf'ormanoe 1s 

slOffllr than the normal beoause ffl! fails to organize.in a systematio 

way. 

The most outstanding behavior oharao-beriat1os thus seem. to consist 

in erratio or pariodio f'luotuationa of' uoepting, ·l>ecoming involved in .. 

the task, IUld '"losing intere.st" .in it or beoaming· iziirolvad in incidental 

aide isilues. or details. Sinoe in the periods of' aotual taak-orie~~d 

aoti-nty, no signs of def'eotiw• integration in terms .or cognitive 

antioipat~on, control,. and 111otor skill ·are in evidenc.e, tbs low 

soores; particularly on speed measures; are not .attributable to the - I -
same causes as in the B-1, In this light the lower qiiantitativu soorea 

on spedd haw to bll evaluated. _as not resulting f'r0111 reduaed motor 

ability or control but as resultil:lg tram the sohi&ophrenio• s diwrsional 

mode of' approach to tho task• Ewn whore anticipation seems to dif'fer 

f'ro111 th~ .aormal during the' mentioned ~pee, the sohiaophrenio S dev_iates 

not in the sense or lacking anticipat,.on at1 does the B-D s. His 

antioipation seems 111C1re tmpail'ed by the 1mpatienee to sustain the 

clearly manU'trsted goal direction and to pursue his r eoognition of 

required sub-goale. This illlpreBBion is supported by the tact that 

tho' oomplexity or the task seams to bs no barrier to the sohizophrenio 

it ·he can be induced to start, while it seams to overtax the B-D s• a 

oapaoity. The former appears rather driven to attain the solution by 

aoomer or later ahort-outting the preaoribed means-end rules whioh he 

temporarily c0111pliea with. 



The qualitatiw test scoring aa designed for determining abnor-

mal ditfioultiea and modes in performing of the B·D did not reflect 

maey of the above~IJlitntioned deviating oharaoteristioe in the sohi10-

phrenio behavior. The first result is that the considerable deviationa 

in ·the achizophrenio1 ,('behavior £rom that of the normal as "11811 a ii 
that of the B•D were not-captured by" the categoriea of our qualitative 

sooririg. The simple reaaon for tn1B result is that his deviations 

fell outside of the behavior categories as they were set up. The 

seoond result is that wherevor our qualitative scores yillldad numerical 

values for the sohizophrenio teat performance, theee values alom 

apparently differentiate the aohizophrenioa more £ram the normal than 

:f'rom the B•D Sa, ( See Table 32~. It from these results that 

additional qualitative scoring categories would have to be introduced 

for assessing the non-scored deviating behavior of the sohizophrenio 

in comparison to the B•D Sa and the nomalB. If th1.a is done, we 

would expect score values of significant diffel'ence for the sohizo-

phrenios versus the two other groups. 

Mean Qualitatiw Score on Each Test For Normal, 
Schizophrenic and B·D Groups 

Teat 

Single Punohboard 
Double Punohboard 
Digit Symbol 
Ring 
Plunger 
Marble-Peg 
Formboard 

Normal 

.31 
2.8 
.9 

2.9 
0 

2,3 
2.5 

Schizophrenic 

2.6 
10,3 
a.a 

10.9 
,6 

10,6 
8,1 

Table 32 
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Brain Damaged· 

17,4 
13.9 
12.1 
15~6 

l,;4 
. 10.4 

14.3 



Range of Qualitative·Saorea on Eaoh Test tor Normal. 
Sohizophrenic and B•D Groups 

Teat 

Single Punohboard 
Double.:funohboard 
Digit Symbol 
Ring . 
Plunger 
Marble-Peg 
Formboard 

Normal 

0•3 
0-13 
0-4 
0-8 
0 

0•9 
0-9 

Some.Explanatory.Hypotheses 

Sohizophrenio 

0-ll 
0-22 
0-15 
2.;.37 
0-4 
6-19 
0-21 

Table. 33 

Brain D11C1aged 

l-53 
0-52 
3-20 
2-67 
0-5 
4-30 
4-31 

The sohizophronio' s subnormal aohievement.s apparent on these 

tests would invite moBt readily an interpretation in terms of thought 

disorder whioh interferes with consistent and effective exooution of 

the task. A groat deal has been 'Wl'ittsn about the prominence of the 

thought disorder in certain sohizophl"Qnio pictures,• leading Vigotslcy' 

and Blllli'mann to emphasize the patient• s inability to adequately 

conoeptualize. Such "1mpair1111nt of abstract attitude" was pointed 

out by Goldstein and his co-workers, too, whp also used sorting·and 

perfonnanoe teats as Hallfrnann and Kasanin did later. The differenoe 

between the above authors aa well as between them and Camaron and 

Rapaport does mt seem to 1:1.e so much in the actual reported tests 

behaviors of the sohhophrenios. The records all agree on J1U1n1i'ested •· 

diaordar in oomeptualhation and on a co6nithe disturbance. The 

interpretation, however· vary. \'lhereail the Hanf'manri.-Kasanin 6roup 

interprets their findinr:a on echizophrenios as suggesting a cognitive 

impairment akin to that of organics, Goldatein leaves room for 



motivational variables 'Whioh ma:, 1:!lterfere with the sohizophrenio' s 

inability to aB11me an abstraot attitude. Rapaport 11p1d Cameron on 

the other hand, while admitting oonoretistio responses in these 

patients, also poi~t to a tendeno:, to overgeneralization and loose-

ness in their "oonoepts. 11 of these specifio oontraversies, 

two issues seem Important heres l) The ohlef differenoe lies in the 

question whether these oognitiw defioiellQies must 'h!' oonaidered 

permanent or temporarily ami··potentially rewrsi6'lea .2) whether tp 

thought disorder is pr:lmar:, or aeoondary to mora basio attitudiml 

and motivational diaturbanoea--a possibility also auggaated in 

Goldstein' a later disoussions. ?he babavior of the sqhizophrenio s~-
on our tests suggests an interpretation more olosely line with two 

of the above-mentioned alternatiwa, the first being a potentially 

rewrs1bio oognitive aberration and the seoond an attitudiml im• 

l)airment. 'lheae patients "failures" on the peroeptual motor lewl 

point more to a mothational disturbilnoe than to a p~ and 

oonsistent disintegration of oognitive· and mo.tor funotione. One ma7 

speak hore of an impairment in the ability to assume fillfully, a task-

··Oriented ancl reallty-datemined attitude and to maintain it.· OwiJig to 

this 1.mbility the aohizophrenio, when ao~eptillg the teat dtuation 

at all seama to reaot with a for.oed responae to the task in the 

direotion of least invol V8111ent and of attempting tor esol w it on 

a low level of tena~on, so that the neoeasary sub-goal tenaione as 

~: .. l'l. .. s the main-goal tensions are neither built up to nor sustained 

on a normal level. 

JiBl• 



In this connection the findings in tvio experimental studies _11Y 

Rickers-Ovsinkina • may be pertinent• The first concerned the reaction 

of schizophrenics to task interruption with the opportllllity to resum 

and complete the tasks. Hers a striking difference was found fa-vori~ 

the·normals numerically in the resumption and completion at the first 

opportunity~ lloreover. the schizophrenics also interrupted their 

activities repeatedly on their own accord. 

In a second study •• comparing the rHponsiveness to different 

attractive objects in a free situation between normals and schizo-

phrenias, the same author found tho aotivitiss of the patients 

significantly more super fie ial and undirected than in the normals. 

The theoretical conclusions hypotheabed are as t'ollows, 

" ••• the dynamio prerequisite for· the exsoution ot' a directed 
activity is the presence of sufficiently firm and segregated 
tension systems. The hypothesis oould be advanced that in a 
schizophrenic individual, even it' some tension is available 
to sustain a response to environmental objects, the dynamic 
conditions prevailing in these regions are of such nature as 
to impede the formation of segregated and firm tension sys-
tems. The prcoessea in tho peripheral regions at least are 
mostly of a dU'fuse, poorly differentiated kind--henoe the 
prevalence of undirected activities."• P• 176 

''Conditions, which in normals generally lead to the fomation 
of firmly segregated tension systems, in aohizophrenica 
result in systems which tend to bo of a weak and poorly 
dit'ferentiated nature."•• P• 190 

• Studies on the personality structure of sohizophronio •individuals a I. 

!_• ~• Psyohol., 1937, 16, 179-196. 

** Studies on the personality structure of schizophrenic individuals1 II 
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" ••• the failure of sohhophrenios to t'orm and maintain firmly 
segregated tension systems with the.peripheral personality 
la:yara might depond. partly on· an abnormal lack of communication 
of these regions with the more p81Xtral ories whioh are not 
impaired and which under normal conditions sh/)uld be able. to 
provide energy to the peripheral apheres,n •• P• 192 

" •• ,a task or an idea is not organiied in a sufficiently artie-
illated way to •segregate. itaelt' clearly from other contemporan-
eous mental processee. It doss lllit acqu.ire the charaoteristioa 
of a figure standing out against the surrounding ground, The 
walls of the oarresponding tension syst;em are weak and unable 
to maintain the system• s intagration over longer periods of 
tiloo. 1'bl3 tension dissipatei itself wry easily e-ven without 
any interference from outside."•• p, 193-4 

It should be stressed that the above interpretations of fluidity 

in the boundaries and lack of firmness in the tension systems are 

meant to apply to those reactions which occur in the peripheral region 

of the sohhophrenio personality and not neoasaarily to those in the 

more central and deeper regions. It may even be possible that the 

tendency to only build up 119ak tensions peripherally and disc!Jarge 

them diffusely and unoontrolledly ia a "means" of prewnting central 

involvement which oentera in~ il!u:ler expe-lences and preoooupationa 

more important to the patient at tho time, We are mentioning this 

because our behavioral obser-vnticns support umnistakably the inter-

pretation that our tiu1ts, being anyway- ct' a rath,,r neutral maohanical 

nature, did not make anemotio:aal or interest appeal to the eohizo-

phrenioa. 
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Consistoncy or Dii'feroncee 

Chapter V 

DISCUSS:iOM 

In an o,'Orall compariaon of our two groups of So on tm seven 

test performances, v1& note the_ general consistency in tho behavior 

patterns of each group throughout. There are, of oourse, solll9 

instances of overlapping between the groups an partioular tests, ii' 

taken individually. But wben the battery is considered, the 

marked statistical group differences an each test paint toward a 

general and dii'ferentiating power of the instrument used in this 

study. 

Though the tests prove to be quite discriminating between the 

normal and the B-D 15roups the variability_ within the B-D group eapeo-

ially is a matter of interest. The F-test indicatos that a common 

variance for the two groups exists on the quantitative scores of only 

three tests--Single Punchboard, Double Punohboard and Digit Symbol. 

With the addition of the qualitathe scores the c=on w.ria.nce .dis-

appears on all scores except for those. on the Double Punchboard. 

Jforeover, the large otnndard deviation of the B-D croup 011 six of 

the teats- atatistioally refleots the fact that, though the tre11d 

of the group hu a common direct ion, there is a considerable vari-

ability within the group. At the present. time we do llOt know whether 

this is due to variations in type and extent of organic involvoment 0 

the duration of the injury, or impairment of oognit1V9 i'unctionillg in 
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the experimental group, Yet, ,matewr the oause may be it is 

apparent from the behavior of the B-I group that integration is 

affected in different degrees among the 35 Ss tested, I,'or eXIUliple, 

on certain of the tests employed, four B-D Ss were e.ble to perform 

creditably, often approaching the normal group range, However, 

these same Ss were not able in maintain the level consistently 

through the remaining tests of the battery, Inspection of Table 34 

rovoals several such oases, 

IntelliGenoe Level and Test Performance 

The question might mill be raised as to whether the differences 

we haw observed wore not duet o the slightly higher I,Q. range of 

the normal group, (See Table 2~- To resolve this question, a careful 

analysis was made of the performance of the Ss in 1:oth groups with 

the highest levels and those 1n -the B-D group with the lowest I, Q, 

levels, 

In the normal group, ten Ss had I.Q, 1 e above 115,while in tile 

B-D group there were three with I. Q,•s abow 115, If these intelli-

gence lewls contributed to the performance on the tests, the 

dit't'eronoes in our results which favor tha normal Ss might be 

attributable to this ten to three ratio, However, inspection of 

the scores shows that only two of these ten normals soore consistently 

abow the mean for the group, Three contributed the lo'l'i9st score of 

the normal group on the Punohboard, Double Punchboard and Marble-Peg 

tests. ThG remaining five had soores which clustered around the mean 

for the group. 
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Bead In.f!D.7 Oerebrovascular 

S.P. D.1ng D.P. Pl. M-P EB D.S. S:P .• 11ing D.P. Pl. M,.J,> 1.11 D.S. 
44 259 31 48 302 392 14 57 257 YI. 34 119 480 21 
53 293 15 36 .139 530 8 46 269 24 114 315 586 4 
69 172 52 78 135 845 19 54 267 45 48 137 ?70 19 
50 258 48 40 168 613 20 49 173 29 72 304 6V. l4 
49 237 5 44 217 639 5 59 246 38 238 480 6llo 10 
40 566 7 72 219 ,355 15 74 185 so- 56 uo 5SO 21 
56 177 31 SB 192 43() 18 95 187 41 44 112 381 19 
83 200 21 56 120 773 19 40 293 s 90 31.5 6S1 12 
82 174 52 46 152 423 11 90 184 YI 68 ll9 390 20 
43 396 36 80 ,u 643 20 63 232 35 72 186 429 20 
72 188 21 54· -- 96· 635 10 --·-· 

59 265.4 29 55-6 i86.j 510,7 14.4---Mean 58.? 229.3 34.1 8:,.6 219.7 550.l l.6 

Normal. 
. ~1 

108.9 142.8 65.5 21.6 79.3 238.6 45 Rean 108.9 142.8 65.S zi.6 79.3 238.6 45 
ID .. ,----~- -·-· -·::,_.:-·:•.-:. 
ID 
I 

_..,;·. 

_ _ ____ ···- --Monoxtd9 Poisoning ,/ 

__ 16 ... --,-'94-- · .5---·90 184 428 --· 2 as 189 s, 32 -114' '.3?5 21 
103 182 38 52 1.Sl 393 4 uo 179 41_ 32 98 423 19 
58 .264 17 106 229 503 15 .::..,,..;, 

62 173 3a • 38 315: 503 19 Mean--9?.S 184·' 47 32 106 399 20 
?4 222 12 62 204 605 ,•·1.s 

-11:rain ~r 100 198 41 40 128 48,S 23 

238.8 25.l, ~-3-- :;301;'a486.4 ,lr~li'.ean 
21 19? 33 54 138 ?SO 18 

68.8 77 201 ,, 26 111 - 4S4 23 

Maltiple Sclerotic: Mean--49 199 " 40 124.~ 602. 20.s 
64 175 42 '.38 169 437 13 
75 193 2.3 so 116 613 __ . __ l.L _l'ost Enceph. 

36 "'--c.-c-.85____ -l.77·· ~--,·· 130 393 10 
· ---68-.5· · ... J.89 32.,s 44 142.s 525 14--Mean 88 176 54 152 509 21 
.. ----------- 176 • .5 44,.5 i.s Mean-- 86.S 141 451 15.5 

fable 34 



In the B-D group, two Ss had I. Q,s below the normal range of 

96, namely, ·92 and 94, The S with the I. Q. of 92 had soorea on all 

the teats, except the Digit Symbol, above the mean o~ his group, 

Three of the soores, those on the Punohboard, the Ring, and the Formboard 

Tests were high enough to overlap the normal group range on thees 

tests, The seoond S with an I, Q·~ of 94, had very low soores on the 

Double.Punohboard and Formboard1 the aoorea on the other five tests 

were just slightly below the mean of the B-D group--within one sigma 

of the mean, 

It appears from this.teat evidence that neither the relatively low 

I,· Q,a nor the high I. Q,s greatly contribute to the achievement of 

these Ss·on our teats and that the observed differenoea are attributable 

to other faotors, 

The Problem of Looalization 

It hns been pointed out critically of a number of studies 

conducted using cortically damaged patients, that the so oalled 

"organic signs" found may sometimes also ba observable in the "normal" 

population, (37) It is not their ooourrenoe in the behavior of the 

B-D patient that is alone important here, but rather it is the faot 

that the "organic signs" occur with significantly greater oonaiatent 

frequency and with equally measurable qualitative charaotoristios 

in the experimental versus.the normal group, 

Another question which oan be raised is whether the B-D group 

showed any differenoee in teat results whioh would significantly relate 

to differences in locale or extent of brain injury, Before entering 

any discussion of the neurological theories involved, it may be 
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aproPQB to present aotual data on the aoorea of the·differant patients 

on the seven tests •. Table 34, as well as the graph in Fig,, 24~ 

presents the distribution of test soores among the seven groups of 

B-D. Ss. 

Fig. 24 has been oonstruoted in the following way, First, 

the. scores.on all tests for all Ba were converted into peroant~gd 

s_ooresa seaond, for those tests where a high aaore aotuslly meant 

a low. performance (e.g., time), that score was reconverted into a 

fow percentage score by reversing it (e.g., 70 per cent beaomes 30 per 

oent.) In.this way we aould plot curves for the scores for each group 

on all teats, arriving at test profiles for the battery. 

The analysis of this aaore distribution shows that the Poat-

Enoephalitio and Monoxide Poisoning oases rank relatively alosest to 

the normal group. Though we do not consider this proportionally 

smaller deviation from the normal mean significant, it may well be 

that these results contribute to the variability in the B-D group. 

The number of two oases in eaoh group, as well as the two Multiple 

Sclerotic and Brain-Tumor oases, is too small to really draw any 

oonalusiona from any difference in their performances from the rest 

of the B-D group. Considering the romaining 27 oases of Head Injury, 

Corebrovasoular aooident and Paresis, the shape of tbs respsative 

perfo_rmanoe ourves on all tests is strikingly similar as well as 

oloae in score range. 

The possibility could also be oonaidered that the two syndromes 

of Post-Enaephalitio and Monoxide Poisoning had a leas marked effect 
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on· the test peri'ormanoe ill to{~s oi'· the mean quantitati"V8 scores 
.•... . 

on all teats. The two Ss with mi111oxide .. poisoning might ba"V8 been 

approaohing·reoo"99ry ai'ter.an elapse oi' 16 to lB months following 

the insult, and according to what· 1s ol .. :ii!li!ltl. :.nttie literature on 

adult post encephalitic oases, there is usually IP, more pronounced 

retardation in shii'ting oi' motor sets,. than an impairment in higher 

mental or motor skills per ae. It ie .still surprising that these 

two Sa did relatively better .than the others on the Marble•Peg and 

Ring teats, but approaohing the oth« B-D Sa on the Formboard, Digit 

Symbol and the Double Punohboard. One could also raiae questions 

about. the two patients with brain tumors on their Plunger and. Marble• 

Peg teat scores, lllhioh placed them between the Post Elloaphalitic and 

Monoxide Poisoning groups. Again the low number should caution 

against generalizations. 

Yore important than these attempts at. dii'i'erentia.l diagnostic 

naluat:l.on seems the i'ollowing .obser-vationa on the our"V8& oi' Fig. 241 

There eeems to be a general directional conformity tor all our"V8s and 

all Sa in principles with two-exceptions, one,. in-the Cerebrovasoular 

oases the Plunger pari'ormance grows worse in oomparison to the rest 

of the group, which "1mpro"V8Bn &OlllewhatJ seoond, the two Brain Tumor 

Sa "impro"V8• on the Digit. Symbol test in contrast to all othsr 

patients. In spite oi' these two alight deflections, three general 

conclusions suggest .themael-vaa from the shape of the test profiles1 

1) The i:iherent., task dii'i'ioul ties oi' the various tests sselll to 

reflect themselvaa in the shape a1m1larity of the proi'iloa fo1• the 
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normals and the patientsJ 2) for the patients, however, the graphic 

representation of response to performance task difficulties indioatea 

always a more exaggerated score direction and ranr;e1 3) the graph does 

not seem to point to specific differential losses among any group of 

patients or individual patients. Neither do there appear to be any 

specifically spared performance fields which remain intact in terms of 

individual test successes versus failures on others. (The exceptions 

have already been mentioned.) It therefore seems more oorreot to 

say that the B-D Ss suf'fered from different types and differently 

localized brain pathology, but at the same time failed to show 

performance losses corresponding to ciroumsoribed damage or a speoifio 

syndrome. There was rather, a performance change characteristic 

of the group as a whole, namely, a systematic lack of functional 

integration with a common qualitative direotion. On the motor side, 

we identified this as laok of differentiation and reduced voluntary 

control1 on tho cognitive side, we identified it as a laok of 

anticipatory planning and difficulty in simultaneous finctioning1 

in addition, we found here, a laok of transfer in benefiting from 

experience with the tasks, whether this was in terms of learning 

from errors, from successes, or from incidentally made exper~enoea 

with features of the task, while focusing on others (e.g,, the 

formboard behavior). The latter findings may suir,gest further research 

on incidental learning or the acquisition of "learning setam in the 

B-I, which has been less studied than has learning ability under 

laboratory instruction. 
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It 1B of oourse ooncehabi'e that questions oould still be raised 

as to the differential effect of tlia site oi" pouible 

da.mage as a determimr of the respaotiw performance level in the 

VIU'ioua pa tionts. The filull oonolusion would have to be based on 

the evidenoe from autopsy. We do, however, beliew that our finci'inga 

do not support the position of adherents to the highly apeoifia 

localization theory of brain i'unotioning, such as Henaohen and Nielsen. 
. . 

In considering auoh a looalizationist thery, we might briefly examine 

some recent positions on this question. 

Halstead( 31) has desoribed the inability of the B-1 patient to 

ahift from one thought or aot to another with tlie aam.e eaee as the un• 

injured, to hold thoughts in mind for oonseoutiw patterning.and to 

group things in a normal manner. He has attempted to relate this 

behavior to the frontal lobes. Our findings are in aocordanoe with· 

those of Halstead with the formboard, where normals recalled and 

located a greater percent of figures more accurately, and spent leas 

t:lme on the performance on the board than his Exp. Ss, who had sus-

tained frontal lobeotomics. They are not in accord; however, with 

Halstead' s other findings that patients with non•frontal lobeotomies 

and with head injuries perform only slightly below the normal oontrola 

on recall of figures and location, whereas only the frontal lcbeotomy 

patients performed significantly below norm.al. The difference in 

results here may be oaused by the faot that Halstead allowed three 

complete formboard_trials for all his Ss. hom this point of view 

our procedure, using one Pormboard trial, seems\to be more sensitive 
·, 

than hia. By securing more experience-opportunity for his Sa, 
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Halstead may have achieved a masking of the difference between 

B-I and normal Ss on this test. In obtaining onl:1 a difference 

between normals and f'rontal-lobectomized patients, he could demon-

strate the diagnostic value of' his method for those patd.enta and 

support his theory of' greater impairment eff'eot of frontal lobeotomy 

vorsua other cerebral damage. 

·Though this possibility may· be granted,· the behavior deviations 

noted have also been frequently reported in patients who have· 

suff'e·~ed injuries in regions of' the c~rtex remote from the frontal 

lobe. "Many writers have·· advanoed various theories to explain this 

apparont discrepancy. Lashley (48) holds that, 11 in addition to 

their specific function, all parts of the cortex exercise a 

facilitative effect upon the rest." Goldstein (26) explains the 

phenomenon as an II impairment of a function due to the damage of' a 

not directly affected region by irritation emanating from a defect 

at another place. 11· Recent studies of' brain injury, both in adults 

and children, bring out very general changes in behavior·which are 

found in the great majority of the cases and which bear only a alight 

relation to the site of the injury. 

Furthermore, in considering any specif'io f'unotional localization 

in the normal organism and the assumed functional change in circum-

scribed damage, due weight must be given to Jackson's (42) profound 

pi,oposition that "to locate the damage which destroys speech and to 

locate speeoh·are two different things." ·This statement should not 

be misinterpreted as a denial of any localizationor funotion, but 
, 

rather as presaging the above-cited view of' Lashloy•s and also lying 
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at the baais of the thillking of other modern neurologists• such as 

Henry Head and Goldstein. h latter author has presented an elabor• 

ation of these view~whioh om be sllllll1led up in the proposition that 

certain areas of the brain contribute to the total function, particularly 

of the cortex more th&II others for a gi 'V8n function. 

!?his view may be also applied to the relationship between the 

pyramidal tract and motor cortex, on the one hand. and the extra 

pyramidal and the remaining nervous system on the other h&Ild, in 

voluntary mowment. Pathology of both the pyramidal and the extra-

pyramidal aylitema 1118.Y contribute to the inadequacy seen in the per• 

formanoe of motor tasks. Lesions of the pyramidal tract result in 

reduced voluntary movement and the individual makes awkward more or 

lass postural responses to situations that formerly called out quite 

specific skilled adjustme:ats. Such disturbances are usually greawst 

in the fingers and distal extremities than in the proximal muscles. 

Thus we see our Sa w:tth cortical involvement in attempting to exeoute 

a taek involving the fingers using the 'Whole arm and shoulder. (The 

flexion movements on the Marble-Peg -Test) 

The extra-pyramidal system while chiefly oonoerned with the 

postural aspects of behavior makes &II important contribution to 

voluntary and skilled bahavior, for the reason that behind every 

skilled mov&11e:at is a requisite postural adjustment. It ia therefore 

necessary for a complete aynchronization of the pyramid& and extra.,· 

pyramidal syatoma for preciae. skilled coordinated behavior. 

The :Importance of this synchronization ia pointed put by 

Walshe (68) ill his attempt to ahow that the llhole cortex involved. 
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"By no definition can. 1ftl easily find a voluntary aotion 
that iB discrete, for i,_wn the apparently very retarded 
moV811111nt employe a large field of !IIUBculature phasically." 

"• •• to take a step 1a an affair• not of' this or that limb 
solely, but of the total neuromusoular aotiv~ty of the 
moment•-not least of tha head aud naok," (68} 

The activity involves the total organi&111 at1d any inoorrdination,t10 

matter where. it oeours, disrupts the fut10tiodng to some extei1t in the 

activity, 

Partioularly with regard to the·problem of looalization of volun• 

tary_ aotiot1, the following statemet1t by Nielaen is noteworthya 

"These various centers of psrformanoe of' movements are in turn 
govert1ed for th.a performance of aots, An arbitrary differen-
tiation must be made between movements and aots~ the latter 
· oonsisting of a serios of' the form.er coordinated to the oarry• 
ing out of a plat1 of' aotion• There 18 no "oei1ter" for oarrying 
out an aot,u {67) P• 251 · · 

Rogardlesa· of whether the views of Rensohen at1d Nielsen or those 

of Goldstein ·are aooepted, neither is incompatible with our.hypotheeis 

that it is m interruption oi: the integrative processes of the oortex 

which results 1n the difference in tbs observed behavior between the 

experimei1tal and the oontrol group in our study. Ewn the looaliz-

ationiat entertains the belief that the different areas of the brain 

are all oonneoted'witb association fibers, Hence it 110uld follow 

that there is ·1nteraotiou between the ci.:U'ferent areas, All areas 

participating are neoeasary for 1ntegrat1on~wh1oh is defined here as 

the oo•functii>ning of all areas, with that area 1n llhioh the gradient 

of excitation is highest, functioning in a guiding role and all other 

areas i'Ut10tioning in a eupporting role, 

llowner, though we must i1ot lose eight of the importa1101 of' 
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neurological structures, all the behavior observed in B-D Ss is not 

entirely a result of damaged tissues, In part the behavior shows the 

struggle to meet demands~ in part it reveals the s• e attempt to avoid 

situations with which he oannot ocpe, In various ways he tries to 

find an enviromnent or make an environment in which demands that are 

beyond 'his reduced resources will not oocur. The orderliness and often 

metioulosity which have been observed on our taste, seem to be merely 

manifestations of the s•s attempt to establish an environment to 

which ha will always be equal, 

The observed behavior seems to, P,;' the result of two major 

factors I First, those attributable d_'\.reotly to. the lesion which are 

considered as primary--leading to the disorder or a disintegration of 

function in the cortex, second, those vd1ich are observable 'l'lhen the 

brain-damaged S tries to regain hie mode of i'uncti,ning and struggles 

with the inadequacy o:f' his non-integrated cerebral struoture, Always 

there appears a suggestion of disordered structure underlying the 

behavior, while the secondary psychological e:f'feot follows each aspect 

of behavior directly traceable to disintegration of brain tis11ue, 

We believa that our test battery is sensitive enough to point 

up these differences in behavior from the total test sooree which 

include the olinical indicators of the.following teat~d qualitie111 

organizing ability, pereevorative tendencies, ability to plan future 

action, ability to shirt, ability to correct behavior one knows is 

wrong, psyahomoto~ flexibility. These qualities or the lack of these 

qualities are apparently clearly brought out in performing on the 



battery, as the tests ware selected because they did permit a 

qual itati'VEI analysis of~ the S executed hia task and hence this 

may offer some explanation a.a to why such wide differences may-

somatimas. app':~r between the groups. Thia same type of b_ehavior 

presum~bly takes pl~oe on other tests but tha nature of the task does 

not lend itself.amenable to a qualitatiw analysis of the 1how1 tho 

S executes the task. 
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Chapter VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

I The battery of seven tests appear to discriminate adequately 

between the normal and brain-damaged groups, 

II This difference appears .to be muoh more clear-out on these 

tests than on tests measuring intellectual changes. 

III The battery presented makes no claim to finality. Whatever 

additions or modifications furthor research may bring to the 

diagnostic.part of the work, the analysis and description of 

the behavioral phenomena is unlikely to undergo substantial 

ohanges1 a workable basis inviting further exploration is 

therefore provided. 
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Subjects Used in Control Study 

SUBJEC!I! Age S-A 5-P P-0 l'-R C-D :r-:e llg Loe D-8 l•9.c 
l. s.:a. 38 94 171 38 22 . 105 315 5 l 52 120 
2, v.c. 39 101 141 58 24 80 155 8 3 59 110 
3. M.M. 24 107 162 52 24 72 329 4 2 45 108 
4. P,D. 23 113 145 74 22 73 156 6 3 55 us s. M.s. 21 114 143 ?9 16 79 165 7 3 49 109 
6. !11.J. 33 97 151 55 32 82 263 8 1 46 115 
7. 11.0. 29 105 121 55 24 72 281 9 7 49 110 
8. S,E. 34 111 138 54 30 as 305 5 3 '37 120 
9. ll:.M. 34 110 165 74 26 103 356 5 3 31 lU 
10. ll.D. 25 ll'J 143 77 24 68 126 6 2 S'J 108 
11. p .• o. 23 ll'J 136 15 18 74 339 s 4 65 112 
12. G.M. '35 117 167 80 22 78 177 6 2 46 118 
13. D.O, 30 106 160 69 22 81 391 6 'J 27 110 
14. H,M. 25 118 122 69 22 59 161 8 8 56 119 
15, M.H, li8 112 170 57 20 95 281 7 6 42 106 
16. A,R. 27 110 130 81 36 86 29) 6 4 35 109 
17, X,A. 32 104 133 66 8 79 244 9 8 42 107 
18. x.w. 29 90 147 49 28 88 188 8 l 48 118 
19, A.K, 40 106 155 66 26 77 192 6 4 40 120 
20. M,J. 32 118 127 78 24 82 ;321 s 2 39 103 
21. s,i;. 35 110 127 76 22 89 156 7 4 43 106 
22, G.F. 40 108 170 69 20 95 390 7 4 37 113 
23, ll.G, 39 97 136 74 26 82 210 5 l 47 110 
24, IC.C. 34 112 128 69 28 63 120 6 2 28 105 
25. v.a. 45 118 129 66 20 69 345 s 2 48 102 
26. A,lll, 25 133 111 64 10 54 132 8 s 59 118 
27, Z.A. 26 121 120 67 10 82 236 8 4 53 l.20 
2B, :a.v. 34 114 126 85 16 90 211 8 6 57 119 
29. v.w. 33 110 134 86 14 67 18.5 5 2 45 125 
30, M.:R. .41 113 146 5? 12 69 166 6 3 45 106 
31. o.s. 50 9? 153 54 20 10$ 287 ! 0 35 98 
32. H.ll, 30 98 147 34 26 60 245 5 40 109 
33, W.R. 25 112 152 59 20 69 129 7 2 56 112 
34. R.E. 24 99 141 S? 24 83 300 7 3 34 101 
35, ll,I. 57 110 152 71 18 83 202 7 0 28 96 

Appendix A 
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:Appendix D 

Deto:rmininr, whother simpler .deair;ns aro reproduced earlier. 

(l) NUlllber 11.oross top i'rlllll l to 10, i.e., 1st· deaign reproduced. 
seoo.nd,. third, eto, · · 

(2) Number down the side from i to 35 (35 subjects). 

(3) For person (l}, if his· first detit;n is 11 ~ple, r.1to S in oolumn 
l, line l. If' uoond desicn is also ei:mplB wr»i! S in columtt 2, 
lir.e.l, . . 

(4) Continue until all I'eproduood doeigna are entered, 

Ordor-1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 10 

Person 
l 

2 

3 

4 

• 

85 

(5) 

s 
C 

s 
s 

S C S S 

S S 8 C S S 

s 
csccsss 

eto. 

Compute mid-rank tor blanks undor order, For person l, five 
duigtis are recalled, therefore, 5 arr, blank. Midpoint or G, 
7, 8, 9, 10 would be !I. .Midpoint for peruon Z v.ould bo 9J 
for person 3, 6,lii. for person 4 it would ·be 9.,5 

(G) Sum tlie ranka of tho Ss for person l, 1.o •• l /,,2 !. 4 /. 5 !. 8 : 20 
BUlll .. tbe ranks ·or the cs for person 1, 1.a., 'l,f at a I a/ a = 35 

(7) Uopsi.t tor peroon 2 

Eta. 
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